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Abstract

The next generation wireless networks will combine high-speed mobile com-

munications with the current Internet architecture to create novel ways to commu-

nicate, access information, transact business, and provide entertainment. The goal

is to reduce the distinction between wireline and wireless networks, and provide any

kind of service to any kind of user at any location. Unlike the bandwidth in a wired

network, radio spectrum is a scarce resource. Thus, careful planning and manage-

ment of the radio spectrum is required to maximize its value. The evolving need

for supporting differentiated services for multimedia applications in the wireless net-

work adds a new dimension to this complex problem. Thorough research needs to

be conducted in the areas of network architectures, resource provisioning, link-layer

and network-layer protocols, adaptive resource management, and high availability of

network components to build the next-generation wireless networks.

Towards this goal, this dissertation makes six key contributions. First, we

provide a tutorial on the current technologies, building blocks, and design issues

faced in the deployment of cellular and wireless networks. Second, we study resource

provisioning in multi-tier cellular networks. We propose and analyze the performance

of two call-admission control algorithms for multi-tier cellular networks with multi-

class traffic, and analyze the optimal partitioning of channels between the tiers to

provide the best network performance. Third, we investigate the problem of providing

better Quality of Service (QoS) to wireless users via a novel algorithm which exploits
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statistical user profiles stored in network databases to provide differentiated services in

wireless networks. Fourth, we explore the current state of the art in the use of pricing

models and heuristics to provide better resource provisioning, statistical planning,

and call-admission and handoff control in wireless networks, and list the drawbacks

of not having an integrated and adaptive pricing scheme. Fifth, we propose such

a unified pricing-based framework which combines all the three aspects of network

planning and resource management to provide better QoS to wireless users. Sixth, we

study the problem of load sharing between a cluster of replicated network databases

and servers, and propose a solution for efficient load sharing when the clients produce

bursty traffic.
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Abstract

The next generation wireless networks will combine high-speed mobile communi-

cations with the current Internet architecture to create novel ways to communicate, access

information, transact business, and provide entertainment. The goal is to reduce the dis-

tinction between wireline and wireless networks, and provide any kind of service to any

kind of user at any location. Unlike the bandwidth in a wired network, radio spectrum is a

scarce resource. Thus, careful planning and management of the radio spectrum is required

to maximize its value. The evolving need for supporting differentiated services for multi-

media applications in the wireless network adds a new dimension to this complex problem.

Thorough research needs to be conducted in the areas of network architectures, resource

provisioning, link-layer and network-layer protocols, adaptive resource management, and

high availability of network components to build the next-generation wireless networks.

Towards this goal, this dissertation makes six key contributions. First, we provide

a tutorial on the current technologies, building blocks, and design issues faced in the deploy-

ment of cellular and wireless networks. Second, we study resource provisioning in multi-tier

cellular networks. We propose and analyze the performance of two call-admission control

algorithms for multi-tier cellular networks with multi-class traffic, and analyze the optimal

partitioning of channels between the tiers to provide the best network performance. Third,

we investigate the problem of providing better Quality of Service (QoS) to wireless users

via a novel algorithm which exploits statistical user profiles stored in network databases to

provide differentiated services in wireless networks. Fourth, we explore the current state of

the art in the use of pricing models and heuristics to provide better resource provisioning,

statistical planning, and call-admission and handoff control in wireless networks, and list the

drawbacks of not having an integrated and adaptive pricing scheme. Fifth, we propose such

a unified pricing-based framework which combines all the three aspects of network planning

and resource management to provide better QoS to wireless users. Sixth, we study the

problem of load sharing between a cluster of replicated network databases and servers, and

propose a solution for efficient load sharing when the clients produce bursty traffic.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Technological advances have facilitated the rapid growth of wireless communica-

tions. As a result, the next-generation communication networks will provide ubiquitous

wireless access to high-quality multimedia traffic to users, blurring the distinction between

wired and wireless networks for the consumer.

In order to achieve the goal of providing high-quality multimedia services in next-

generation wireless networks, it will be necessary to implement new algorithms, tools, and

techniques that can guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) while accounting for the limited

bandwidth of the wireless channel. This requires a differentiated-services architecture which

can offer multiple service levels, each with a different QoS guarantee. Supporting differ-

entiated services in a wireless network is a multidimensional problem due to the mobility

of a device, the varying capabilities and resource requirements of a device, the variations

in channel characteristics across the user population and the geographical terrain, and the

limited radio spectrum (bandwidth).

The first step in implementing a differentiated-services wireless network architec-

ture is to provision the radio spectrum coverage of the geographical region in a manner

which can support the resource requirements of future multimedia traffic. This can be per-

formed in conjunction with statistical market research and terrain topology information,

which provide information about hot-spots1 and link-loss characteristics, respectively.

Once the radio coverage has been decided, the next step is to set up a frame-

1A hot-spot is a geographical region with dense mobile user population.
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work to classify the incoming new calls into different Classes of Service (CoS) according

to their requested QoS and the services they wish to access. Incoming new calls are first

authenticated against user access control databases. Subsequently, queries are sent to these

databases to determine information about the services which this particular user can access.

At this stage, the network has knowledge of the resource requirements for the duration of

the call. Sophisticated mechanisms such as statistical user profiling and service profiling

may also be used to improve the network’s “estimate” of what these requirements could be,

in terms of duration of use, bandwidth needed, and potential trajectory of travel.

An important step in the deployment of a differentiated-services architecture is

the enforcement of policies which will optimally satisfy the users in each CoS. This job

can be performed by call-admission and handoff-control (CAHC) algorithms. Intelligent

CAHC algorithms use profiling databases, current resource usage, and previously-learned

classification information in conjunction with the attributes of the incoming new call or

handoff call to assign resources to the call in the current cell.

Simultaneously, network designers should implement algorithms and architectures

which ensure that these network databases (such as user access control and user profile

databases) are highly available for the classification and CAHC algorithms to be effective.

Hence, supporting differentiated services in a wireless network requires design of

architectures, algorithms, protocols, and tools for — (i) resource provisioning, (ii) statistical

user and service classification and profiling for improving network performance, (iii) adaptive

call admission and handoff control, and (iv) high availability of network databases and

servers. In this research, we have studied all these four aspects next-generation wireless

network design, and we propose architectures, algorithms, and implementations to improve

their design and deployment. Let us examine the key research results we have obtained for

each of these research topics.

Resource Provisioning

The first step in the design of a wireless network is to provision the resources of the

system. Designers have to architect the radio plan, decide on link power-control algorithms

and the number of cellular tiers that would satisfy the traffic requirements of the region.
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QoS can be improved if the system can achieve a lower new-call blocking probability and

ensure that calls which are admitted into the system have lower failure rate (i.e., lower

dropping probability).

In our work, we study the effectiveness of multi-tier cellular networks in providing

better QoS to users. To increase a cellular network’s capacity, designers should employ a

finer mesh of smaller cells over areas with a large population of users in order to achieve

higher channel reuse. On the other hand, to be able to cover a larger area and serve a

large number of highly-mobile users, designers should increase the cell size. A multi-tier

cellular network architecture can satisfy these conflicting requirements easily. Microcells

are used to achieve higher capacity, while macrocells provide a larger coverage area and

reduce overheads due to handoffs.

In Chapter 3, we first study the channel-allocation problem for a two-tier cellular

network, for two different call types – voice (with short call-holding time) and data (with

long call-holding time) – with and without overheads associated with handoff requests.

Given a limited number of channels, we examine different channel assignments between the

two tiers such that the blocking and the dropping probabilities are minimized. We compare

the impact of two call-admission algorithms on the network performance. The first algo-

rithm treats all calls identically and first attempts to assign them to the microcell layer. The

second algorithm first attempts to assign calls with long call-holding time to the macrocell

layer. We show that assigning all calls to the microcell layer on call admission, and not

distinguishing between them based on their call-holding times leads to better performance,

in terms of lower new-call blocking and dropping probabilities.

Statistical Classification and Profiling

After the radio coverage has been established, the next step is to determine some of

the static and statistical attributes of the differentiated-services architecture. This includes

defining the CoS, formulating the pricing models that will be utilized in the network, and

determining the resource-management and channel-assignment models that will be appro-

priate for this network.

In the next-generation wireless network, profiles containing user-specific informa-
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tion such as the location, the velocity (both speed and direction), and the resource re-

quirements of the user can be accurately determined and maintained by the network on a

per-user basis. We investigate the design of a wireless network architecture which exploits

user profiles to maximize the network efficiency and provide better QoS to different classes

of users.

In Chapter 4, we propose a Profile-Assisted Resource Management Algorithm

(PARMA), and provide implementation guidelines of such an architecture for the Third-

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) network. The key underlying primitive of the

architecture is the use of both real-time and aggregate user profiles to perform advance

resource reservation in the handoff target cells of the wireless cellular network. We iden-

tify various factors that can influence the efficiency of the resource reservation scheme and

through a simulation analysis of an example scenario we show the impact of these factors on

the QoS that profiled users receive. The example scenario comprises of two service classes:

a high-cost, profiled service with higher QoS; and a lower-cost, non-profiled service with

best-effort QoS. The results show that high QoS can be guaranteed to users who subscribe

to the profiled service.

Adaptive Resource Management

Once the wireless network is ready for operation, pricing policies can be used to

dynamically adapt to real-time changes in network conditions at a per-user granularity.

Network management at this level of detail (finest granularity) ensures that statistically-

expected conditions do not dominate real-time network conditions, and that the network is

agile enough to function efficiently even if unplanned resource crunches occur. In Chapter 5,

we review the existing body of literature that attempts to utilize pricing in the design of

next-generation wireless networks. Specifically, we classify the existing works into three

categories, (a) pricing-based resource provisioning, (b) pricing-based static planning, and

(c) pricing-based adaptive resource management.

In Chapter 6, we propose a unified pricing-based framework which combines all the

three above-mentioned aspects of network planning and resource management to provide

better QoS to wireless users. As a preliminary static planning step, we classify all users
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into two service classes, each with a different QoS requirement. Profiled users subscribe to

a higher-cost profiled service which guarantees higher QoS in terms of lower dropping prob-

ability, and regular non-profiled users who receive a best-effort service from the network.

Utilizing the algorithms and architecture developed for statistical classification and user pro-

filing in Chapter 4, we propose an adaptive pricing-based resource management algorithm

called Pricing-based Profile-Assisted Resource Management Algorithm (PPARMA).

We define PPARMA as a hybrid pricing-based adaptive resource-management

scheme consisting of the optimal operating regions of three individual pricing schemes —

Fixed Pricing (FP), QoS-sensitive pricing (QP), and Congestion-sensitive pricing (CP).

PPARMA dynamically adapts the scheme in use, depending on the network load. Based on

our results, we suggest that FP be used at very low loads. As the load increases, the network

should switch to CP or QP, depending on the mobility of the users in their hot-spot, while

CP should be used solely under high operating loads.

High Availability of Network Databases and Servers

Given the complete dependence of next-generation wireless networks on the various

network databases, it is imperative that these databases are clustered, fully redundant, and

completely synchronized, thus providing a highly available system on which sophisticated

services could be built. As we have seen from the above discussion, to design, develop,

and deploy any kind of intelligent network architecture, researchers have to rely on the

information provided by these network databases. For example, PARMA and PPARMA

rely on statistical profile information as well as current and predicted service and trajectory

information to provide better QoS to users.

It is necessary to design and architect these database servers such that they are

scalable, fault-tolerant, and robust under varying network loads and network instabilities.

For any queuing system, one way to achieve a lower latency and higher throughput is to

build a faster server. This may not always be feasible due to constraints of technology

and/or costs. The other alternative is to increase the number of servers in the system,

while maintaining a feasible service time for each server. In such an architecture, to achieve

the minimum latency and the maximum throughput, it is necessary to have a single queue
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of jobs. However, a common queue is often difficult to implement in practice. The most

common architecture is to have independent server-queue entities, coupled with a load

sharing algorithm, whose goal is to even out the load on the individual servers and achieve

a performance as close as possible to the common queue architecture. Such a replicated

architecture can improve fault-tolerance and performance.

In Appendix A, we consider the load-sharing problem for next-generation wireless

network databases. Prior work on load sharing in distributed computing typically considered

job arrival processes characterized by a simple Poisson process. Though this assumption

was acceptable for voice-only wireless networks, it doesn’t hold true for the current and next

generation of multimedia-capable wireless networks. In our work, we characterize the arrival

process as a bursty stream source. Our results show that simple load sharing techniques

produce substantial gains even for bursty stream sources. Moreover, the gains are higher

for higher burstiness.

Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide a tutorial on

the architectures, building blocks, and design issues faced in the design and deployment of

current wireless and cellular networks. In Chapter 3, we investigate the problem of resource

provisioning in wireless networks. Exploiting user profiles to enhance QoS in wireless net-

works is discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 explores the current state of the art in the use

of pricing structures, models, and heuristics to provide better resource provisioning, static

and statistical planning, and call admission and handoff control in wireless networks, and

lists the drawbacks of not having an integrated adaptive resource management scheme. We

propose such an integrated and adaptive framework in Chapter 6, based on a hybrid pricing

scheme that provides better QoS to users under varying loads. In Chapter 7, we present

the conclusions obtained from this body of research. Appendix A describes a distributed,

dynamic, load-sharing scheme for network servers, such as the database servers of a 3GPP

network, where the incoming traffic is a bursty stream.
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Chapter 2

Cellular Networks: Technologies

and Protocols

The goal of wireless networking and telecommunications is to provide personalized,

cost-effective communication services to users at anytime, in any place, and through any

device using a single personal identity, known as the Personal Telecommunication Number

(PTN). The designs, architectures, and services that will lead to the realization of this

goal are loosely called Personal Communication Services (PCS). This chapter provides a

tutorial of the current cellular and wireless architecture and the challenges that are present

in extending this architecture to handle the goal of PCS.

The main features of PCS are the following [2]:

• Multiple Environments: PCS must provide ubiquitous access to services irrespective of

the physical location of the user. To achieve this objective, it is necessary to integrate

the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the current cellular and satellite

systems, paging services, the wired networks, and cordless telephony. This integration

has to be transparent to the user and should appear as a single multi-service network,

even though in practice they may be completely different technologically, and can be

administered by different service providers.

• Global Roaming Capability: PCS should have the capability to support global roaming

and support full service mobility. From the industry viewpoint, it involves providing
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seamless integration of services over different service providers. This sub-goal has

been referred to as Universal Personal Telecommunications (UPT).

• Wide Range of Services: PCS should be able to provide a wide range of services like

high-quality voice, variable rate data, video, high-resolution images, and enable new

services with the same quality that can be achieved over wired networks.

• Multiple User Types: The wireless network should be able to support different types

of users — characterized by different types of mobility, different QoS requirements,

etc. — through negotiations between the user and the network.

• Unique PTN: Each user will be identified by a unique PTN using which he can be

reached at any physical location and on any communication device. This concept is

known as personal mobility, since the user is not tied to any physical location nor is

he tied to a particular communication device.

• Universal Handset: The user should be able to use one universal handset to access all

the myriad services that PCS will provide. The device will be identified by a Universal

Handset Number (UHN). This leads to the concept of terminal mobility in which the

user can access all the services he has signed up for through any universal handset.

• Service Security: To allow for global roaming and personal and terminal mobility,

there will be an integration of numerous heterogeneous networks. The user will be

more prone to security breaches and service corruption because of this integration.

The challenge is to provide better authentication services for such future networks.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we study the

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-

tem (UMTS) reference architecture. Even though we are discussing a particular standard,

architectures for other standards, such as IS-54 [3], are very similar to that of UMTS. In Sec-

tion 2.2, we study the physical-layer aspects of wireless networks, followed by the data-link

and the network-layer issues in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, respectively. In Section 2.5, we

focus on the higher-layer aspects and discuss the key issues in mobile computing. Finally,

in Section 2.6, we evaluate our current progress and outline the challenges that lie ahead.
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2.1 Existing Cellular Network Architecture

Figure 2.1(a) shows the components of the 3GPP UMTS reference architecture [1].

The UMTS network consists of three interacting domains — the Core Network (CN), UMTS

Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), and User Equipment (UE). UMTS supports

Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) radio access as well, for compatibility

with older mobiles, but we shall only concentrate on the new UMTS elements for clarity.

Figure 2.1: (a) Components of the 3GPP network architecture. (b) Network elements
needed to support profile-based channel reservation.

There are two key entities in UTRAN. The base station is known as the Node B,

and the geographical region which it serves is defined as a cell. It is the physical unit for

radio transmission and reception with cells. Depending on sectoring, one or more cells may
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be served by a Node B. The Radio Network Controller (RNC) manages one or more Node

Bs. An RNC is responsible for channel assignment, admission control, and management of

handoffs between neighboring Node Bs within its area of control.

The core network has evolved from the GSM core network with General Packet

Radio Service (GPRS). It is divided into the circuit-switched and packet-switched domains.

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is used for core transmission. ATM Adaption

Layer type 2 (AAL2) handles circuit-switched traffic while AAL5 is used for data traffic.

Certain components are common to the circuit and packet segments of the UMTS

core network. The Home Location Register (HLR) is a database containing user-specific

data — such as user identity, subscribed services, and current user location — for all users

registered in a particular geographical area, known as the Home Area. The Authentica-

tion Center (AuC) and the Equipment Identity Register (EIR) are databases which aid in

identification and authentication of mobile users.

The circuit-switched elements of the UMTS core network consist of the Mobile

Switching Center (MSC), Visitor Location Register (VLR), and Gateway MSC (GMSC).

The Mobile Switching Center (MSC) constitutes the interface between the radio system and

the fixed network. It is responsible for (1) setting up, managing, and clearing calls (con-

nections); (2) routing incoming calls to the appropriate cell; and (3) managing inter-RNC

handoffs. The VLR contains information about all users currently “visiting” its particular

geographical area. The Gateway MSC (GMSC) is the gateway between the UMTS network

and external circuit switched networks.

The packet-switched elements of the UMTS core network consist of the Serving

GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The GGSN

has functionality equivalent to the GMSC, while the SGSN performs duties similar to a

combined MSC and VLR, such as routing and visitor management.

The mobile terminal (or handset), is identified via its International Mobile Sub-

scriber Identity (IMSI). This is a unique number that is associated with all GSM and UMTS

network mobile terminals. It is sent by the mobile to the network and is used to look up the

other details of the mobile in the HLR or as locally copied in the VLR. The IMSI is stored in

the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) of the terminal, a secure store that also includes the
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subscription information, preferences and storage of text messages for the mobile terminal.

The equivalence of a SIM in UMTS is a Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM).

2.2 Physical Layer

Wireless networks use a variety of electromagnetic waves, ranging from infra-red to

radio waves, for handling communication between the base station and the mobile unit. The

propagation characteristics of these waves have a lot of effect on wireless systems. First,

the strength of the signal over an area determines the reliability of the communication

channel in that area. On the other hand, if the signal is too strong, it can cause interference

in the neighbouring cells. Second, the rate of mobility of a user in the cell has a direct

impact on errors in the channel as well as inter-symbol interference. Finally, large errors

can also occur due to the nature of wave propagation in the presence of obstacles, such

as high-rise buildings or natural contours. All these reasons have led researchers to study

the propagation of electromagnetic waves and to construct models which will help network

designers minimize errors, appropriately deploy base stations, and decide on transceiver

characteristics [4].

2.2.1 Physics of Propagation

D

R

S

D = Diffraction

R = Reflection

S = Scattering

Figure 2.2: The physics of electromagnetic propagation with obstacles.
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There are three basic aspects of wave propagation that are of interest to a network

designer — reflection, diffraction and scattering. Figure 2.2 shows these three aspects of

propagation.

• Reflection: Reflection occurs when an electro-magnetic (EM) wave bounces off an

obstacle larger than its wavelength. This reflected wave can interfere with the original

wave constructively or destructively, producing complex signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

variations at the receiver.

• Diffraction: When an EM wave encounters an object it cannot penetrate, it diffracts,

causing secondary waves to be formed which are picked up by a receiver behind the

obstruction, even though there is no Line-of-Sight (LOS) propagation beteween the

transmitter and the receiver. This effect is also known as shadowing since the receiver

can pick up the signal in the shadow of the obstruction.

• Scattering: Scattering occurs when the EM wave encounters an obstacle whose size

is on the order of (or less than) the wavelength of the wave. This effect causes the

wave to be radiated in many different directions after it hits the obstacle.

These three propagation characteristics interact in complex ways in the real en-

vironment. For example, when a mobile unit is at street level with a LOS to the base

station, the most prominent propagation mechanisms will be reflection off nearby buildings

and the normal LOS propagation. If, in addition to this base station, there is another

base station on a perpendicular street, then the mobile unit will also pick up signals which

have been diffracted off street corners and scattered off smaller objects. The sum effect

is a noise component at the receiver which follows the Rayleigh distribution and hence is

known as Rayleigh fading [5]. The intensity of this noise varies quickly by large quantities

over short distances, especially in highly-congested environments, and hence the received

signal strength varies quickly over time. For this reason, Rayleigh Fading is also known as

Short-Term Fading.

As the mobile moves around in the coverage area of a base station in the absence of

obstacles, the received power will vary gradually over time, following a normal distribution
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Figure 2.3: Effect of fading on signal strength.

if plotted in decibels (dB). Hence, this type of fading is known as Log-normal Fading or

Long-Term Fading. The signal strength variation with respect to time at the receiver is

shown in Figure 2.3.

There are two constraints associated with a wireless channel. The first is known

as link budget and signifies the power levels of the channel. Cell coverage areas, transceiver

designs and battery life, all depend upon link budget. The second constraint is time disper-

sion and this occurs due to multipath propagation. Copies of the original signal reach the

receiver spread out in time due to the propagation effects described earlier. Time dispersion

has a direct impact on the maximum transmission rate achievable over the channel. The

above constraints are captured in the following parameters for a wireless channel.

• Path loss: Path loss is used to measure the link budget. It is defined as the local

average received signal power relative to the transmit power [5]. A general path-loss

model uses a parameter (n) to denote the power-law relationship between received

power and distance between the transmitter and receiver. For free space, n = 2.

• Delay spread: Due to time dispersion, an impulse transmitted by the base station

gathers a finite width by the time it is received. The width of this pulse is known

as the delay spread, and it varies considerably over different environments. Typical

values of delay spread range from around 0.1 µs in open regions to around 10 µs in

urban areas.
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2.2.2 Outdoor Propagation

Theoretically, a cell is defined as a hexagonal structure, with the assumption that

power levels are constant in any region of the cell. In real life, a cell is defined as a region

over which the path loss is at or lower than a certain threshold value. This defines a physical

area which is typically not hexagonal, but rather has a very irregular structure. Moreover,

due to irregular terrain, a cell might have pockets where the path loss is above a threshold

value. By selecting the placement and transmitted power of a base station, the network

designer can control the shape and size of a cell. In current systems, there are mainly two

kinds of cell sizes — macrocells and microcells.

• A typical macrocell has a radius of 1 - 2 km and a transmission power capability of

10 W. The channel fading in a macrocell follows the Rayleigh Fading and Log-normal

Fading models described earlier. Okumura and Hata [6] developed an empirical power-

law model for path loss in macrocells, where the exponent n depends on the channel

frequency, antenna height and other factors. In the real world, this model has turned

out to be quite robust with values of n in the range 2-4.

Time dispersion models based on ray-optic theory and actual geographical data have

been proposed with some accuracy for large city environments [7].

• Microcells cover smaller areas, have smaller base stations, and lower transmission

power requirements, because of which the time dispersion and path-loss values are

lower for microcells than for macrocells. For a microcell, the antenna height is usually

lower than the surrounding building height. Hence, the mobile unit is always in LOS

with the base station, and most of the transmitted signal propagates along the street.

The path loss for microcells is characterized by two slopes [4], with a single break-

point, as shown in Figure 2.4(a). Along the LOS path, the path-loss exponent is two till the

breakpoint, after which it is closer to four. Figure 2.4(b) shows the path loss as the mobile

unit turns a street corner. The first slope is the LOS path-loss characteristic slope. Then,

on the turn, there is a huge loss in signal strength (on the order of 20 dB), after which the

path-loss exponent increases to the range 4-8.
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Figure 2.4: Fading in microcellular environment.

Ray-optic theory has been used with greater success in microcells for the predic-

tion of cell coverage area and time dispersion values. A four-ray model based on a directed

ray, a ground reflected ray and two rays reflected from walls on each lateral side, is used

with considerable accuracy. Larger number of rays give better accuracy but take more com-

putation time [8]. A model which takes corner diffraction into account has been presented

by Goldsmith and Greenstein [9].

2.2.3 Indoor Propagation

For indoor propagation, the type of building has a direct impact on the propagation

charactersitics. Buildings have been classified into different categories, depending upon the

number of hard (walls, doors) and soft partitions (office furniture) present inside. In general,

a fixed terminal encounters Ricean fading1 due to people moving around, while a mobile

unit faces Rayleigh fading for NLOS paths and Ricean fading for LOS paths. Typical values

1The signal strength follows a Ricean distribution.
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for the path-loss exponent range between 1.8 to 3.3. Buildings with fewer hard partitions

have smaller delay spreads (on the order of 40 ns), and can support higher data rates than

buildings with more hard partitions where the spread can be as large as 300 ns. For a good

summary on propagation measurements and models for indoor wireless channels, the reader

is referred to the paper by Molkdar [10].

In multi-story buildings, the type of material used for inter-floor partitions greatly

affects the propagation characteristics of waves. Concrete provides less path loss as com-

pared to metal partitions. Other aspects such as the “footprint” of the building and the

presence of windows and so on have a direct impact on path loss between floors. The

greatest attenuation occurs when the transmitter and receiver are separated by a single

floor, after which the attenuation occurs at a smaller rate. Ray-optic modeling methods

combined with CAD tools to accurately represent the indoor environment have proved to

be successful in predicting path-loss characteristics for single- and multi-tier buildings.

2.2.4 Wireless Channels

When viewed from a data channel perspective, the bit errors2 in a wireless link

follow a 2-state process. For certain periods of time, there are virtually no errors in the

channel, while for other time periods, the channel experiences burst errors due to the fading

characteristics described above. This behaviour has been mathematically modeled as a two-

state Markov error model known as the Gilbert-Elliott channel model [11, 12].

G B
1-

1- β

α
βα

Figure 2.5: Gilbert-Elliott channel model.

Figure 2.5 shows the state diagram for the Gilbert-Elliott model. There are two

states, the state good (G) and the state bad (B). In the good state, errors occur with a very

low probability, while in the bad state, errors occur with a relatively higher probability.

2Bit error indicates the number of bits of a data stream over a communication channel that have been
altered by noise.
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Typically, the probability of bit error in G, denoted by PG, is zero while the probability of

bit error in B (PB) is 0.5. The errors occur in bursts with relatively long error-free intervals.

The occupancy times in states B and G are geometrically distributed with means (1−α)−1

and (1 − β)−1, respectively. The state transition probabilities depend on α and β, and can

be chosen to match the experimental data. This model is quite accurate in characterizing

the burst-error property of a wireless channel. There have been other models which are

more complex and offer a better match with experimental results. One such model is a

Finite-State Markov Channel proposed by Wang and Moayeri [13].

2.3 Data-Link Layer

2.3.1 Handoffs

Handoff is the mechanism that transfers a call in progress from one cell to another,

as the user moves around in the geographical region. During a handoff, resources have to be

reserved in the new cell and released from the old cell on handoff completion. This resource

management increases the load on the switching network, which in turn affects the delay

involved. If a handoff does not occur quickly, the QoS may deteriorate below acceptable

limits. Reference [14] gives a detailed survey of handoff algorithms and their performance.

As mentioned earlier, each mobile unit measures signal strengths from nearby Node

Bs (base stations) in its idle times, and passes this information regularly to the base station

its connected to. This information is used by the base station in the handoff decision process.

Figure 2.6 shows the average signal strength measured by a mobile unit as it moves from

the coverage area of base station 1 (BS1) to base station 2 (BS2). The following approaches

are used in deciding whether a handoff should take place.

• Relative Signal Strength: This scheme chooses the base station from which the received

average signal strength is maximum. In Figure 2.6, the handoff would take place

at point A. This scheme triggers off a handoff even when the old base station was

providing sufficient signal strength [15].

• Relative Signal Strength with Threshold: This method allows the mobile unit to hand-
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Figure 2.6: Handoff initiation schemes.

off to BS2 if (a) the signal strength from BS2 is higher than the strength from BS1

and (b) the signal strength from BS1 is lower than a fixed threshold. In this method,

the point of handoff is very much dependent upon the threshold, and can take place

at points A, B or C for thresholds of T1, T2 and T3, respectively. Moreover, this

threshold is difficult to establish for different cell sizes and geographical terrains.

• Relative Signal Strength with Hysteresis: Instead of a absolute threshold, this scheme

allows a handoff to take place if the signal strength from BS2 is greater than that from

BS1 by a hysteresis margin h. The handoff takes place at point C. This technique also

avoids the ping-pong effect which is the repeated handoff between two base stations

due to fluctuating received signal strengths. Another scheme couples the threshold

and the hysteresis methods into a single decision process.

• Prediction: Reference [16] examines a new handoff decision algorithm which tries to

predict the future value of the received signal strength, and is shown (via simulation)

to be better than the above schemes.

• Timer Based: The GSM/DCS1800 and the Personal Access Communication Sysem

(PACS) standards use a hysteresis-based decision process coupled with a timer. When

the signal strength from BS2 is greater than the signal strength from BS1 by a hys-

teresis margin h and over a time interval t, then the call handoffs to BS2. This scheme

has a better tolerance to the ping-pong effect mentioned above.
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As explained in Section 2.2, there is a rapid change in signal strength when a

mobile turns a street corner in a microcellular architecure. A distinction has to be made

between LOS handoffs, when the base stations can see each other, and NLOS handoffs,

where the base stations cannot see each other. In the LOS case, hysteresis-based handoff

initiation is useful (at the expense of longer delays) in reducing premature handoffs, and

avoiding the ping-pong affect. On the contrary, NLOS handoffs have to be executed as

early as possible due to the suddend drop in signal strength. A possible solution for these

contradictory goals is to have a multitier architecture, as described in the next section.

2.3.2 Channel Allocation Schemes

Wireless channels are a very limited resource. In view of the recent growth in

wireless communication services demanding higher and higher bandwidth, it is important to

use the channels efficiently. Ideally, we would like to use the same channels in every cell over

a given region, and reduce the cell size, to obtain high capacity and high efficiency. However,

in the real world, there is co-channel interference between the channels in a particular cell

with the same channels being used a certain distance apart.

Frequency reuse refers to the use of the same wireless channels in cells which are

separated by a sufficient distance such that the co-channel interference is below a specific

value. The cells using the same channels are known as co-channel cells, and the minimum

distance between any two co-channel cells is known as the co-channel reuse distance, or

simply as the reuse distance. A larger reuse distance limits the number of times a particular

channel can be used in any given area, and hence is detrimetal to system efficiency.

The main idea behind any channel allocation scheme is to reuse each channel as

much as possible, while keeping the carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) above an accepted

value. Channel allocation schemes can be divided into three categories — Fixed Channel

Allocation (FCA), Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA), and Hybrid Schemes. We discuss

these schemes in the following subsections.
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Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA)

In FCA schemes, a certain number of channels are allocated to each cell based on

CIR and reuse distance constraints. We examine some of the more important FCA schemes

below.

• Uniform and non-Uniform FCA: This is the simplest channel allocation scheme,

where the same number of channels are allocated to each cell irrespective of user

distribution. This scheme results in poor channel utilization, since a call might get

blocked in a cell even though another cell might have extra channels which are not

being used. This scheme can be improved by using user distribution probes to allocate

more channels to cells that have larger population density [17]. This results in a non-

uniform channel allocation, but it reduces the blocking probability.

• Static borrowing: In this scheme, unused channels from lightly loaded cells, which

are separated by at least the reuse distance, can be used for calls in the current

cell [18, 19]. These channels now become assigned to this cell permanently, though a

reassignment of the allocated channels can be done periodically.

• Simple Borrowing: Channels are assigned to cells according to an FCA strategy.

When all the channels are used up in this cell, another channel can be borrowed from

the neighbouring cells, as long as it does not cause any interference with existing

calls in this cell. When this new channel is borrowed, several other cells will not be

able to use it. This is known as channel locking. After the call has been completed,

this channel is returned back to the original cell. There are many variations to the

simple borrowing scheme. In the Borrow-from-Richest scheme, the loaded cell picks

a channel from a cell which has the largest number of free channels. The Basic

Algorithm scheme tries to minimize channel locking when borrowing. A comparison

of all borrowing schemes can be found in [18, 19].

• Simple Hybrid Channel Borrowing Strategy (SHCBS): In SHCBS, channels

assigned to each cell are divided into two groups A and B. Channels in group A are

assigned permanently to the cell and cannot be borrowed, while channels in B can be
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used by other cells. The ratio of A:B is pre-calculated. The Borrowing with Channel

Ordering (BCO) scheme changes the ratio A:B dynamically, depending on varying

traffic conditions. More sophisticated strategies such as Borrowing with Directional

Channel Locking, Ordered Channel Assignment, and Sharing with Bias employ infor-

mation about directions in which channels can get locked to increase the number of

borrowable channels [17, 20].

Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA)

As opposed to FCA schemes, there is no mapping between cells and channels in

a DCA scheme. All available channels are kept in a “central” pool and are dynamically

assigned to cells as and when required. After a call has been terminated, the channel is

returned back to the pool for future use. The various DCA schemes differ in the way they

utilize a cost function to choose a channel from the pool. There are two main categories of

DCA schemes, namely, centralized and distributed DCA schemes.

In centralized DCA schemes, a central controller allocates the channels to request-

ing cells from the pool based on various cost functions which include the following.

• First Available: The simplest scheme picks the first available channel from the

pool which satisfies the co-channel interference constraints. It has been shown [21]

that, for low to moderate loads, this scheme outperforms FCA by about 20%.

• Locally-Optimized Dynamic Assignment: A channel is picked from the pool

in such a way that the future total blocking probability in and around the cell is

minimized [17].

• Optimizing Reuse: There are several schemes based on maximizing the utililiza-

tion (optimizing the reuse) of every channel. The Ring strategy selects a channel

which is being used in the most cells in the co-channel set. The Mean Square (MSQ)

scheme tries to minimize the mean square distance between cells using the same chan-

nel. Other schemes using similar cost functions are Nearest Neighbour and Nearest

Neighbour plus One [22].
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The distributed DCA schemes use local information about available channels or

signal-strength measurements to allocate channels. In contrast to the centralized schemes,

the base stations and mobile units keep information about locally-available channels and

execute the allocation algorithms. This information is exchanged between the base stations

periodically.

• Local Packing Dynamic Distributed Channel Assignment (LP-DDCA): In

this strategy, each base station maintains a matrix containing all information about

allocated channels in every cell within the resuse distance from this cell. Among

the free channels, the first available channel (in some order) is assigned to the new

call, and the base station sends an update message to all other cells within the reuse

distance.

• Adjacent Channel Interference Constraint (ACI): In addition to the co-

channel interference constraints, this allocation scheme introduces a limit to the in-

terference caused by channels adjacent to the current channel being allocated [23].

• Signal-Strength Measurements: There are many distributed DCA schemes

where the mobile host measures the signal strength and interference from other chan-

nels to determine the usability of a particular channel. The Digital European Cordless

Telecommunications (DECT) standard described later uses this method of channel

allocation. In Sequential Channel Search (SCS), all mobile host - base station pairs

examine all available channels and choose the one with the highest CIR value. In

addition, if the base station picks the channel with the minimum SNR, then we get

the Minimum Signal-to-Noise Interference Ratio (MSIR) scheme.

Hybrid Channel Allocation

These channel allocation schemes use a mixture of fixed and dynamic channel

allocation. The total available channels are divided into two sets — a fixed set which is

assigned to cells according to some FCA scheme, and a dynamic set over which some DCA

schemes are used [22]. The ratio of the number of fixed to dynamic channels is an important

parameter in these schemes.
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Reuse Partitioning

Reuse Partitioning (RUP) is another way of get high channel efficiency in a cellular

system. In this strategy, each cell is divided into two or more concentric subcells, each

centered at the base station, as shown in Figure 2.7. Since the inner subcells (or zones) are

closer to the base station, the power required to achieve a certain CIR is lower for these

zones than for the outer ones. Therefore, the reuse distance for channels used in the inner

zones is smaller than the resuse distance for the outer zones, resulting in more channel

efficiency.

BS1
2

3

Concentric Sub-Cells

Figure 2.7: Reuse partitioning as a method for channel allocation.

In Fixed RUP, the spectrum is divided into two or more groups of mutually ex-

clusive channels. The reuse distance for each group is different, and channels are allocated

according to their reuse distances. Typically, mobile units closer to the base station will

use channels with a smaller reuse distance. Adaptive Channel Allocation RUP (ACARUP)

is very close to DCA in the sense that any channel can be used in any cell, as long as the

required CIR is maintained. The difference lies in the reuse distances for each channel,

which is based on reuse partitioning. In other words, channels which have been used closer

to the base station have smaller reuse distances, and hence can be used by a nearby base

station. Channels being used at the outer “rings” have larger reuse distances and can be

used by base stations further away. Some ACARUP schemes are Autonomous RUP and

All-Channel Concentric Allocation [22].
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2.4 Network Layer

2.4.1 Multitier Cellular Architectures

There has been a tremendous growth in wireless services and subscribers over

the past few years. Traditionally, channel reuse, cell splitting, and reuse paritioning have

been used to increase capacity in cellular systems. Another technique is to use smaller-

sized microcells in regions with high user density. This allows channels to be reused more

efficiently. Such microcells typically have radii less than a few hundred meters. There are

many challenges with this microcellular architecture. Base stations are usually at street level

and in LOS with mobile units. When users turn around a street corner, the signal strength

decreases very quickly and communication gets interrupted. Moreover, high-speed terminals

in this environment may generate a lot of handoffs, which may produce an immense load on

the signaling network, causing delays and poor QoS. The natural extension of the cellular

architecture for solving this problem is the concept of hierarchical or multitier cellular

network. The most common realization of this architecture is known as an overlay network,

where a lower layer of microcells is covered by a higher layer of larger macrocells (umbrella

cells).

There are three important design issues for the deployment of multitier cellular

networks [24].

• Detection of “hot spot” areas where microcells would be advantageous. Coupled with

this is the problem of finding the optimum microcell and macrocell sizes.

• Resource management between the two layers — especially frequency management

between the layers.

• Call and handoff admission policies — what type of call should access a particular

layer, whether calls should be relegated to a particular layer, and how do these schemes

affect the QoS.
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Cell Sizes and Hot Spots

In the UMTS standard, a mobile unit measures the signal power from a number of

base stations in the vicinity of its parent base station. This information is sent to the parent

base station periodically, and aids in the handoff decision process. This same information

can also be used for the detection of hot spots. Reference [25] suggests the use of dummy

base stations to which mobiles can send this information, which can be used to determine

the user population characteristics as well as the signal characteristics in that area.

For determining cells sizes, a common method is to fix the macrocell size and then

try to find out the number of microcells that can be covered by a single macrocell. A cost

function based on the total number of base stations required can be used to determine this

number [26]. The cost of deploying a macrocell base station is assumed to be greater than

that of deploying a microcell base station. In [27], the author uses a cost function based on

the ratio of slow-moving to fast-moving users to determine the number of microcells under

a macrocell.

Resource Management

Spectrum can be shared in various ways between the layers of a multitier cellular

network. Some important methods of sharing are outlined below [28].

• The bandwidth is split between the different layers, and each layer uses a different set

of frequencies (orthogonal sharing).

• Cells in different layers use the same bandwidth. To be more specific, in the overlay

network, microcells can use the same channels as their overlay macrocell. In this type

of spectrum sharing, transmission powers have to be tuned well so as to maintain

an acceptable CIR. In [29], the authors evaluated four different spectrum-sharing

schemes for an overlay network, including orthogonal sharing, and three variations

of this scheme (using combinations of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) between the two layers). The conclusion is

that the simplest scheme, viz., orthogonal sharing, provides the maximum capacity.
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• The third scheme involves dynamic channel allocation. Different tiers use the same

bandwidth, but not at the same time. For a two-tier network, microcells may use

channels that are not being used by their overlay macrocells and vice versa. A DCA

algorithm is required to keep track of utilized resources and to allocate new channels

based on CIR, reuse distance and so on.

For indoor picocells (cells smaller than microcells to provide more channel reuse),

DCA schemes have been studied in [30, 31]. For ease of conversion from a single-

tier network to a two-tier network, these schemes use FCA in the macrocell layer and

some DCA algorithm in the microcell layer. This method does not disturb the already

existing and well-planned macrocell layer. Moreover, using DCA in the microcell layer

utilizes the spectrum more efficiently, because of smaller transmit powers and hence

smaller reuse distances, while still keeping the comlexity of the allocation algorithm

low by using FCA in the higher layer.

New-call and Handoff Admission Schemes

In multitier cellular networks, in addition to assigning a channel to a new call or

a handoff call, an added dimension is that of tier assignment. For the rest of this section,

we shall consider only two tiers to keep the discussion simple. Moreover, in regions where

such an overlay network is deployed, we can distinguish two types of mobility, viz., slow

pedestrian traffic and fast vehicular traffic. Based on how traffic is allocated to the two tiers,

we can define two types of overlay systems — reversible and nonreversible systems [32].

Handoff

Handoff

Handoff

Microcell Layer

Handoff

Handoff 

(back to micro layer)

(stays in macro layer)

Macrocell Layer

Microcell Layer

Macrocell Layer

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Reversible and non-reversible systems.
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• Non-Reversible Systems: In this system, once a call “overflows” into a higher

tier, it is not allowed to re-enter the lower tier. Figure 2.8(a) shows a non-reversible

system. Reference [33] analyzes a non-reversible system over a highway stretch while

[34] presents a model for continuous-coverage overlay networks.

• Reversible Systems: In this scheme, shown in Figure 2.8(b), a call overflows

to the higher tier when resources are not available at the lower tier, but they can

flow down to the lower tier once this tier gets the resources to accomodate the call.

Reference [35] provided an analysis of such a system using a multi-dimensional Markov

chain. However, due to state-space explosion, large systems could not be analyzed

with this model. It was shown by the authors that a reversible system is able to

accomodate higher traffic, but it generates more handoff traffic, as compared to a

non-reversible system operating at the same load.

In general, a hybrid of reversible and non-reversible systems are also possible [36],

where some classes of traffic behave as if they were in a non-reversible network while other

classes can undergo macrocell to microcell handoffs. In more general reversible systems,

handoffs from microcell to macrocell and vice versa are allowed, depending on mobility

characteristics [37] or call characteristics [38].

Finally, for these call admission schemes, a crucial parameter is to be able to

determine the speed of the vehicle from which the call originates, so that it can be assigned

to the appropriate tier. Reference [39] suggests that the terminal keep track of its microcell

sojourn time. Then, for a new call, this past history can be used to predict the mobility

of the terminal and hence assign it to an appropriate tier. Other schemes, like the one

presented in [40], try to measure the speed of the mobile after it has been assigned to the

microcell tier. When this mobile causes a handoff, the dwell time in that microcell is used

to decide whether the call should stay in this tier or be pushed up to the macrocell tier.

Reference [32] is a good source for more information on multitier architectures.
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2.4.2 Mobility Management

With the increase in global roaming, mobility management is a key issue for third-

generation PCS networks. Terminal mobility can be divided into two categories: (a) radio

mobility — which is known as handoff and has been discussed earlier, and (b) network-layer

mobility — which is the topic of discussion in this section. Moreover, mobility management

schemes for voice and data traffic, though quite similar, have some differences. Hence,

we shall examine the two separately, pointing out the similarities and differences where

necessary.

Mobility Management in Cellular Networks

Mobility management in voice networks involves two basic tasks — paging and

location update. Each geographical area is divided into Location Areas (LAs) which would

normally consist of a number of cells. Location Updating (LU) is the procedure by which

a terminal’s current LA can be tracked. Once the network knows this LU, paging messages

can be sent to all cells within the LU to determine the exact location of the mobile. We

observe that more location updates reduces the paging cost while, if the number of LUs is

kept small, the network will have to page for the terminal in many more cells. There are

two generic approaches for performing location updates in cellular networks.

• Periodic Updates: In this scheme, the mobile unit periodically sends its identity

to the network. From these transmissions, the network is able to extract the LA in

which the mobile is present. The method is simple, but consumes network bandwidth.

• Updates on LA Crossing: Resource requirements in the above scheme can be

minimized by sending the identity of the mobile unit only when it crosses the boundary

of an LA. To make this feasible, each base station periodically broadcasts its LA

identifier. All mobiles listen to this message (on a broadcast channel) and store the

information. If the mobile receives an identifier which is different from the one it has

stored, it sends an update message.
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The UMTS standard uses a combination of these methods for mobility manage-

ment. As discussed in Section 2.1, it uses two key databases for this purpose, namely, the

HLR, which stores all information about each subscriber registered in its LAs, and the VLR,

which stores information about users currently visiting the LAs under its control. The HLR

entry of a mobile unit stores the VLR identifier of the LA in which the mobile is present.

This hierarchy leads to two kinds of LUs in UMTS — an intra-VLR LU and an inter-VLR

LU. To perform inter-VLR LU, the mobile listens to the broadcast channel for the identity

of its LA. When it detects a change in its LA, the mobile sends its IMSI (Section 2.1) to

the network. The new VLR (in the new LA) downloads the user information from the

HLR of the mobile (and also performs authentication). Once authentication procedures are

complete, the VLR sends its identity to the HLR so that a new binding, i.e., a pointer to

the current VLR, can be made in the mobile’s entry in the HLR database.

For next-generation wireless networks, many schemes have been proposed to min-

imize the overheads required in generating LUs, as follows:

• Database Architectures: The HLR in a UMTS architecture is a single (or central-

ized) database which contains all information about users in its network. To achieve

better performance, some HLR information about users can be stored in VLRs of

different networks, globally, thereby reducing the authetication/update time.

• Multilayer LAs: In present LU schemes, the update messages are concentrated in

the cells near the edge of an LA. To overcome this problem, multilayer LAs can be

designed and each mobile can be assigned a group of several LA layers. This group can

be so designed that the updates from different mobiles (assigned to different groups)

take place in different cells, thus reducing the congestion in the borderline cells [41].

Though this method ditributes the LU load evenly over all cells, the total update

traffic to the signaling network remains unchanged.

More location management proposals have been presented in [42], though none of

these proposals have been compared against one another.
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Mobility Management for Supporting Mobility on the Internet

The Internet Protocol (IP) is the network-layer protocol which provides a connec-

tionless and unreliable packet delivery service for higher-layer protocols such as Transmission

Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Each IP datagram contains the

source and destination addresses, which are used to perform routing. The main idea behind

routing in IP is that the destination host has a unique IP address so that it can be reached

from other hosts/routers in the network. Host IP addresses are represented in a hierar-

chical fashion — first specifying the network address and then the host address within the

network, thus binding the host to its home network. Each router examines the destination

network address of the datagram and forwards it to an appropriate router. This process

is repeated till the datagram reaches the gateway host of the destination network. From

there, the destination host address is used to forward the datagram to the end host.

For mobile hosts, this scheme breaks down since the address of the destination host

changes as the mobile moves from network to network. In [43], the authors emphasise the

difference between host names and addresses. The name of a host is location-independent

while the address changes as the host moves, specifying the network to which it is currently

attached. Since this name-to-address mapping is not static for mobile hosts, network-layer

schemes are needed to resolve this issue.

Mobile IP Protocol

In the Mobile-IP protocol, the mobile host always retains its home address [44].

The Home Agent (HA) is a database (similar to the HLR for voice services) that stores all

information about a particular mobile terminal registered, while the Foreign Agent (FA),

similar to the VLR, keeps track of all mobiles currently visiting the network. When a mobile

host moves to a foreign network, it is assigned a temporary IP address (foreign address).

This IP address can be a new address associated with the host or it can be the IP address

of the FA to which the mobile is connected.

All datagrams sent to the mobile host are routed through the home agent. The

HA takes each datagram, encapsulates them into another datagram with the forwarding
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address as the destination address, and sends it to the forwarding agent. Packets sent from

the mobile host go directly to the source via regular IP routing. This is known as triangle

routing.

Route Optimization [45] is a mechanism by which hosts can learn the current

foreign address of a mobile host, and hence can send packets to it directly without having

to send it through the Home Agent. There are complex implementation issues to be resolved

before this scheme can be deployed. First, the caching of home-agent bindings at specific

hosts introduces the problem of cache consistency and coherency. Second, security issues

arise and these cache updates have to be autheticated if they are to be believed.

IPv6 Mobility Management Proposal

Since the IP version 6 (IPv6) has a 128-bit address space, each user can be assigned

a maximum combined personal mobile and home network(s) on the order of 4000 nodes [46].

As opposed to the Mobile-IP proposal for IPv4, there are no physical foreign agents required

in this protocol. Whenever a mobile host moves into a foreign network, it receives a new

care-of address. On receiving this address, it sends a binding update to all hosts with which

it has open connections. The binding updates associate the care-of address with the mobile

host’s home address.

The sources transmitting to the mobile host send datagrams to the home address

of the mobile, but put the care-of address in a router header. The router header is similar

to the loose source route option in IPv4. What this means is that the datagram will finally

be sent to the mobile’s home address, but it needs to go through the care-of address. When

the mobile gets this datagram, it knows that the datagram was meant for it, and therefore

receives it.

The home agent cannot be dispensed with even in IPv6. This is because some

sources might not have the care-of address to mobile home address binding (when setting

up a new connection, or if the cache entry has expired). In this case, the source sends the

datagram to the home agent, which encapsulates it into another datagram and sends it to

the mobile host. When the mobile host receives such an encapsulated datagram, it sends

the binding information to the corresponding source.
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2.5 Higher Layers

2.5.1 Quality-of-Service (QoS) Issues

QoS in cellular networks has many aspects. The most important aspect is that of

handoff blocking. A user who has already entered the network should not be dropped due to

an unsuccessful handoff. Advanced techniques such as user profiling have been proposed to

enhance the QoS of present day networks. Another issue is that of global roaming. There

are various cellular networks with different technologies, offering different services, and

managed by several service providers. In such a heterogeneous environment, it is dificult to

provide seamless mobility. In the next two sections, we examine each one of these problems

along with some solutions that have been proposed.

QoS in a Single Network

• Channel Reservation: Handoff-call admission has to be given greater priority over

new-call admission to guarantee a certain QoS to users. Keeping this viewpoint in

mind, a channel reservation scheme has been proposed in [47]. In this scheme, known

as the Guard Channel Policy, the number of channels allocated to each cell is divided

into two sets — the first set of channels can be used by both new calls as well as

handoffs, while the second set of (guard) channels is reserved only for handoff calls.

The authors studied minimizing a linear objective function of the new-call and handoff

blocking probabilities. The cost of a blocked handoff was defined to be larger than

the cost of a blocked new-call. The guard channel scheme was shown to be optimal

for minimizing this cost function.

• User Profiling and Prediction: Cellular network users show repetitive patterns

of mobility and service access. The Alternative Strategy (AS) [48] has been proposed

to profile the most-probable mobility patterns of a user. This profile can be provided

by the subscriber or can be monitored automatically by the network. For each time

period, a set of LAs are arranged by decreasing probability of the user being present

in that LA. This makes LUs and paging schemes much less time consuming, since the
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network can use this ordered list to determine the user’s location. A similar scheme

has been proposed in [49].

The scheme in [50] tries to predict the LA to which a user is moving, based on the

direction of movement and velocity. This prediction is made both at the mobile as

well as the HLR. When the predicted movement fails to match the actual move, a

registration message is sent to the network with the actual location information.

QoS over Heterogeneous Networks

To provide a unified global network environment to the end user, we have to

combine the current heterogenous networks to provide the following functionality [51, 52].

• Seamless Mobility across various wireless networks. This means that a user can

move from a indoor infra-red wireless network to an urban radio-based microcellular

network in a transparent manner. Or the user can migrate from a FDMA3/TDMA

network to an FDMA/CDMA network. Seamless mobility requires that when connec-

tions are broken and established, the process of switching has to be done transparently.

• Graceful Adaptation to different QoS variations. When moving from an indoor

wireless network to the outdoor cellular network (as an example), the bandwidth

available to a user might change drastically. Applications should be able to dynam-

ically negotiate QoS with the network, or pre-specify a sequence of acceptable QoS

needs. If the network is unable to provide this requirement, the application should be

notified and it should gracefully work around it.

These are some of the concerns that are becoming very important now, in view of

the various networking standards that exist today. A lot of work has to be done before we

are able to integrate these heterogeneous networks into one transparent seamless network.

2.5.2 TCP/IP Throughput Improvement

As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, a characteristic of wireless channels is the presence

of errors over a burst interval due to fading characteristics, which has no counterpart in the

3Frequency Division Multiple Access.
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wired domain.

The TCP/IP protocol suite was designed for operation in the wireline network.

Due to this, a packet loss in the network is interpreted by TCP as a loss due to congestion

in the network. How does TCP detect a packet loss? The source maintains a Round

Trip Time (RTT) estimate for each connection. Moreover, the receiver signals accpetance

of a packet by replying with an Acknowldgement (ACK) packet. If the source receives

duplicate ACKs for a previous packet or if there is no ACK received for the packet within

the RTT interval, the sender assumes that the current packet is lost due to congestion in

the network. To remedy this situation, the source cuts down on its window size4, and backs

off the retransmission timer5 [53].

This algorithm is very effective in controlling congestion in wireline networks. In

wireless networks, packet losses occur due to reasons other than congestion. Hence, invoking

the above schemes at the sender results in reduction of load on the channel, leading to poor

end-to-end throughput and large delays.

There are a variety of schemes which try to solve this problem. They can be

roughly divided into (a) End-to-end schemes, (b) Split connection schemes, and (c) Link-

layer schemes. We study the main ideas behind each scheme below.

End-to-End Schemes

• Selective ACKs (SACK): TCP uses cumulative ACKs which do not provide the

sender enough information to recover multiple packet losses. In the SACK proposals

(TCP SACK RFC 2018 and the SMART scheme), the receiver sends the sequence

number of the packet that caused the ACK to be generated, in addition to the ACK.

From this additional information, the sender can create a bitmap of all packets that

have not been received, and resends them. Though this scheme reduces the retrans-

mission time, the sender still invokes the congestion control procedures.

• Explicit Loss Notification (ELN): Since TCP assumes that packet losses are due

4The TCP receive window size is the amount of received data (in bytes) that can be buffered during a
connection.

5Timeout after which the source retransmits packets, assuming that they have not been received.
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to congestion, this scheme adds an ELN option to the ACK packet, letting the sender

know that the packet loss is due to channel errors and not congestion. By getting an

ACK with the ELN option set, the sender can refrain from invoking congestion control

mechanisms and hence improve throughput. The difficulty with implementing this

scheme lies in finding out whether the packet loss has been due to errors. One strategy

is to find out that the packet is erroneous (by examining the Cyclic Redundancy Check

(CRC) codes) at the receiver, and passing this information up to the TCP layer which

sets the ELN bit for future ACKs.

Split Connection Schemes

This solution strategy tries to completely isolate the problems in the wireless

connection from the wireline network connection. This is done by splitting the connection

from the sender to the mobile host into two separate connections — one TCP from the

sender to the base station and another connection from the base station to the mobile host.

The second connection can use TCP enhanced with any SACK, ELN, or a completely new

protocol designed for wireless links.

The Indirect-TCP (I-TCP) protocol [54] is a split-connection protocol that uses

TCP on both connections. The choice of using TCP on the wireless connection leads to

the same problems mentioned above. Moreover, every packet goes through the protocol-

processing stack twice at the base station. Finally, when the sender receives an ACK for

a packet, it may not have been received by the mobile host. This violates the reliable

connection-oriented approach of TCP.

Link-Layer Schemes

• Link Layer Unaware of TCP: Link-layer proposals try to hide the error charac-

teristics of the wireless link from the sender by employing techniques such as link-layer

local retransmissions, and forward error correction. The advantages of this approach

are: (a) it fits into the layered approach of network design, and (b) the sender does not

have to maintain any per-connection state information. The simplest retransmission

protocol is Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), in which lost packets are retransmit-
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ted at the link layer locally. Even in this case, the retransmission may not occur fast

enough to stop duplicate ACKs from being generated by the receiver, hence causing

congestion control at the sender.

• Link Layer Aware of TCP: To remedy the drawback in the above ARQ approach,

the Snoop Protocol [55] was proposed. In this scheme, a snoop agent is introduced at

the base station which monitors each packet in both directions of the TCP connection.

This agent maintains a table of all packets that have been sent to the receiver over

the wireless link, but have not yet been acknowledged. The arrival of duplicate ACKs

or the expiry of a RTT timer at the agent indicates a packet loss in the wireless link.

If the agent has the packet in its cache, it retransmits the packet locally to the mobile

host and suppresses the duplicate ACK intended for the sender. This scheme is also

not able to shield the sender completely, and requires maintenence of per-connection

state information.

Comparison of Schemes

The authors in Reference [55] compared these different schemes on a testbed, with

wireless errors generated using an exponentially-distributed bit-error model. The com-

parison metrics used were: (a) Goodput, defined as a ratio of the number of “good” bits

transmitted to the total number of bits transmitted, and (b) the end-to-end throughput.

They concluded that link-level TCP-aware schemes (such as the Snoop protocol) performed

the best. Moreover, splitting the connection didn’t result in much better performance,

which is lower than that of some simple link-layer schemes. End-to-end schemes are sim-

ple to implement, and can be used in conjunction with link-layer schemes, to obtain good

performance.

2.6 Conclusion

So where do we stand today with respect to our goal of PCS? Unfortunately, the

goal of PCS has not yet been fully achieved, though we have made significant progress,

both in academia and in industry, to come closer to acheiving the goal. Architectures such
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as the UMTS reference architecture have already captured some of the requirements, such

as: (a) global personal and terminal mobility via a unique personal identifier (IMSI), and

a unique mobile terminal identifier (USIM), (b) providing a wide range of services to the

user, ranging from traditional voice to multimedia services, and (c) providing some degree

of QoS-based classes of service. Newer handsets from the industry are merging the wired

and wireless networks by providing Voice-over-IP (VoIP) enabled handsets.

There are still significant challenges ahead of us to meet the lofty goal set forward

by PCS. Further research and development is needed on merging more networks, such as

cordless telephony, along with the wireless and cellular networks. Better QoS management

via a differentiated-services architecture and support for multiple Classes of Service (CoS)

needs to be enabled. A truly universal handset which seamlessly works across the various

networking technologies is still not available. Finally, with this converged network, the

security needs of the user should be investigated more seriously.
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Chapter 3

Resource Provisioning for

Multi-Tier Cellular Networks

3.1 Introduction

The goal of Personal Communication Systems (PCS) is to provide a wide range

of services, to multiple user types, at any location, and over multiple environments. Future

cellular networks will be a central part of this goal and will therefore require improved

quality of service (QoS), higher capacity, and a larger coverage area than existing networks.

QoS can be improved if the system can achieve a lower new-call blocking probability and

ensure that calls which are admitted into the system have lower failure rate (i.e., lower

dropping probability). In order to increase the cellular network’s capacity, we can employ

a finer mesh of smaller cells (i.e., microcells) over areas with a large population of users in

order to achieve higher channel reuse. On the other hand, to be able to cover a larger area

and serve a large number of highly-mobile hosts, we should increase the cell size.

A multi-tier cellular network architecture can satisfy these various – and sometimes

conflicting – requirements easily. In this architecture, a cell in a particular layer covers a

number of smaller cells in the next lower layer. In a two-tier architecture, a lower layer

of microcells is covered by an upper layer of macro (umbrella) cells. Microcells are used

to achieve higher capacity, while macrocells provide a larger coverage area and reduce
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overheads due to handoffs.

The channel allocation problem has been studied extensively in the context of

a single-tier cellular network architecture [22]. The key idea is to optimize an objective

function that includes both the new-call blocking and the handoff blocking events. Some

allocation schemes, in particular the guard channel scheme [47], employ reservation mech-

anisms in which certain number of channels are reserved exclusively for handoff calls.

The channel allocation problem is much more complex in a multi-tier architecture

since it provides a mechanism to obtain better performance if various mobility and traffic

types (such as voice and data) can be differentiated and assigned to different tiers. Some

preliminary studies on channel allocation for multi-tier architectures have been carried out

in which the microcells can use channels which are not in use at the macrocell layer [56], or

the microcells can reuse channels which are being used by the macrocells [57, 58, 59].

The design of cellular networks with consideration of various economic aspects

has been addressed in [60]. The authors study the interaction between the various costs

associated with the setup and maintenance of cellular networks and the revenue obtained

from subscribers. They develop a model which determines the optimal network configura-

tion (in terms of number and size of cells and number of channels used) that maximizes

net revenue. Economic aspects of configuring two-tier cellular networks have been studied

in [61]. Our study is mainly concerned with the performance aspects of configuring two-tier

cellular networks.

In this work, we first study the channel allocation problem for a two-tier cellular

network, for two different call types – voice (with short call-holding time) and data (with

long call-holding time) – when there are no overheads associated with handoff requests.

Given a limited number of channels, we examine different channel assignments between the

two layers such that the blocking and the dropping probabilities are minimized. We compare

the impact of two call admission algorithms on the network performance. The first algorithm

treats all calls identically and first attempts to assign them to the microcell layer. The

second algorithm first attempts to assign calls with long call-holding time to the macrocell

layer. Subsequently, we introduce queueing overheads by defining a handoff controller which

models the Base Station Controller (BSC)/Mobile Switching Center (MSC) signaling system
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and serves handoff requests from a number of macrocells and their underlying microcells.

The impact of handoff overheads on the blocking and the dropping probabilities is then

studied for the cases outlined above.

We have the following main contributions. First, we show that, if no handoff

overheads are present (i.e., there is no waiting time between a handoff request and a hand-

off completion), it is advantageous to allocate most of the channels to the microcell layer.

Second, when handoff overheads are present and the load to the handoff controller is signif-

icant, there exists an optimal orthogonal assignment of channels between the two tiers that

minimizes the blocking and the dropping probabilities. If the load at the handoff controller

is low, allocating more channels to the microcell layer minimizes the blocking and the drop-

ping probabilities. The load at the handoff controller can increase due to an increase in

any or all of these three factors: (1) the mean service time of the handoff controller; (2) the

average mobility of the users in the system; and (3) the total number of cells (macrocells

and microcells) handled by the controller. This result suggests that a hierarchical design

of the BSC/MSC controllers will help in minimizing the effects of handoff overheads on

the network performance. Finally, we show that it is always better to assign all calls to

the microcell layer on call admission, and not distinguish them based on their call-holding

times. Specifically, we show that assigning both data and voice calls first to the microcell

layer on admission leads to better performance than a call admission policy which assigns

data calls first to the macrocell layer.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we

describe the network architecture as well as the call admission algorithms analyzed in this

study. In Section 3.3, we state the assumptions that have been used to carry out the

mathematical analysis and simulation. In Section 3.4, we develop an analytical model to

compute the blocking probability for a two-tier network with just one type of call and no

handoff overheads. The validation of the analytical model is discussed in this section. In

Section 3.5, we examine the performance of a two-tier cellular network with both single-

and two-class traffic and study the impact of two different call admission algorithms with

no handoff overheads. In Section 3.6, we study the network when significant overhead costs

are associated with handoffs. We examine single-class traffic for low and high mobility,
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and then compare the two call admission policies for a mix of both voice and data calls. In

Section 3.7, we discuss the sensitivity of the results to variations in the parameter values. All

the results in Sections 3.5 through 3.7 are obtained via simulation experiments. Section 3.8

outlines some related work. Finally, in Section 3.9, we present our conclusions and list some

topics for future investigation.

3.2 Network Architecture and Problem Statement

A cell is defined by the geographical region over which a mobile terminal can

receive transmission from a particular base station. When a mobile terminal moves out of

the coverage area of a base station (A) into the coverage area of another base station (B), a

handoff is said to have occurred from base station A to base station B. In cellular systems,

different cells may simultaneously use the same frequency channels [5], thus improving

spectrum efficiency. This concept is known as frequency reuse. Interference due to the

same channel being used in different cells, known as co-channel interference, puts a limit

on the minimum distance over which the same frequency can be reused. This distance,

normalized to the radius of a cell, is known as the reuse distance ratio. Clearly, making the

cell size smaller leads to greater frequency reuse and hence larger capacity, which implies

that more users can be accommodated in the network. On the other hand, smaller cell sizes

will cause more handoffs, resulting in greater overheads in servicing these handoffs as well

as in keeping track of the users’ locations. To improve network capacity as well as to reduce

microcell layer

macrocell layer

BSC

BSC

BSC

HLR

HLR

VLR

GATEWAY   MSC

MSC

public  switched  telephone  network

Figure 3.1: A two-tier cellular network architecture.
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the overheads due to handoffs, a two-tier cellular network architecture has been proposed in

which a larger macrocell is overlayed over a number of smaller microcells. Such a two-tier

cellular network is illustrated in Figure 3.11, where each macrocell overlays 7 microcells.

In this architecture, a group of cells (macrocells and microcells) is controlled by a

Base Station Controller (BSC), which is responsible for channel assignment within these cells

and the management of handoffs between neighbouring base stations. The Mobile Switching

Center (MSC) is responsible for (1) setting up, managing, and clearing connections; (2)

routing incoming calls to the appropriate cell; and (3) managing inter-BSC and inter-MSC

handoffs. The Home Location Register (HLR) is a database containing user specific data,

such as user identity, subscribed services, and the current user location, for all subscribers

registered in a geographical area. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) contains information

about all users currently “visiting” its particular geographical area.

To incorporate the resource allocation and clearance overheads associated with a

handoff procedure, we model the BSC/MSC signaling centers by a simple handoff controller

which manages handoffs between a number of macrocells and their underlying microcells.

The two key factors which influence the performance of a two-tier cellular network

are [24]:

• Channel assignment: How should the given spectrum be shared between the two tiers

so as to minimize the blocking and dropping probabilities? There are many different

ways in which a given number of channels can be allocated to the two tiers and re-

used [56, 57]. In this study, we examine orthogonal sharing, where the channels are

partitioned among the tiers without reuse across the tiers (i.e., microcells cannot reuse

channels used by the macrocell layer and vice versa).

• Call and handoff admission: In which tier should an incoming new or handoff call be

placed, and does such a placement improve the blocking and the dropping probabili-

ties? We consider two different types of calls in the network – data calls and voice calls

– the main difference between them being the call-holding time which is significantly

1The figure shows the GSM cellular network architecture [62], which is typical of most current cellular
network architectures.
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larger for the data calls. The manner in which these calls may be handled gives rise

to two call admission algorithms which are discussed below.

Uniform Call Admission (UCA) Algorithm

The simplest call admission scheme is to treat all calls identically and always first

attempt to admit them into the microcell layer. This leads to the following algorithm

(Figure 3.2).

• A new call always enters a microcell. If all channels are busy, the call overflows to the

corresponding macrocell. If all of the channels in the macrocell are also busy, the call

gets blocked.

• When a call is handed-off, it is first attempted at the microcell layer. If there is no

available channel, it overflows to the corresponding macrocell where it can get blocked

if there is no available channel.

• When there is a handoff at the macrocell layer, the call is handed off to the appropriate

microcell at the periphery of the adjacent macrocell.

New calls

Handoff calls

Flow calls (micro-to-umbrella)

                   (umbrella-to-micro)

Figure 3.2: Uniform Call Admission (UCA) Algorithm.
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New calls

Handoff calls

Flow calls (micro-to-umbrella)

                   (umbrella-to-micro)

Figure 3.3: Non-uniform Call Admission (NCA) Algorithm.

Non-uniform Call Admission (NCA) Algorithm

In this algorithm we make a distinction between voice and data calls. Given that

data calls have much longer call-holding times and hence stay in the network for a longer

time, they will generate more handoffs than voice calls if assigned to the microcell layer

(as in the UCA algorithm). This might lead to higher blocking and dropping probabilities.

On the other hand, if we assign data calls to the macrocell layer to reduce the number

of handoffs produced by such a call, the handoff rate of the call will be reduced. Hence,

the residence time of a data call in a cell will increase substantially, which might lead to

larger blocking and dropping probabilities. To investigate this tradeoff, we consider a call

admission algorithm where data calls are always first attempted at the macrocell layer.

Details of this algorithm, for which we assume that it is possible to “sense” the type of the

incoming call (voice or data), are presented below.

• Voice calls follow the UCA algorithm (i.e., they always first attempt the microcellular

layer).

• New data calls always first attempt a macrocell. If no channel is available in the

macrocell, the call overflows into its corresponding microcell under the macrocell. If

all channels in this microcell are busy, the data call is blocked.
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• When there is a data call handoff at the microcell layer, the data call attempts a

handoff to the macrocell corresponding to the target microcell. In the macrocell

layer, a handoff takes place to the adjacent macrocells.

• If no channel is available for the handoff data call in the macrocell, it overflows to its

corresponding microcell. If no channel is available in this microcell as well, then the

data call is blocked.

The above algorithms are depicted in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, each of

which show two macrocells covering seven microcells each.

Problem Statement

Given a two-tier cellular network infrastructure with a limited number of channels,

two types of calls (voice and data), and a single class of user mobility (either fast- or slow-

moving users), the problem is to find an optimal orthogonal assignment such that the

blocking and the dropping probabilities are minimized. While studying the problem, we

investigate the effect of the two call admission algorithms (UCA and NCA) as well as handoff

overheads on the blocking and the dropping probabilities.

3.3 Modeling Assumptions and Performance Metrics

3.3.1 Assumptions

To study the channel partitioning algorithms via mathematical analysis and sim-

ulation, we make the following assumptions.

• Each macrocell in the two-tier network is overlayed over exactly N microcells. For

simulation purposes, we assume that each handoff controller serves a total of M macro-

cells and their underlying microcells.

• We assume a total of C channels in the network. For the two-tier network, we allocate

m channels to each microcell and c channels to each macrocell. Note that, c =

⌊(C − m × Rm)/Ru⌋, where Ru denotes the macrocell reuse distance ratio and Rm

denotes the microcell layer reuse distance ratio.
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• The total capacity (κ) of the network is defined to be the maximum number of calls

the network can support at any given instant of time. The microcell layer can support

a maximum of M ×N ×m calls at any given instant. The macrocell layer can support

a maximum of M × c calls. This leads to the following expression for κ:

κ = M × (Nm + c) (3.1)

• The arrivals of new voice and data calls are drawn from a Poisson process with pa-

rameter λ (calls/sec). We use F and 1 − F to denote the fraction of data and voice

calls in the network, respectively.

• Mobility is modeled using an uniform fluid-flow approximation. Under this model,

the rate at which a mobile crosses a microcell boundary is given by:

α = V L/πS (3.2)

where L is the perimeter of a microcell, V is the average velocity of the user, and S is

the microcell area [63]. The sojourn time of a mobile in a microcell is exponentially

distributed with the mobility parameter α (cell crossings/sec). In macrocells, the

mobility parameter turns out to be αu = α/
√

N .

• The total call-holding times have exponential distributions with means 1/µv and 1/µd

(sec) for voice and data calls, respectively.

• The residence time of a voice call in a microcell is therefore exponentially distributed

with parameter α + µv. There are two ways in which a call exits a microcell: (1)

there is a handoff with probability θ = α/(α + µv) and (2) the call completes with

probability 1 − θ. The above holds for an macrocell as well, with α replaced by αu,

and also for data calls, with µv replaced by µd.

Default Parameter Values

We have used the following default parameter values for the analytical and simula-

tion results shown in this work. We have used a reuse distance ratio of 3 for the macrocells

and microcells (i.e., Ru = Rm = 3) and the total number of channels available (C) to the
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network is 60. The mean user mobility, for a slow user, is assumed to be 3.5 kmph (2.25

mph) – the average walking speed of a human being. For a fast user, the mean mobility is

assumed to be 35 mph (56 kmph) – the average mobile speed in a city business area. The

microcell radius is assumed to be 200 m, and N = 12. Therefore, from Equation (3.2) we get

α = 0.00367647 (cell crossings/sec) for slow users, and α = 0.05718954 (cell crossings/sec)

for fast users. For voice calls, a mean call-holding time of 2 minutes is used, while data calls

are assumed to be 20 minutes long on average. Each simulation experiment was conducted

for 10,000,000 new-call arrivals. The sensitivity of the results to variations in the default

parameter values are discussed in Section 3.7.

3.3.2 Performance Metrics

To compare the various orthogonal assignments and call admission algorithms, we

consider the following performance metrics.

• Blocking Probability: This metric can be further broken down into the voice and

data blocking probabilities. The voice blocking probability is defined to be the ratio of

the number of new voice calls blocked to the number of voice calls that tried to enter

the system. Data blocking probability is defined similarly. Total blocking probability

is defined as the ratio of new calls blocked (data and voice) to the total number of

new-call attempts.

• Dropping Probability: Calls which have successfully entered the system can un-

dergo handoffs due to user mobility. We define the total dropping probability as the

ratio of the total number of calls (data and voice) that got blocked while attempting a

handoff to the total number of calls that successfully entered the network. This block-

ing probability can also be broken down into voice and data dropping probabilities.

This metric is a measure of the QoS provided by the network.
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3.4 Analysis of the Network with a Single Class of Traffic

In order to get a better understanding of the impact of the system parameters

on the different blocking probabilities, we have developed a mathematical model of a two-

tier network. The model currently applies only to a single class traffic with the additional

simplification that there is no overhead associated with handoff requests2. The analysis

extends the approach developed in [64] and [34, 65], by including the effects due to mobility

in the macrocell layer and by incorporating the admission control algorithms described in

Section 3.2 into the model.

IPP

IPP

IPP

N

umbrella cell

Total overflow traffic is MMPP

m
ic

ro
ce

ll
s

λ

λ

λ h

h

H

λ + λ H/ N+ λ h

λ + λ H/ N+ λ h

λ + λ H/ N+ λ h

Figure 3.4: Analytical model of the two-tier architecture.

Figure 3.4 shows the model of the two-tier network architecture. Let λh and λH

denote the mean handoff arrival rates at the microcell and macrocell layers, respectively.

Both these handoff arrival processes have been approximated as Poisson processes for ana-

lytical tractability; the accuracy of this approximation is evaluated later in this section by

comparing results from the analytical model with simulation.

Our analysis does not yield a closed-form solution for the blocking probability and

we use an iterative approach. We assume initial values for λh and λH . Given λ, λh, and λH ,

each microcell is modeled as an M/M/m/m queue where m is the number of channels in

each microcell. The arrival rate into each microcell due to macrocell handoffs is assumed to

2This model is currently being extended to incorporate handoff overheads.
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be λH/N . The handoff traffic from a macrocell enters only the microcells at the periphery

of the adjacent macrocell. There is no direct impact of these handoff calls on microcells

that are in the center of the macrocell, and hence, this approximation becomes less accurate

when N becomes large. Once we calculate the total blocking probability at the microcell

layer, we model the traffic overflowing into each macrocell as an Markov-Modulated Poisson

Process (MMPP). From this formulation, we can calculate the blocking probability at the

macrocell layer, which helps us in updating our estimate of the macrocell layer handoff rate

λH . We can iterate through this procedure to calculate the total blocking probability to

within a desired accuracy.

3.4.1 Analysis of the Microcell Layer

The total input traffic into a microcell is λt = λ + λh + λH/N . Let us define

ρ = λt/(α + µ). λh is calculated using the flow equilibrium equation given by [66]:

λh = (α/(α + µ))(λt)(1 − B(ρ,m)) (3.3)

where B(ρ,m) is the Erlang-B formula for offered load ρ and m servers. This flow equation

simply states that the handoff rate into a microcell is a function of the incoming traffic to

the microcell, the handoff rate from nearby microcells, and the blocking probability in the

microcell. The generator matrix, Q, for each microcell can be written as:

Q =





























−λt λt · · · · · ·

α + µ −λt − (α + µ) · · · · · ·

· · · 2(α + µ) · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · λt

· · · · · · · · · −λt − m(α + µ)





























(3.4)

The overflow traffic from such a queue is modeled as an MMPP which is de-

fined by the generator matrix Q (Equation (3.4)) and an arrival matrix given by Λ =

diag(0, 0, 0, . . . , λt). Both Q and Λ are (m + 1) × (m + 1) matrices.

Since there are N microcells in each macrocell, the cumulative overflow traffic into

each macrocell is the superposition of N such MMPPs, assuming that they are statistically
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independent (Figure 3.4). Typically, N and m have values on the order of 19 and 20 which

give us 13.25×1024 states. Since this state space is computationally very large, the overflow

process can be approximated by an Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP) [67]. An IPP is a

special case of the MMPP — it is a two-state MMPP with the arrival rate in one of the

states being zero. For our case, the IPP can be represented by:

Qipp =







−σ1 σ1

σ2 −σ2






, and Λipp =







λt 0

0 0






(3.5)

i.e., we have a two-state Markov chain with transition probabilities σ1 (from state 1 to state

2) and σ2 (from state 2 to state 1). In state 1, the overflow traffic rate is λ + λh + λH/N ,

while in state 2, it is zero. To approximate the MMPP by an IPP, we match the first three

noncentral moments of the instantaneous arrival rate and a time constant of the original

MMPP to the IPP [64, 68]. To do so, we have to first calculate the stationary vector π of

the underlying M/M/m/m process. Let Pb = πm represent the blocking probability for this

process. Then, the mean η of the instantaneous arrival rate for the MMPP turns out to be

Pb(λt) and its variance ν becomes (λt)
2(Pb − P 2

b ). The time constant can be calculated by

using:

τc = ν−1[Pb(λt)(ēπ̄ − Q)Λē − η2] (3.6)

where ē = (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1)T . Having calculated these parameters, σ1 and σ2 can be obtained

as:

σ1 = τ−1
c (1 − Pbē), and σ2 = τ−1

c (Pbē) (3.7)

Since all of the microcells are homogeneous, the resulting overflow to an macrocell

is the superposition of N identical two-state MMPPs. The cumulative overflow traffic

is an MMPP described by the matrices Qovfl and Λovfl (see [64] for the corresponding

mathematical details).
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3.4.2 Analysis of the Macrocell Layer

Each macrocell can be represented by an MMPP/M/c/c queue. The (c + 1)(N +

1) × (c + 1)(N + 1) generator matrix, Qumb, for each macrocell can be written as:

Qumb =





























Qovfl − Λovfl Λovfl · · · · · ·

µI Qovfl − Λovfl − µI · · · · · ·

· · · 2µI · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · Qovfl − cµI





























(3.8)

where I is the identity matrix. The blocking probability can be calculated by solving for

the stationary vector Π, where

ΠQumb = 0 and Πē = 1 (3.9)

Note that Π consists of c + 1 vectors: Π = (π̄0, π̄1, . . . , π̄c), where each π̄i is of length

(N + 1). We can solve for these equations directly.

The probability that a call gets blocked in the macrocell, given that it has been

blocked in the microcell tier, is given by:

PB =

(

N
∑

i=0

iπ̄c
i

)

/

(

c
∑

k=0

N
∑

i=0

iπ̄k
i

)

(3.10)

Hence, the total blocking probability for the network is given by PB × B(ρ,m).

Once we have calculated the total blocking probability (PB) at the macrocell, we

can update our estimate of λH by using a flow equation similar to Equation (3.3) given by:

λH = [1 − PB ][B(ρ,m)(λ + λh + λH/N)(N)][α/(α + µ
√

N)] (3.11)

Having updated λH , we can iterate through the entire procedure to get a desired

accuracy in the total blocking probability.

3.4.3 Validation of the Analytical Model

Figure 3.5 shows the total call blocking probability obtained via analysis for a call

arrival rate of λ = 0.035 calls/sec and N = 12. Results obtained via simulation (for the
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Figure 3.5: Total blocking probability for a single call type - comparison of analysis and
simulation (N=12).

same parameters) have also been shown in the figure. We observe that there is a close match

between the analytical and simulation results, although the analysis is slightly optimistic in

predicting the blocking probability. Such observations have been verified for higher values

of N and λ as well, e.g., N = 50 and λ = 0.065. Discrepancies between the analytical and

simulation results may be due to the following reasons. First, the analysis approximates

handoffs into microcells and macrocells as Poisson processes. Second, the overflow traffic

from a microcell is approximated by an IPP. Finally, microcells at the periphery of a cluster

covered by a macrocell are likely to receive more macrocell layer handoffs than those at the

center.

3.5 Two-Tier Cellular Network without Handoff Overheads

3.5.1 Voice Calls

Figures 3.6 through 3.9 show the performance characteristics of a two-tier cellular

network for call arrival rates of λ = 0.035, 0.045 and 0.075 calls/sec, and N = 12. In this

section, we assume that handoff overheads are insignificant. We make the following key

observations:
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• The blocking and the dropping probabilities (shown in Figures 3.63 and 3.8) generally

decrease as we allocate more channels to the microcell layer. There are two main

reasons for this behaviour:
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Figure 3.6: Blocking and dropping probabilities for voice calls (with 95% confidence
intervals).
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Figure 3.7: Residence time of voice calls in a cell.

395% confidence intervals are also shown in Figure 3.6, but notice that they are extremely tight and not
very distinguishable; accordingly, we won’t show confidence intervals in other performance graphs.
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Figure 3.8: Dropping probabilities for voice calls.
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Figure 3.9: Number of handoffs generated for voice calls.

– As the number of channels in each microcell (m) is increased, the total capacity

of the system (κ) increases. When C = 60, M = 5, and m = 1, we obtain c = 19.

This implies that we can have a maximum of 155 calls4 in the network at any

instant (κ = 155 from Equation 3.1). On the other hand, when m = 19, the

45 × 12 × 1 = 60 calls in the microcells and 5 × 19 = 95 calls in the macrocells.
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capacity becomes κ = 1145. This increase in capacity results from more reuse at

the microcell layer. Since the offered load to the system is constant (λ = 0.035

calls/sec in this experiment), when there are fewer channels in each microcell,

most new calls overflow to the macrocell which gets saturated, thereby resulting

in higher blocking. When more channels are allocated to each microcell, the

total capacity of the microcell layer increases, as a result of which most calls are

satisfied at the microcell layer. Few calls overflow to the macrocell layer, hence,

fewer calls get blocked.

– As we allocate more channels to the microcell layer, this layer carries most of

the traffic. Since a microcell is smaller in size compared to a macrocell, a mobile

terminal undergoes more handoffs at the microcell layer (as shown in Figure 3.9).

As a result, the residence time of a call in a particular cell decreases as observed

in Figure 3.7. Even though a voice call is assumed to have a call-holding time of

120 secs., the residence time of a voice call in a macrocell or a microcell is much

shorter due to a large handoff rate. This means that the call holds resources

in a cell for a shorter amount of time which contributes in further lowering the

blocking and the dropping probabilities as m is increased.

• When we increase the call arrival rate, the dropping probability first increases with an

increase in network capacity and then decreases, as shown in Figure 3.8 for λ = 0.075.

This phenomenon can be explained by observing Figure 3.9, which shows the total

number of handoffs as a function of the number of channels in a microcell5. When

we have less system capacity, many new-call attempts get blocked. So there are very

few active calls in the system, and therefore there are few handoffs. As we increase

the capacity by increasing m, there are more active calls which cause more handoffs.

When the network capacity becomes very large, the number of active calls in the

system saturates, since the capacity is greater than the aggregate arrival rate. Thus,

the number of handoffs generated also saturates which is observed in Figure 3.9. In

the moderate-capacity region, the increase in the number of handoffs is greater than

5The figure shows the number of handoffs generated over the entire simulation period. Each experiment
was run for 10 million new call arrivals, and handoffs are generated by all calls which were successful.
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the increase in capacity. Therefore, we observe an increase in the dropping probability

which explains the “hump” shape in Figure 3.8.

When the arrival rate is small, the new-call blocking probability is low even when the

capacity of the network is small. Hence, there are a lot of active calls in the system

and therefore a lot of droppings. When we increase the network capacity, the increase

in the number of active calls is not as much as when the arrival rate was higher. The

network is able to accommodate the resulting increase in the number of handoffs, and

hence we do not observe a “hump” in the dropping probability curve when λ is small.

In conclusion, we observe that, in the absence of handoff overheads, it is best to

operate a two-tier network with most of the channels allocated to the lower tier. However,

when the arrival rate is high, there is a larger dropping probability in the moderate-capacity

region, which might impact the QoS of some applications.

3.5.2 Two-Class Traffic: Voice Plus Data Calls

Figures 3.10 through 3.13 show the performance for the two call admission algo-

rithms described in Section 3.2, with N = 12, λ = 0.015 calls/sec, and F = 0.2. Again we

assume handoff overheads to be absent. We make the following observations.

• For both algorithms, the blocking and the dropping probabilities decrease as the

capacity increases (see Figure 3.10). The reasons are similar to those presented in

the previous section for voice calls. As we increase m, the capacity of the network

increases. Moreover, as we can see from Figure 3.11, the residence time of a call

(data or voice) in a cell decreases as m increases, for both algorithms. These two

factors together result in the blocking and the dropping probabilities to decrease as

m increases.

• The Non-uniform Call Admission (NCA) algorithm performs worse than the Uniform

Call Admission (UCA) algorithm. The reason for this behaviour is as follows.

Figure 3.11 shows the residence time of a call in the macrocell and microcell layers for

both algorithms. We observe that, in both the microcell and the macrocell layers, the
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Figure 3.10: Blocking and dropping probabilities for combined voice and data calls.
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Figure 3.11: Average residence time of a call in a cell.

residence time of a call is higher for NCA than it is for UCA. This implies a higher

call-holding time, and hence higher blocking and dropping probabilities for the NCA

algorithm.

In the NCA algorithm, a data call always first attempts the macrocell layer. Since
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Figure 3.12: Voice blocking and dropping probabilities.
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Figure 3.13: Data blocking and dropping probabilities.

macrocells are larger in size, a data call undergoes fewer handoffs. This is in contrast to

the UCA algorithm where it first attempts the microcell layer. Coupled with a larger

call-holding time, a data call following the NCA algorithm has a significantly larger

residence time in the macrocell layer, than a data call following the UCA algorithm

(Figure 3.11). This results in a larger holding time for a data call in NCA which
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results in higher blocking and dropping probabilities.

• Figures 3.12 and 3.13 compare the impact of the two algorithms separately on voice

and data calls, respectively. Since the longer call-holding time of a data call in the

macrocell layer in NCA affects both the voice and the data calls (due to the nature of

the admission algorithms), we observe that UCA performs better separately for voice

and data calls. The differences are more pronounced for data calls since voice calls

always attempt the microcell layer first in both NCA as well as UCA.

In summary, we observe that the UCA algorithm outperforms the NCA algorithm.

Moreover, UCA is easier to implement, since both data and voice calls are treated identically.

Even for maintaining an acceptable QoS, UCA is better as it results in lower dropping

probability.

3.6 Two-Tier Cellular Network with Handoff Overheads

...

microcells

handoff requests

handoff requests

handoff completion

CONTROLLER

macrocells

macrocell

microcell

λ t

Figure 3.14: Model of the network with handoff overheads.

In the previous section, we did not consider the cost of handoff processing. In

particular, we assumed that, when a user moves from one cell to the next, the resources in the

old cell are instantly cleared for reuse by other new or handoff calls. This is not true in reality

and protocol processing and resource clearing procedural costs are associated with handoffs.
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Furthermore, these costs may increase with the number of handoffs, with the net result that

the channel holding time in a cell may increase resulting in higher blocking probabilities. To

incorporate these handoff overheads, we model our cellular network architecture as shown

in Figure 3.14. To simplify the modeling of the network, we have merged the BSC/MSC

hierarchy seen in a typical cellular architecture (for example, the GSM cellular architecture

shown in Figure 3.1) into a single controller for a group of macrocells. This controller is

modeled as an infinite buffer queue with a single server with an exponentially-distributed

service time with parameter µc. As stated earlier, our network consists of M macrocells

and we assume that each controller handles handoff requests from these M macrocells as

well as their underlying microcells. The calls requesting the handoffs occupy channels in

their old cell throughout the period they spend in the controller queue. Once these handoff

requests are serviced by the controller, the channels in the old cell are released for reuse

by new and handoff calls. The infinite buffer approximation at the controller is used as a

simplification to study the effects of the queueing delay on the blocking probability in the

network.

The figures in this section have been plotted for the same parameters as outlined

in Section 3.3. The mean controller service time is taken to be 200 ms [69] and it handles

M = 5 macrocells. Each macrocell covers N = 12 microcells. In the following sections,

we first consider slow user mobility and single-class traffic, followed by fast user mobility

and single-class traffic. Finally, we compare the performance of the two call admission

algorithms, NCA and UCA, for a mix of voice and data calls, and fast user mobility.

3.6.1 Slow Mobility and Single-Class Traffic

Figure 3.15 shows the total, new-call, and handoff blocking probabilities for a call

arrival rate of λ = 0.035 calls/sec. UCA is used as the call admission strategy. Slow-moving

mobiles have been considered with a mean speed of 2.25 mph.

We observe that the blocking and dropping probabilities are similar to the no-

overhead case discussed in Section 3.5.1. The blocking probabilities decrease as more chan-

nels are assigned to the microcell layer, since the increase in the network capacity more

than offsets the increase in handoff traffic. Further, since the mobility is slow, the handoff
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Figure 3.15: Voice blocking probability with handoff overheads - slow mobility.

arrival rate at the controller is not large enough to cause significant delays. As a result,

there is only a negligible increase in the channel holding time due to the handoff processing

overhead. Finally, for larger arrival rates, we observed that certain channel partitions in the

moderate capacity region resulted in higher dropping probability, similar to the case with

no handoff overheads. These results have not been presented to conserve space.

3.6.2 Fast Mobility and Single-Class Traffic

In this section, we examine the network behaviour for voice calls when mobiles

move at a mean speed of 35 mph, and λ = 0.06 calls/sec. The rest of the system parameters

remain the same as before. Figure 3.16 shows the blocking and dropping probabilities for

voice calls, while Figure 3.17 shows the residence time of a voice call in a cell.

• As seen in Figure 3.16, there exists an optimal orthogonal assignment of channels

between the two tiers that results in minimum blocking and dropping probabilities.

There are two opposing factors that result in this optimization. As we allocate more

channels to the microcell layer, the capacity of the network increases which decreases

the blocking probabilities. Also, as stated earlier, the residence time of a call in a cell

becomes smaller, reducing the blocking and the dropping probabilities further.
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On the other hand, as we allocate more channels to the microcell layer, the number of

handoffs increases (Section 3.5.1), and therefore the rate of requests at the controller

increases, which results in higher waiting times at the controller. This causes the chan-

nel holding time in the “old” cell to increase (Figure 3.7), resulting in higher blocking

probability. The cumulative result of these two factors results in the optimization

shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Voice blocking probability (handoff overheads, fast mobility).

• In the moderate and high capcity regions (m = 3 and above), the dropping probability

is slightly larger than the blocking probability. This can be explained as follows. As

the capacity of the network is increased, more calls are handled by the microcell layer.

Since microcells are smaller in size, many more handoffs are generated when m is

large. This increase in the number of handoffs has a two-fold effect. First, it loads

the controller, increasing the holding time of a call in a cell, and hence increases the

blocking probability. Therefore, fewer calls are successful in the large capacity region

(e.g., m = 17) as compared to the moderate capacity region (e.g., at m = 6).

Second, this increase in the number of handoffs also implies an increase in the number

of handoff drops. The rate of increase in the number of handoffs and the number of

droppings, as m increases, is larger than the rate of increase in the number of new
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Figure 3.17: Residence time of a voice call in a cell (handoff overheads, fast mobility).

call blocks. Hence, by definition, the dropping probability becomes larger than the

blocking probability as capacity increases.

• For smaller values of M (M = 1, 2 or 3), i.e., when the handoff controller serves handoff

requests from a small number of macrocells and microcells, the results obtained were

similar to Figure 3.15, and we did not observe the optimization shown in Figure 3.16.

Again, these results are not included here to conserve space.

On studying the results obtained in this section as well as those in the previous section,

we find that if the handoff controller is lightly loaded, then allocating more channels

to the microcell layer decreases the blocking and the dropping probabilities. When the

load at the handoff controller becomes high, we observe an optimum in the blocking

and the dropping probabilities.

There are three main factors which affect the load at the handoff controller. They

are: (1) the mean controller service time (1/µc); (2) the average rate of mobility of a

user (α); and (3) the number of macrocells (M) and their underlying microcells being

served by the controller. The average user mobility is not directly under our control.

The mean controller service time can be reduced by employing faster processors at
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the BSC/MSC signaling centers. By following a hierarchical design of BSC/MSC

controllers, where each handoff controller serves only a few macrocells and microcells,

we can reduce the total handoff request traffic to the controller, thereby decreasing

its load. Moreover, by having replicated controllers on this hierarchical structure, we

can effectively reduce the mean controller service time.

To summarize, for fast mobility and single class traffic, we observe that the block-

ing and the dropping probabilities are optimized for certain channel partitions. Interestingly,

both the blocking and the dropping probabilities are optimized for the same channel parti-

tion. Finally, our results suggest a hierarchical design of controllers to reduce the impact of

handoff overheads on the blocking probabilities.

3.6.3 Fast Mobility and Two-Class Traffic

In this section, we compare and contrast the two different call admission algorithms

(NCA and UCA) in the presence of handoff overheads. To do so, we have assumed that

there are 20% data calls and 80% voice calls in the network (i.e., F = 0.2), as before. For

both algorithms, the aggregate new-call arrival rate is assumed to be λ = 0.06 calls/sec.

The mobiles move at a mean speed of 35 mph. The other network operating parameters

are the same as before. Based on the results shown in Figures 3.18 through 3.21, we make

the following observations.

• Even with two-class traffic, there exists an optimal orthogonal assignment of channels

between the two tiers that minimizes the blocking and the dropping probabilities. The

reasons for this optimum are similar to those outlined in the previous section.

• Similar to Section 3.5.2, we observe that the UCA algorithm outperforms the NCA

algorithm, as can be seen in Figure 3.18. Figure 3.19 shows the average cell residence

time of a call for the two different algorithms. As expected, the residence times

for NCA are higher than those for UCA. Moreover, the residence time increases as

capacity increases and more handoff requests are sent to the handoff controller.

• Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the blocking and the dropping probabilities for voice and
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Figure 3.18: Blocking and dropping probabilities for combined data and voice calls.
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Figure 3.19: Average residence time of a call in a cell.

data calls separately. As mentioned before, the significantly longer residence time of a

data call in NCA as compared to the UCA adversely affects both data and voice calls.

This leads to higher blocking for voice as well as data calls in the NCA algorithm.

• In general, we find that treating voice and data calls identically, and letting them
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Figure 3.20: Voice blocking and dropping probabilities.
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Figure 3.21: Data blocking and dropping probabilities.

follow UCA leads to better network performance, irrespective of whether handoff

overheads are significant or not. Moreover, since UCA does not have to “guess” the

type of the call (data or voice) before admitting it into the network, it is easier to

implement.
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In summary, for fast mobiles, when both data and voice calls are present in the

network, we observe that the UCA algorithm results in better network performance, a result

that we have seen earlier in a network with no handoff overheads. Moreover, UCA is the

simpler of the two call admission algorithms, and hence should be the preferred strategy

while assigning calls to the two layers.

3.7 Sensitivity of Results to Parameters

In Section 3.3, we mentioned a list of default parameters which have been used

for the analytical and simulation experiments illustrated in this study. Though only a

few results have been presented for clarity and conservation of space, we have varied the

parameter values considerably to study their effects on our experiments. We observed the

following.

• The call-holding time, in the single-class traffic experiments, was varied from 90 secs.

to 1200 secs. As the holding time increased, both the blocking and the dropping

probabilities increased, as expected.

• In Section 3.5, when handoff overheads were assumed to be absent, increasing the

user mobility, from 2.25 mph to 90 mph, led to a sharper fall in the blocking and the

dropping probabilities. Since there was no penalty for handoffs, increased mobility

implied shorter cell residence times, and hence lower blocking. On the other hand, the

“hump” in the dropping probability curve (Figure 3.8) became more apparent with

increasing mobility due to reasons presented in Section 3.5.1.

Increasing user mobility in a network with significant handoff overheads resulted in a

larger load at the handoff controller and hence larger blocking and dropping.

• By varying the reuse distance ratios (Ru and Rm) between 2 and 4, and the total

number of channels (C) between 50 and 150, we studied the effects of network capacity

on the blocking and the dropping probabilities. When handoff overheads were assumed

to be absent, an increase in capacity always led to a decrease in blocking. When

handoff overheads were significant, the blocking characteristics changed depending
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upon M . When M was small, the blocking and the dropping probabilities decreased

with an increase in capacity. On the other hand, a larger M , coupled with a larger

capacity increased the load at the handoff controller, thereby increasing the blocking

and the dropping probabilities.

• By keeping the microcell radius constant and changing N from 7 to 50, we studied

the effects of different macrocell sizes on blocking. An increase in the macrocell size

implied an increase in coverage area, and hence an increase in the blocking and the

dropping probabilities.

3.8 Related Work

The idea of an overlayed and hierarchical cellular network architecture was pro-

posed to combine the benefits of greater channel re-use by shrinking the cell size, while at

the same time trying to minimize the number of mobile user handoffs due to the smaller

cell size. Substantial effort is being placed in designing efficient load balancing and QoS

improvement methodologies for multi-tier cellular networks.

In [58], a macrocell/microcell cellular architceture has been studied with fixed

channel allocation in the macrocell tier and dynamic channel allocation in the microcell

tier. Through simulation, the authors show that the proposed system can minimize block-

ing probability under any traffic condition, including spatial nonuniform traffic. A soft

frequency partitioning scheme between the hierarchical layers of a multi-tier network has

been studied in [59]. The idea proposed demonstrates that a significant capacity gain can

be achieved by sharing the frequency between the layers, without sacrificing the carrier-to-

interference ratio performance of the macrocellular layer.

Frequency sectoring has been proposed in [70], which leads to greater system

capacity, and also allows for the gradual deployment of a hierarchical cellular architecture.

The idea of partitioning the macrocell tier into two or more sub-tiers is proposed in [71]. A

call blocked in microcell tier can overflow to a macrocell sub-tier depending on the user’s

speed. It has been shown that this architecture has fewer handoffs as compared to a strict

hierarchical architecture. In [37] the performance of a call admission scheme based on user
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speed has been studied. The network architecture also incorporates a “take-back” scheme,

where calls are handed off to a different tier when no resources are available in the tier to

which it has been assigned.

To utilize the spectrum of a multi-tier cellular network more efficiently, a fuzzy

cell selection procedure based on a user’s speed has been proposed in [72]. Cell selection

through such a scheme lowers the call blocking probability while keeping the handoff rate

low. Cell selection based on call-requested data rates has been studied in [73]. Higher

data-rate users are assigned to the microcell layer, while lower data-rate users are admitted

into the macrocell layer. Cell selection based on both, the user’s speed and the requested

type of service, has been studied in [74].

An adaptive bandwidth reservation scheme based on a mobility pattern profile

has been proposed for a two-tier cellular network in [75]. The authors also propose a call

admission control based on this bandwidth reservation and “next-cell prediction” scheme

using the mobility profile.

3.9 Conclusion and Future Work

Multi-tier cellular networks can provide higher capacity as well as better QoS

in terms of lower blocking and dropping probabilities in an environment which supports

multiple classes of traffic and multiple types of user mobility. In order to achieve these

advantages, it is necessary to address two key engineering problems: (1) how should channels

be partitioned among multiple tiers? and (2) how should different calls be assigned to the

different tiers? This study was an attempt to address these two important issues.

Our results show that, if the processing overhead of a handoff is neglected, then

allocating more channels to the microcell layer yields lower blocking and dropping for both

single- and two-class traffic. When the processing overhead of a handoff call is taken into

consideration, we observe an optimal orthogonal assignment between the two layers which

results in minimum blocking and dropping probabilities, when the load at the handoff

controller is high. This optimization appears for voice and data calls, as well as a mix of

both call types in the network. There are three main factors which contribute to the load at
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a handoff controller, namely, (1) the controller service time; (2) the average user mobility;

and (3) the number of cells being served by the controller. When either or all of these

factors are small, we do not observe any optimizations in the blocking and the dropping

probabilities. This suggests that a hierarchical design of handoff controllers is preferred to

mitigate the effects of handoff overheads on the network performance. Finally, we observe

that a Uniform Call Admission (UCA) scheme is both simpler to implement and results in

lower blocking and dropping probabilities as compared to the Non-uniform Call Admission

(NCA) scheme which assigns calls with long call-holding time to the macrocell layer.
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Chapter 4

Exploiting User Profiles to

Support Differentiated Services in

Wireless Networks

4.1 Introduction

In order to achieve the goal of providing high-quality multimedia services in the

next-generation wireless networks [1], it will be necessary to implement new techniques

that can guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) while accounting for the limited bandwidth

and the delay and error characteristics of the wireless access network. This requires a

differentiated-services architecture that can offer multiple service levels, each with a different

QoS guarantee.

Implementing a differentiated-services architecture in a wireless network is complex

due to two key factors. First, due to user mobility, the network needs to guarantee resources

spatially as the user moves and attaches to different points in the network. Second, the

resource requirements may change due changes in the mobile device. For example, a user

switching from a palmtop to her laptop may request higher bandwidth from the network.

User mobility in wireless networks has been characterized by random-walk or

Brownian-motion-based mathematical models [76]. In reality, however, user mobility has a
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high degree of predictability due to temporal and spatial locality. Temporal locality arises

due to the fact that a mobile user typically takes predictable routes, which implies that

a user will typically cross the same set of cells at predictable times in a wireless cellular

network. For instance, a mobile user will typically follow the same path to work in the

morning, and the reverse route back home in the evening. Spatial locality refers to the fact

that user mobility is constrained along pathways and highways which results in a mobile

user crossing the cells in an ordered sequence determined by the manner in which these

pathways and highways intersect the cellular coverage area.

Recently, with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Enhanced 911

mandate, location-based services have become a top priority for cellular service providers.

There is a focused effort to deliver personal, time-critical, and location-dependent infor-

mation to users such as driving directions, current traffic condition, tracking other family

members, and local facilities-based services. As this is a growing market, different methods

have been developed to accurately determine the location of a mobile user. Advances have

also been made in velocity-estimation algorithms [37]. Moreover, due to the strong interac-

tion between the different protocol layers — physical, data-link, network, and applications

layers — in a wireless network, there is need for and it is possible to accurately determine

the resource requirements of the mobile device.

In this study the real-time and aggregate values of a user’s mobility and resource

requirements are referred to as the “user profile”. These user profiles are maintained by

the network and the goal of our study is to investigate the design and implementation

of a user-profile-based differentiated-services architecture for the next-generation wireless

network. We describe specific implementation details for the Third-Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) [1] cellular network architecture and study the performance benefits of our

proposed approach in a network with two types of users: (1) profiled users who subscribe to a

higher-cost profiled service which guarantees higher QoS and (2) regular (non-profiled) users

who receive best-effort service. We have used dropping probability, the ratio of dropped

handoff attempts to the total number of handoff attempts generated, as the metric for

QoS in this study. We observe that the network provides improved QoS to profiled users

by significantly reducing their dropping probability through advanced reservation of cell
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resources along the path predicted by the user profile. There are optimal values of the

reservation distance (which is the distance prior to a cell crossing when the reservation is

attempted) and the reservation granularity (which is related to the frequency of the re-

attempts when a reservation attempt fails) which result in the maximal improvement in

dropping probability.

The novelty of our work is that it describes the implementation and studies the

characteristics of an on-demand resource-reservation algorithm based on user profiles and

path prediction for two classes of users. The idea of user profiles has been proposed in

the literature in the context of the mobility tracking and path prediction for wireless and

mobile networks [48, 77, 78]. While most studies have utilized fixed allocation of a set

of resources for profiled users, such approaches would lead to higher QoS at the cost of

low resource utilization. Some studies propose a more dynamic approach [79, 80] but do

not provide a concrete mechanism of implementing such ideas in the real network. Our

proposal dynamically and efficiently allocates resources only in those target cells where the

profiled user is most likely to handoff to, thus achieving high resource utilization. A key

ingredient of this dynamic reservation is an algorithm based on path and service prediction

using statistical tables of user profiles generated and stored in network databases.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes our

profile-based cellular network architecture and our channel-reservation algorithms. Sec-

tion 4.3 outlines the concept of a User Profile Register (UPR) and discusses its design.

Section 4.4 introduces our user-profile-based resource-management algorithm. Implemen-

tation details for the 3GPP network architecture are provided in Section 4.5. Section 4.6

describes our simulation model, and Section 4.7 illustrates our numerical results. Finally,

Section 4.8 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Existing and Emerging Network Infrastructure

Figure 4.1(a) shows the components of the 3GPP Universal Mobile Telecommuni-

cations System (UMTS) reference architecture1 [1]. The UMTS network consists of three

1We have chosen the 3GPP Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) network architecture
for our examples, but the concepts outlined in this study are also applicable to other wireless cellular
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Figure 4.1: (a) Components of the 3GPP network architecture. (b) Network elements
needed to support profile-based channel reservation.

interacting domains — the Core Network (CN), UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network

(UTRAN), and User Equipment (UE). UMTS supports Global System for Mobile commu-

nications (GSM) radio access as well, for compatibility with older mobiles, but we shall only

concentrate on the new UMTS elements for clarity.

There are two key entities in UTRAN. The base station is known as the Node B.

It is the physical unit for radio transmission and reception within a cell. Depending on

sectoring, one or more cells may be served by a Node B. The Radio Network Controller

(RNC) manages one or more Node Bs. An RNC is responsible for channel assignment,

admission control, and management of handoffs between neighboring Node Bs within its

architectures as well.
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area of control.

The core network has evolved from the GSM core network with General Packet

Radio Service (GPRS). It is divided into the circuit-switched and packet-switched domains.

Certain components are common to the circuit and packet segments of the UMTS core

network. The Home Location Register (HLR) is a database containing user-specific data —

such as user identity, subscribed services, and current user location — for all users registered

in a particular geographical area, known as the Home Area. The Authentication Center

(AuC) and the Equipment Identity Register (EIR) are databases which aid in identification

and authentication of mobile users.

The circuit-switched part of the UMTS core network consists of the Mobile Switch-

ing Center (MSC), Visitor Location Register (VLR), and Gateway MSC (GMSC). The

Mobile Switching Center (MSC) constitutes the interface between the radio system and

the fixed network. It is responsible for (1) setting up, managing, and clearing calls (con-

nections); (2) routing incoming calls to the appropriate cell; and (3) managing inter-RNC

handoffs. The VLR contains information about all users currently “visiting” its particular

geographical area. The Gateway MSC (GMSC) is the gateway between the UMTS network

and external circuit-switched networks.

The packet-switched elements of the UMTS core network consist of the Serving

GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The GGSN

has functionality equivalent to the GMSC, while the SGSN performs duties similar to a

combined MSC and VLR, such as routing and visitor management.

Wireless service providers are rapidly shifting focus from simple voice services to

mobile LoCation Services (LCS) [81] which utilize a user’s position information to provide

localized and personalized services. A few key network elements are required for supporting

LCS, and will also be used for our profile-based algorithm described below. The Gateway

Mobile Location Center (GMLC) is responsible for interfacing with the LCS clients who re-

quest the mobile’s position. The Serving Mobile Location Center (SMLC) and the Location

Measurement Unit (LMU) determine the geographical coordinates of the mobile.
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4.3 User Profile and User Profile Register

We introduce a new architectural component called the User Profile Register

(UPR) which is a database similar to HLR and VLR. The UPR contains user-profile

information which can be queried by the wireless network to provide differentiated services to

its customers. A user profile consists of mobility patterns and services accessed by the mobile

user, possibly also tabulated against the time of the day and the day of the week. It contains

pointers to network elements which can provide real-time values of the user’s location and

velocity information. A UPR should have interfaces to external information sources —

such as network information databases, described later — to aid in QoS management. The

components of the UPR are outlined below.

• User Location Interface: This is a logical interface to devices such as the SMLC

and the LMUs which can provide real-time user location values to the UPR.

• User Velocity Interface: This logical interface will query the network element

responsible for real-time velocity estimation of a mobile user [37].

• User Path Table (UPT): This table is an ordered list of the most probable paths

a mobile user could traverse at any given time on any day of the week. A mobile path

is a list of Cell-IDs which a mobile user traverses. For example, let < c1, c2, ..., cn >

represent a mobile user’s path which starts from cell c1 and ends in cell cn.

This path could contain a number of hot-spots. A hot-spot is defined as a collection of

cells within a geographical region where the mobile-user population density is higher

than some pre-defined threshold. City downtown regions, train stations, airports, or

dense residential areas represent typical hot-spots. Hot-spots could be dynamic in

nature in that they can change with time of the day, traffic conditions, and special

events. A city downtown can be a hot-spot during the work day, while residential

neighborhoods can become hot-spots on weekends. The network can detect a hot-

spot near a stadium on Superbowl Sunday, while a snow storm could cause multiple

hot-spots along the highways near Lake Tahoe.

An user can terminate her call at any point along the path, < c1, c2, ..., cn >. If all the
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cells in the path are contained within a single hot-spot, the path is considered internal

to the hot-spot, and does not appear in the UPT. Such intra-hot-spot paths are usually

short as they are contained within a very limited geographical area, and therefore,

they do not lend themselves to statistical learning algorithms very well, as there is

not enough time during the path traversal to predict or update network databases.

Moreover, mobility patterns for calls which are generated and terminated within a

microcellular hot-spot environment (e.g., downtown area) are usually Brownian in

nature, and barely show any statistical route preferences. We have discussed this

issue later in Section 4.5.3.

A User Path Table (UPT) can include two types of paths:

– User-specified: These paths are defined by the user before usage. For example,

a user may define a few typical paths she might take during an average work-

day, when signing up for the premium profiled cellular service. Paths can also

be defined using mapping services such as MapQuest or using GPS devices by

specifying the end points of the route. These pre-calculated routes can then be

“pushed” out to the UPR.

– Statistical: Each user’s UPT could be initialized to an empty value or to an

user-specified list. Subsequently, every time a path is traversed by the user, its

ranking is increased in the UPT. Over time, the UPT would typically converge

to a fixed set of paths, as users statistically take the same routes for the same

chores.

Every time the mobile traverses a new path which does not exist in the UPT, an entry

is added to the table. Whenever the mobile repeats a particular path, the weight of

the entry is increased. The table is ordered in decreasing order of the weight and

over time, a user profile is developed for the user. The top entries of the UPT would

correspond to the most probable path for specific times of day.

• User Resource Table (URT): This table is an ordered list of resources (services)

a mobile user uses at any given time on any day of the week. The URT contains two
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types of entries:

– User-specified: The user could supply a list of services to be used for each path

that she could take. For example, voice services could be accessed during the

drive to work and back, while web services could be accessed during the lunch

break.

– Statistical: The URT could be initialized to an empty value or to the user-

specified list above, and subsequently updated by a positive weight every time

that service is accessed along the mobile path. The URT will also be constantly

updated, and it would converge over time to a virtually static list.

• Interfaces to External Information Systems: This entry contains variables ob-

tained from external information systems such as network architecture databases or

GPS and Global Information Services (GIS) devices. For example, network architec-

ture databases could provide information about cell layout and sizes. GPS and GIS

devices could supply real-time changes in hot-spot definitions since, as discussed ear-

lier, hot-spots could be dynamic in nature and can change depending upon the time

of the day, traffic conditions, and special events.

4.4 User-Profile-Based Differentiated-Services Architecture

In this study, we focus on a User-profile-based call QoS control algorithm which

utilizes the statistical profiles of mobile users to manage and control the network resources

in order to guarantee the negotiated QoS to users. We have considered two classes of service,

for two types of users: (1) profiled users who subscribe to a premium profiled service and

expect better QoS and (2) non-profiled users who pay less and expect a “best-effort” service

from the network. Below, we outline our user-profile-based resource-management algorithm.

4.4.1 PARMA: Profile-Assisted Resource-Management Algorithm

Figure 4.2 shows a part of the trajectory of a user commuting from the Arden Town

suburb (not shown) to Richards Boulevard, near downtown Sacramento, California. The
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of PARMA.

procedure to reserve resources for a profiled user which is a core part of the profile-assisted

resource-management algorithm (PARMA) is outlined below:

1. When a mobile user is close to a cell boundary, the network would query the subscriber

database to determine if the user is a profiled customer.

2. If the user is not a subscriber for profiled services, then normal handoff procedure

would follow and if there are no channels available in the target cell (Cell 2 in this

example), the user’s call will be dropped.

3. If the user subscribes to profiled services, the network will query and extract the user’s

resource requirements from the URT. For the purpose of this discussion, we will assume

that the user has subscribed to voice services only and hence would require a channel

to be reserved in the target cell.

4. The network tries to predict the target cell, based on the UPT and the current location

and velocity of the mobile.

5. The network would then attempt to reserve a channel in advance for the user in Cell
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2 when the user is at a distance rd from the cell boundary, where rd is known as the

reservation distance.

6. If the reservation attempt succeeds, the user is handed off to Cell 2 on the reserved

channel at the cell boundary, which is shown as point A in Figure 4.2. If the reserva-

tion fails, the network re-attempts the reservation every rg (reservation granularity)

distance apart, till the reservation succeeds or till a handoff takes place at point A.

This re-attempt could be explicit if the intelligence resides in the mobile device, or it

could be performed implicitly by the MSC as it already has the reservation request

information.

7. If the reservation is unsuccessful till Point A (even after several attempts), then the

user session gets dropped. By allowing multiple reservation attempts, the dropping

probability of a profiled user can be substantially reduced.

As mentioned in Step 1, PARMA is initiated when the mobile user is close to a

cell boundary. There are two key approaches to proximity evaluation, and both approaches

are conceptually equivalent. In the first approach, the mobile device measures the signal

strengths from adjacent base stations and reports this information to the Node B. The

network could then decide, based on these measurements, whether the user is “close enough”

to initiate PARMA. In the second approach, the network could keep track of the velocity

(speed and direction) of user. Knowing the trajectory of the user from the user profile, the

network can then calculate when handoff would occur. Therefore, based on this calculation,

the network can decide when to initiate PARMA. In our study, we choose the first approach

to measure a user’s proximity to a cell boundary.

We have conceptually used the parameters rd and rg to initiate reservation and to

retry the reservation attempts until they succeed or the mobile has had a handoff. PARMA

is not specifically tied to these parameters, and any other initiation or retry triggers could

be used. For example, if the signal strength at a Node B or the RNC falls below a pre-

defined threshold (sd), the first reservation attempt could be initiated. Henceforth, when-

ever the signal strength falls lower by pre-defined decrements, sg, a reservation could be

re-attempted.
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Although we have considered channel reservation to highlight our algorithm, PARMA

is much broader in scope. Any user-specific resource, as defined in the URT for the profiled

user, can be allocated for in the target cell. Resources such as the browser cache for mobile

browsers, session and state information for data connections, application proxy states for

thin clients running on mobile devices, etc., can all be reserved in the target cell through

PARMA.

PARMA is not limited to just two classes of users, i.e., profiled and non-profiled

users. The profiled users can be classified into multiple categories, each with different QoS

guarantees, and hence, reservation requirements. For example, PARMA can be used to

reserve resources in more that one cell, depending upon the user’s priority class within the

profiled user base. As an illustration, emergency vehicles such as ambulances can be given

the highest priority, and, for a given source and destination (such as a hospital), resources

can be reserved all along the path. This will result in uninterrupted service between the

paramedics in the ambulance and the doctors in the hospital.

4.5 Design and Implementation Issues

In this section, we provide some guidelines to implement PARMA in a 3GPP

network architecture. First, we describe the modifications we need to perform to the existing

network components to support PARMA, and then we propose a possible implementation.

4.5.1 Modifications to 3GPP Network Elements

We can leverage the location-measurement infrastructure described in Section 4.2

for obtaining current updates to the position of a profiled user. Additionally, we have to

modify some of the network elements to support PARMA which is described below.

• The SMLC should be modified to store a short history of the mobile’s position instead

of storing just the current position. The size of this history depends on the accuracy

of the path-prediction algorithm.

• The UPR database should be implemented to include the profile tables and real-time
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values for each mobile user in her home area. Each UPR should also be able to accept

and incorporate updates to user profiles available from the MSC. To keep storage

requirements small, less probable paths and services could be phased out over time.

The network could employ a multi-level virtual-memory-like storage mechanism and

caching schemes such as Least Recently Used (LRU) to keep a subset of the table

space in faster memory while phasing out the rest of the information to permanent

storage. Given the recent advances in storage technology, network designers can lean

towards enabling longer history for more accurate path prediction.

• Logical interfaces should exist between the UPR and external information databases

and systems, such as the HLR, network architecture databases, the LMUs, and the

SMLC. The HLR interface would aid the UPR in gathering subscription information

about a user. Network architecture databases would provide information on hot-spot

definitions and cellular layouts. LMUs and the SMLC would provide current location

information and would assist in user-velocity estimation.

• The software in the MSC should be enhanced to statistically update the UPT and

the URT as described in Section 4.3. The MSC should be able to make corrections

to the user profile depending upon the success or failure of the user-profile-based

path-prediction process and the services which the user has accessed, by increasing

the “rank” of successfully predicted paths and resource requirements in the UPT and

URT, respectively. The MSC should then provide this feedback to the UPR database.

4.5.2 Implementation of PARMA

Figure 4.3 shows the message sequence chart for PARMA. In current networks, a

mobile device periodically sends a list of Node Bs and their signal strengths to the current

Node B for the purpose of a handoff, using a SignalStrengthList message. In UMTS, the list

of Node-Bs that the mobile is currently connected to is known as the Active Set. The set

of cells which are not in the active set, but are being monitored for possible handoff, form

the Monitored Set. The current Node B, with help from the MSC, uses this information to

decide the target handoff cell. We can modify the Node B software to trigger a PredictTar-
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Figure 4.3: Message sequence chart for PARMA.

getCell signal to the MSC whenever the signal strength of another Node B comes within a

trigger threshold (ST ) of the signal from the current Node B. We study the impact of this

threshold on network performance in Section 4.7.

On receiving the PredictTargetCell signal, the MSC sends out a GetLocation mes-

sage to the SMLC requesting the past few coordinates (positional history) of the mobile user.

The SMLC functionality can be modified to keep track of the positional history of a mobile

user. The length of this history can vary depending on the accuracy of the path-prediction

algorithm. On receipt of GetLocation, the SMLC forwards the positional history of the

mobile to the MSC. For performing path prediction, the MSC also requires the user’s path
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profile (UPT) and the current velocity of the user which are stored in the UPR database.

It also requires the URT for gauging the resource requirements of the mobile in the target

cell. The GetProfile and SendProfileList messages accomplish this task.

On receiving the current location, velocity, and the UPT, the MSC performs path

prediction and informs the most probable target Node B to reserve resources for the mobile

depending on the most probable services accessed by the customer. If the trigger threshold,

ST , is designed accurately, the handoff will occur immediately after the AllocateResource

message, and the transition to the new cell will be smooth. After the mobile undergoes

the handoff, the new Node B sends a status update to the MSC through the HandoffStatus

signal and includes its own Cell-ID. The MSC checks the Cell-ID to confirm whether this

was the cell to which it had sent the AllocateResource message. HandoffStatus also mentions

whether the resource reservation was sufficient or whether the Node B had to allocate fewer

or more resources. Finally, the MSC updates the UPT and the URT at the UPR based on

the results of the comparison in the previous step.

4.5.3 Design Issues

There are several issues to consider when implementing PARMA in a wireless

network. In this section, we outline some design issues, and we also generalize on the basic

scheme presented earlier.

1. Speed-Modulated Reservation Granularity: When calculating reservation re-attempts

to the target cell, PARMA could take the velocity measurements into account to

dynamically modify the reservation granularity. The speed at which a user is traveling

towards the target cell would determine how small or large the reservation granularity

should be.

2. Direction-Modulated Reservation Granularity: The direction of movement of a pro-

filed user with respect to the cell boundaries also plays an important role in the

implementation of PARMA. Consider a user who is moving almost tangentially to the

cell boundary. The mobile device’s list of strongest Node B signals could change very

frequently over time, hence triggering frequent reservation attempts. Therefore, by
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using direction information coupled with the network’s information of cell boundaries,

PARMA can employ techniques such as hysteresis and signal thresholds — which are

used to avoid the ping-pong effect in handoffs [14] — to reduce unwanted reservation

re-attempts.

3. Hot-spot Modulated Reservation and Impact of Link Loss Characteristics: The number

of permutations of highways and freeways which a user can take to travel between a

pair of hot-spots is generally expected to be quite small. Therefore, over time, inter

hot-spot portions of a UPT entry tend to converge to a few fixed paths. Hence,

path prediction can be performed on inter hot-spot paths with sufficient accuracy by

consulting the UPT entries for the user. Moreover, fast table lookups will reduce

overheads for resource reservation.

Intra hot-spot paths are more difficult to predict since the number of permutations

of streets that can be taken to reach the destination could be significantly larger as

compared to the inter hot-spot scenario. Once the network has determined that the

user has entered an intra hot-spot region of her mobile path, the network should solicit

help from velocity-estimation algorithms and location-measurement technologies to

better predict the user’s target cell.

For intra-hotspot paths, link loss characteristics will have some adverse impact on

path prediction and profile accuracy. PARMA currently reserves resources in exactly

one predicted target cell. For areas such as city centers, we can expand PARMA to

reserve resources in a subset of the Active Set. Typical Active Set sizes are anywhere

between 2-3 cells [82, 83], and these are the cells that the mobile is most likely to

handoff to. The positional history of the mobile coupled with the current speed and

direction measurements will provide better rules for selecting the most probable set

of paths and, hence, the most probable subset of target cells in the Active Set where

PARMA can allocate resources. Once the handoff completes, or after a fine-tuned

timeout, the resources in the remaining cells can be released.

4. Macrocell Reservation: Hot-spots are regions of high mobile-user population density.

For such geographical areas, the concept of a microcellular/macrocellular multi-tier
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architecture has been proposed to provide greater channel capacity through microcells

while providing better management using the overlayed macrocells.

If all resource-reservation attempts are unsuccessful, a handoff takes place; and if

there are no available resources in the target microcell, the overlayed macrocell can

be used to temporarily “hold” the session (and resources) of a profiled user. Under

these circumstances, PARMA would keep re-attempting the reservation requests in

future target microcells. The goal would be to vertically handoff the session to a

microcell at the first available opportunity.

5. Reservation Granularity versus Round Robin: PARMA introduces the concept of

reservation granularity. Resource-reservation requests are re-attempted after every rg

distance till the request succeeds, or a handoff takes place, resulting in a success or a

dropout.

Instead of the above strategy, all resource-reservation requests could be queued in the

target cell if they were unsuccessful on the first attempt. The network could then use

a round-robin scheme to scan through the queue and re-attempt each request. The

request would get dequeued on a reservation success, or on a successful or unsuccessful

handoff.

6. Signaling Overheads: Though we have shown nine messages for implementing PARMA

(see Figure 4.3), the overheads are minimal as most messages can be piggy-backed on

existing signals, as described below. To aid in handoffs, a mobile device periodically

sends the list of closest Node Bs to its current Node B. As mentioned earlier, this

information is contained within the Active Set and Monitored Set for UMTS. The

current Node B can use the same message, coupled with a threshold, ST , to trigger

the PredictTargetCell message. GetLocation and SendLocationList will soon be im-

plemented in the 3G networks to provide LCS. GetProfile and SendProfileList can be

piggy-backed onto HLR database queries for authentication and authorization most

of the time (if UPRs are implemented as a part of the HLR database). Moreover, user

profiles can be cached in the VLR database inside the MSC and updated at the UPR

once the mobile leaves that location area. The AllocateResource signal is sent to a tar-
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get Node B after a handoff decision has been made. For PARMA, we send the signal

just after path prediction, imposing no extra overheads. Similarly, the HandoffStatus

signal is sent irrespective of whether PARMA has been implemented.

The additional signals in PARMA include the PredictTargetCell and UpdateTable

messages.

7. Discussion on Storage Space: Let us attempt to approximately gauge the storage

requirements for implementing the UPR in a wireless network. For a quick back-of-

the-envelope calculation, let us assume that there are upto a total of 65 thousand

cells in the geographical area being served by a single UPR. A Cell-ID can then be

represented by 2 bytes, either in a flat addressing scheme or a hierarchical one for

faster addressing. Over the duration of a call, the mobile would typically traverse on

the order of 10 cells. This would imply that an average path in the UPT is 20 bytes

long.

Since the UPT is a sparse graph, it can be represented by an adjacency list of size p×l,

where p is the number of paths stored, and l is the length of the path. The number

of “most likely” paths in the UPR per profiled user would impact the accuracy with

which user profiling can be used to predict the mobile’s current trajectory. Typically,

the UPT of a user would contain 2-3 “most likely” paths per weekday, and maybe 3-4

paths for the weekend, giving us a total of approximately 10 paths per user. Hence,

the mobile network would expense around 200 bytes per user for path information.

As for the services accessed by any user, a couple of bits (say, a byte) would suffice.

More efficient methods for path representation can possibly further reduce the storage

requirements.

8. Discussion on Running Time: The above implementation guidelines show that PARMA

and path prediction are not resource-heavy algorithms. On the other hand, the du-

ration of the call may be short enough such that no useful path information could be

gathered. This section discusses the possible interactions between the duration of the

call and the running time of PARMA. Let us consider the following two cases.
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• If the call is very short, the caller would most likely stay within the same cell,

and would not generate any handoffs. In this case, when the network verifies the

validity of the caller, it can also check whether the user is profiled and handle

the call with the appropriate priority. Since there are no handoffs, reservations

are never attempted and the impact of the running time of PARMA is not under

consideration.

• If the call is long enough to generate handoffs, we believe that a profile-based

reservation procedure is not much more expensive than the steps required to

service a handoff. As can be seen from Figure 4.3 and the related description,

PARMA requires only two extra messages over and above what is already used

today in handling a handoff. Most of the other information is piggy-backed

on existing message types. Additionally, the decision and update algorithms in

PARMA try to model themselves after currently available user access validation

and handoff procedures, and the extra cycles to update and query the UPT are

quite lightweight with regards to running time.

Moreover, path prediction is an iterative process which converges over time. The

statistical UPT is built over time, and will converge to a fairly accurate list of paths

traversed by the user. For a new call, the network first assumes the most popular

path in the UPT. Over the duration of the call, with the help of velocity-prediction

schemes and external information sources such as GPS co-ordinates, the network can

construct a weighted view (over the path in the UPT and the current GPS values) of

what the user’s trajectory might look like. Thus, even though there might be slight

deviations from the statistical paths in the UPT, these variations will result in over-

reservations only in certain cells, which is a slight penalty to pay for better resource

utilization in the average case.

4.6 Quantitative Analysis

We have studied the performance of PARMA using detailed simulation experi-

ments. Even though we have tried to create an accurate simulation model, we had to
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make a few deviations from the practical implementation to better analyze the problem.

The following section describes our simulation model and how it relates to the practical

implementation.

4.6.1 Simulation Model

We have simulated a single-tier cellular network architecture. The primary re-

source accessed by cellular users in this network are channels. There are a limited total

number of channels, C, available to the network which are allocated to cells using fixed-

channel allocation with a static reuse pattern. The reuse distance ratio, i.e., the ratio of the

cell radius to the distance from the center of the cell to the next co-channel cell, is denoted

as R.

We employ a hexagonal cell structure with a cell radius of c km. We model a

limited user population of U users at any given time in the network, out of which a fraction

p of the users are profiled. To model the density of users within hot-spots, we use the

following algorithm, assuming a circular hot-spot with a radius of H:

1. Choose (or define) the hot-spot radius, H.

2. Choose an angle (δ) as a uniform random number between 0 and 2π.

3. Once δ is fixed, choose a uniform random number ρ between 0 and H. Place a user

at an angle δ and at a distance of ρ from the center.

4. Repeat steps 2-3 for each user in a hot-spot.

There are H hot-spots in the region covered by the network. The size and location

of these hot-spots can be defined using a graphical interface (which we have developed) to

the simulation. For our investigation, we assume that each user has a different direction

of movement (D) and speed (V ). For the purpose of this study, we assume that we can

accurately predict a user’s trajectory at every given point in time.

PARMA requires a threshold to trigger the channel-reservation algorithm when a

profiled user travels close to the edge of a cell. We have used a reservation distance, rd to
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trigger PARMA, while in practice, a threshold on the received signal strength can be used

for triggering the algorithm, as described in Section 4.5.2.

We assume that new-calls arrivals into the network follow a Poisson distribution

with parameter λ calls/sec. Call-holding time is assumed to follow an exponential distribu-

tion with a mean of 1/µ seconds.

We have used Improvement in Dropping Probability denoted by γ, as an important

performance metric. This is defined as the reduction in dropping probability of a profiled

user as compared to a non-profiled user. Specifically, if Pdp is the dropping probability for

profiled users and Pdn is the dropping probability for non-profiled users, then γ is given by:

γ =
Pdn − Pdp

Pdn

∗ 100% (4.1)

The default parameters values are shown in Table 4.1. Assuming hexagonal cell

approximations, fixed channel allocation, and R = 2 leads to a 3-cell cluster, i.e., the

frequency assignment pattern repeats every 3 cells. Given that C = 150 or 200 channels

over A = 20× 20 cells, we have approximately 50 to 67 channels per cell. The total number

of user streams in the network is fixed at 5000, out of which 2000 streams are profiled,

on average. This implies that each cell inherits an average of 12.5 user streams. Each

user stream generates calls as a Poisson process with mean in the range of [0.005 − 0.05]

calls/second. This leads to a cumulative Poisson call arrival rate in the range [0.0625−0.625]

calls/second for each cell.

4.7 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.5 shows the improvement in dropping probability, γ, experienced by pro-

filed users as the new-call arrival rate is increased from 0.005 calls/sec to 0.05 calls/sec

for C = 150 and C = 200 channels. Figure 4.4 shows the dropping probability for pro-

filed and non-profiled users as a function of the call-arrival rate for C = 200 channels. As

expected, dropping probability for profiled users is significantly lower than that for non-

profiled users. At the left extreme of both figures, when λ is small, the load to the network

is very light. Hence, very few handoff attempts of both profiled and non-profiled users get
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Table 4.1: Default values of the network parameters.

Parameter Description Value

H Number of hot-spots 3

H Hot-spot radius 3 km

A Number of cells in region 20×20

c Cell radius 0.5 km

C Total number of channels in the network 200

R Reuse distance ratio 2

V User speed (range) 40-65 kmph

U Total number of user streams in the network 5,000

p Fraction of profiled user streams 0.4

rd Reservation distance 0.2 km

rg Reservation granularity 0.01 km

1/µ Mean call-holding time 120 sec

λ New-call arrival rate per user stream 0.025 calls/sec

dropped. Therefore, reserving channels for profiled users in advance does not result in a

large γ. At the other extreme, when λ is large, the network load is high. A significant

number of the channel-reservation requests for profiled users get blocked, also resulting in

a small γ. When the network load is moderate, the profiled users obtain the most benefit

from channel reservation. As can be observed in Figure 4.4, the dropping probability for

non-profiled users keeps increasing even at moderate load, while the dropping probability

for profiled users starts to flatten out, benefiting from the reservations. This results in

a substantial improvement in dropping probability, with a peak occurring at λ = 0.025

calls/sec (for C = 200 channels), when we observe an improvement of 35.8%.

Through our experiments (whose results have not been shown for brevity), we also

observed that there is an optimal value of rd (at rd = 0.2 km) which results in the maximum

γ. When rd is small (e.g., at rd = 0.05 km), the reservation attempts are made too close

to the cell boundary. Hence, there is not enough time to recover from a failed reservation

attempt before the handoff occurs. When rd is too large (e.g., at 0.25 km and beyond), the

channel-holding time of profiled users is inflated by a large amount which causes the overall

load in a cell to increase. Additionally, we observed an optimal value for rg, which resulted

in the maximum γ. When rg is small, the network makes a large number of reservation

attempts on behalf of the profiled user, resulting in higher load to a cell, and hence a large
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Figure 4.4: Dropping probability for different new-call arrival rates at C=400 channels.

dropping probability. When rg is large, there are not enough reservation re-attempts for

profiled users.

4.8 Conclusion

With the continuing deployment of intelligent network components, it is becoming

easier to collect and maintain accurate real-time data on the location, the velocity, and

the resource requirements of a mobile user. These data can be exploited to develop user

profiles, and they can also be aggregated to develop mobility and resource-requirement

patterns of users in a region. We have made the following contributions in this work.

(1) We have described the design and implementation of a new scheme, called Profile-

Assisted Resource-Management Algorithm (PARMA), which utilizes user profiles to provide

better QoS to mobile users in a wireless network. Specific implementation details have

been proposed for the 3GPP network architecture, though the concepts would be broadly

applicable to most wireless network architectures. (2) There are numerous challenges and

design issues in implementing such a scheme for the next-generation wireless networks, and

we attempted to resolve some of these design issues. (3) Through detailed simulation, we
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have studied the benefits of user profiles by analyzing a resource-allocation scheme using

the concept of reservation distance and reservation granularity. We have shown that this

concept can produce significant improvement in dropping probability of profiled users over

their non-profiled counterparts. We observed that there are optimal values of the reservation

distance and the reservation granularity parameters which result in maximal improvement

in dropping probability.
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Chapter 5

Pricing-Based Approaches in

Designing Next-Generation

Wireless Networks: A Review

5.1 Introduction

In order to achieve the goal of providing high-quality multimedia services in next-

generation wireless networks [1], it will be necessary to implement new techniques that

can guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) while accounting for the limited bandwidth of the

wireless channel. This requires a differentiated-services architecture which can offer multiple

service levels, each with a different QoS guarantee. Supporting differentiated services in a

wireless network is a multidimensional problem due to the mobility of a device, the varying

capabilities and resource requirements of a device, the variations in channel characteristics

across the user population and the geographical terrain, and the limited radio spectrum

(bandwidth).
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5.1.1 Background

Figure 5.1(a) shows the components of the Third Generation Partnership Project

(3GPP) Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) reference architecture1[1].

The UMTS network consists of three interacting domains — the Core Network (CN), UMTS

Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and User Equipment (UE). Throughout this

chapter and the next, we use the terms terminal and user interchangeably to refer to the

UE, depending upon the usage context. UMTS supports Global System for Mobile com-

munications (GSM) radio access as well, for compatibility with older mobiles, but we shall

only concentrate on the new UMTS elements for clarity.

There are two key entities in UTRAN. The base station is known as the Node B.

It is the physical unit for radio transmission and reception within a cell. Depending upon

sectoring, where each regular cell is sub-divided into angular sectors (sections) via the use

of directional transceivers, one or more cells may be served by a base station. The Radio

Network Controller (RNC) manages one or more base stations. A RNC is responsible for

channel assignment, admission control, and management of handoffs between neighboring

base stations within its area of control.

The core network has evolved from the GSM core network with General Packet

Radio Service (GPRS). It is divided into the circuit-switched and packet-switched domains.

Certain components are common to the circuit and packet segments of the UMTS core

network. The Home Location Register (HLR) is a database containing user-specific data —

such as user identity, subscribed services, and current user location — for all users registered

in a particular geographical area, known as the Home Area. The Authentication Center

(AuC) and the Equipment Identity Register (EIR) are databases which aid in identification

and authentication of mobile users.

The circuit-switched part of the UMTS core network consists of the Mobile Switch-

ing Center (MSC), Visitor Location Register (VLR), and Gateway MSC (GMSC). The MSC

constitutes the interface between the radio system and the fixed network. It is responsible

for (1) setting up, managing, and clearing calls (connections); (2) routing incoming calls

1We have chosen the 3GPP UMTS network architecture for our examples here, but the concepts outlined
in this study are also applicable to other wireless cellular architectures.
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to the appropriate cell; and (3) managing inter-RNC handoffs. The VLR contains infor-

mation about all users currently “visiting” its particular geographical area. The Gateway

MSC (GMSC) is the gateway between the UMTS network and external circuit-switched

networks.

The packet-switched elements of the UMTS core network consist of the Serving

GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The GGSN

has functionality equivalent to the GMSC, while the SGSN performs duties similar to a

combined MSC and VLR, such as routing and visitor management.

Figure 5.1: (a) Components of the 3G Partnership Project (3GPP) network architecture[1].
(b) Logical view of functional elements in the 3GPP network.
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5.1.2 Stages of Wireless Network Design

The first step in implementing a differentiated-services wireless network architec-

ture is to provision the radio spectrum coverage of the geographical region in a manner

which can support the resource requirements of future multimedia traffic. This can be per-

formed in conjunction with statistical market research and terrain topology information,

which provide information about hot-spots2 and link-loss characteristics, respectively.

Once the radio coverage has been decided, the next step in implementing a differentiated-

services architecture is to set up a framework to classify the incoming new calls into different

Classes of Service (CoS) according to their requested QoS and the services they wish to ac-

cess. Incoming new calls are first authenticated against the HLR databases attached to

the MSC. Subsequently, queries are sent to the HLR to determine information about the

services which this particular user can access. At this stage, the network has knowledge

of the resource requirements for the duration of the call. Sophisticated mechanisms such

as statistical user profiling and service profiling may also be used to improve the network’s

“estimate” of what these requirements could be, in terms of duration of use, bandwidth

needed, and cells to be accessed.

An important step in the deployment of a differentiated-services architecture is the

enforcement of policies which will optimally satisfy the users in each CoS. This job can be

performed by call-admission and handoff-control (CAHC) algorithms. The attributes of the

incoming new call or a handoff call are sent to the RNC. For a new call or inter-RNC handoff

call, these attributes may be forwarded to the MSC3, where intelligent CAHC algorithms

use profiling databases, current resource usage, and the previously-learned classification

information to assign resources to the call in the current cell.

Unifying all of the network design, planning, and management activity is the billing

and accounting process [84]. The design phase of this process involves deciding a priori which

pricing schemes and what CoS to offer to the users and how to plan the network based on

statistical usage information or market predictions. In a functional UMTS network, the

2A hot-spot is a geographical region with dense mobile user population.
3We refer to the circuit-switched UMTS architecture for clarity, but the studies are equally applicable to

the packet-switched domain, unless specifically mentioned otherwise.
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billing and accounting process for incoming calls is initiated at the MSC, in conjunction

with the HLR and VLR databases. A significant amount of information can be obtained

from this billing and accounting process which can be utilized in designing more-efficient

wireless network architectures.

In this chapter, we first examine the current body of research on how pricing

is being adopted to plan and architect the next-generation wireless network. We study

how each aspect of wireless network design described above – namely (i) statistical radio-

spectrum provisioning, (ii) a priori user and service classification, and (iii) adaptive call

admission and handoff control – are, or can be, tackled using pricing principles as a design

tool. While pricing is substantially biased by socio-economic factors [85, 84, 86, 87], we

have focused our contributions on the technical merits of pricing-based resource planning

and management.

First, in Section 5.2 we present an overview of how pricing can be utilized in

various stages of wireless network design, as discussed above. In Section 5.3, we examine the

specifics of radio provisioning by using economic principles. Next, in Section 5.4, we study

the various schemes for performing a priori user and service classification and their impact

on network performance. In Section 5.5, we study the role of pricing in adaptive network

management through call admission control and through mobility-aware and location-aware

resource-management algorithms.

Section 5.6 provides a summary of all the research presented in this chapter, and

Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.

5.2 Pricing to Design and Manage a Network: A Review

In order to provide differentiated QoS to users in a network using pricing principles,

the critical parameters in the design process are: to quantify the relationship between

existing or predicted traffic volumes, the capacity and radio provisioning for the network,

CoS’s being planned for, and the costs and pricing models associated with the various

services being offered. Flat Pricing, where a certain price buys the user a bundle of usage

minutes per month and a fixed set of services that can be accessed, has been the de-facto
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pricing model for wireless service providers. New tools and techniques are needed to perform

such an analysis for integrated packet-switched and circuit-switched networks, such as the

UMTS architecture [88]. A significant amount of this information can be obtained via

reports and trends from the billing and accounting process in today’s operational networks,

which involves the collection, maintenance, and consolidation of network-usage information.

In this section, and throughout the chapter, we shall explore each dimension of this design

process in detail, a timeline of which is shown Figure 5.2.

• Resource Provisioning: The first step in the design of a wireless network is to

provision the radio spectrum (capacity). Designers have to architect the radio plan,

decide on link power control heuristics and the number of cellular tiers that would

satisfy the traffic requirements of the region. Link power control heuristics are needed

to optimize transmission power between the base station and the user (terminal)

such that there is good link quality with minimal signal interference, without wasting

battery power at the terminal. Radio planning includes designing techniques for

channel assignment and cell splitting to increase the efficiency of frequency usage.

Multitier architectures allow greater channel reuse4 near hot-spots, and hence can

support a larger number of users. Such design issues can benefit greatly from statistical

billing data or accounting information, as they give insights into which geographical

regions are hot-spots during which time periods, and how services are being accessed

during these periods.

Statistical data collected on temporal and spatial changes in user population, services

accessed, and mobility characteristics can be used as inputs to pricing schemes which

can, in turn, help in more efficient network-resource utilization. For example, one may

use (a) pricing which reflects usage variations over the period of a day (time-of-day

pricing), where downtown commuters may have to pay more for using the network

during office hours as compared to late in the evening, or (b) hot-spot-based pricing,

where users can potentially be charged more at a ball game as compared to a picnic

in the community park. These are instances of pricing-based statistical provisioning

4Channel reuse allows a channel assigned to a cell to be reused in another cell some distance away. Cell
splitting is achieved by low-power base stations that cover a smaller region, thus increasing frequency reuse.
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schemes. The network sets pricing based on statistical information stored in the

various management and accounting databases to encourage or discourage certain

sets of users, thereby providing better QoS across all users.

• Static Planning: After the radio coverage has been established, the next step is

to determine some of the static attributes of the differentiated-services architecture.

This includes defining the CoS’s, formulating the pricing models that will be utilized

in the network, and determining the resource-management and channel-assignment

models that will be appropriate for this network.

Billing and accounting data collected over existing networks, coupled with market

research, can be used to empirically design these aspects of the wireless network. For

instance, allocating predetermined user and service queues based on statistical service

usage or predictions (e.g., queues based on whether users are primarily voice users or

both data and voice users), static cell and frequency planning based on prior traffic

and revenue assumptions (e.g., determining a static cell layout in a downtown area

based on current load and traffic patterns), and static call admission and handoff

control and radio reservation policies (e.g., deciding upon a pre-determined heuristic

to accept a call into the network based on whether the call is data or voice and whether

admitting it will generate more revenue for the service provider), are all examples of

pricing-based static planning. In conjunction with a flat pricing scheme, this has been

the primary planning methodology for wireless service providers in the recent past.

Significant work that has been done in the area of pricing for the wired Internet [84]

can be used as reference while planning for the next-generation wireless network.

• Adaptive Resource Management: Once the wireless network is ready for opera-

tion, pricing policies can be used to dynamically adapt to real-time changes in network

conditions at a per-user granularity. Network management at this level of detail (finest

granularity) ensures that statistically-expected conditions do not dominate real-time

network conditions, and that the network is agile enough to function efficiently even

if unplanned resource crunches occur.
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For example, adaptive pricing-based call-admission control and congestion-management

policies try to regulate the volume of incoming new calls and handoff calls in an at-

tempt to provide good QoS to all users. Similarly, mobility-aware and location-aware

pricing policies can utilize real-time user-mobility data to levy higher charges on fast-

moving users which tend to generate more handoff traffic and hence present a larger

load to the network. Network databases can work in conjunction with external infor-

mation sources such as velocity estimators [37, 80] and embedded Global Positioning

System (GPS) devices to implement these schemes.

Figure 5.2: Timeline of network design and control management.

Pricing Tools for Network Design

The goal of an ideal QoS-aware wireless network is to provide the requested ser-

vice to the user, regardless of his QoS requirements. Enabling QoS requires cooperation

amongst various entities, or players, of the wireless network. These players include the

telecommunications service provider, controlling the network architectural elements, and

the users themselves, who compete for the limited resources. In such an environment, as

each player tries to optimize his or her own objective, the goal is to reach a stable operating
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point, or equilibrium [84, 87, 89]. This is the definition of a distributed multi-player game.

In a distributed multi-player game, we assume that each player has a definition of their own

objective, and will use the best strategy available to accomplish their goals.

In network-design studies, users typically play this distributed multi-user game

against the network, and each player in this game tries to optimize its own objective. Each

player has a strategy which is defined by at least two actions, and is used to optimize the

objective [86].

A Nash Equilibrium [90] is defined as a selection of strategies for each player such

that no player can benefit by switching his strategy, if all players’ strategies are unchanged.

Nash equilibrium is inherently non-deterministic, and multiple Nash equilibria may exist

for a game. In practice, a user may have constraints on his strategy, which gives rise to

the constrained Nash equilibrium. In typical QoS models and implementations, designers

deploy several classes of users, based on their QoS requirements. Such a network can either

be represented as a multi-dimensional Nash equilibrium, with indices representing each user

class, or as a superposition of several Nash formulations, one for each user class [91].

When each player has several objectives to optimize using a set of strategies, the

resulting Nash equilibrium is known as a Pareto-Nash equilibrium, when no player can

benefit in any of his objectives by switching to a different set of strategies. An outcome,

or, equilibrium of a distributed multi-player game is Pareto optimal, or Pareto-efficient, if

by reallocation of resources, you cannot make someone better off without making someone

else worse off. Conversely, an outcome or an equilibrium is not Pareto-optimal, or Pareto-

inefficient, if you can make someone better off without making anyone else worse off. An

outcome of a game is Pareto-dominated if some other outcome would make at least one player

better off without hurting any other player, i.e., some other outcome is weakly preferred by

all players and strictly preferred by at least one player.

To quantify the generic concepts of a distributed multi-player game, a design study

has to define the objectives for the users as well as the network. A common way of defining

the users’ objectives is via utility functions, that indicate a user’s sensitivity to changes in

QoS; hence, it is an indirect measure of the amount of money (or price) a user is willing

to pay for certain QoS guarantees. Typical user applications exhibit varying degrees of
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sensitivity to QoS parameters, and the usage of these applications influences the users’

sensitivity to changes in QoS. Hence, a user’s utility function is biased by the application

being executed. For instance, real-time voice and video are very sensitive to delay, jitter,

and bandwidth; and they are considered to be inelastic in terms of their adjustment to these

factors. On the other hand, traditional data applications such as email and web browsing

are elastic; and they are relatively tolerant to changes in delay and bandwidth [85].

The network’s objective functions are varied, and they depend on the problem

being solved. For example, the network would want to maximize revenue, minimize dropping

probability5 for all the users, or optimize link power control.

The concepts of a distributed multi-player game and Nash equilibria are useful

tools for a priori design and analysis of wireless networks; however, they do not provide

guidance on how an implementation can be carried out [92]. Thus, it is up to the individual

design studies to provide implementation guidelines on how to approach the theoretical

analysis. In practice, it makes more sense for wireless service providers to group certain set

of user utility functions into CoS’s, instead of trying to model a network where every player

has their own unique utility function, simply due to the logistics of managing such a detailed

network QoS requirement6. There are various ways of classifying a user based on their utility

functions. Various studies employ CoS definitions based on dropping probability, a priori

resource reservations, transmit power, and signal-to-interference ratio. The 3G Partnership

Project (3GPP) recommends their own four classes based on type of service being accessed,

namely, Conversational, Streaming, Interactive, and Background [88].

Once the service classes have been determined, pricing schemes have to be put in

place to ensure that each user can be guaranteed their requested QoS for their CoS. Pricing

schemes have been studied in depth in the area of Internet economics, mostly for wired

networks [84, 86, 89, 93, 94]. Of these, three representative pricing schemes, namely, Static

Market, Smart Market, and Dynamic Pricing, have been compared in [95] over a common

comparison platform. In Static Market, users are presented a preset price per priority class

and users can pick a priority class for their session. For Smart Market, the users bid for a

5Dropping probability is the probability that a call will be dropped once it has been successfully admitted
into the network.

6If every user tracks his utility function via his own mobile device, then this could be a practical approach.
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price in keeping with the QoS they would like to receive. Intermediate network elements

compare the bid and requested QoS against the current network conditions, and decide to

allow or drop the session. In Dynamic Market, real-time network congestion is fed back to

the user as real-time changes in price, and the user is allowed to choose whether he would

like to continue with the session or drop it.

Traditionally, wireless service providers have supported flat pricing schemes (sim-

ilar to Static Market), where a certain price buys the user a bundle of usage minutes per

month and a fixed set of services that can be accessed throughout the duration of the con-

tract. Statistical user profiles, service profiles, as well as billing and accounting information

can be used to enable more sophisticated pricing schemes such as time-of-day or dynamic

hot-spot-based pricing, where the price for the accessed CoS varies depending on the time

of day or the location of the user, respectively.

An orthogonal but critical design issue in ensuring guaranteed QoS to wireless

users is the formulation of call-admission and handoff-control (CAHC) mechanisms which

administer the state of the network and which adaptively control the flow of traffic into the

network. CAHC algorithms are used for efficient management of congestion in the network,

which, due to the limited resources of a wireless network, can prevent users and the network

from optimizing their objectives. Traditional approaches employed by wireless network

planners to tackle similar problems have been to increase capacity, either by increasing

the number of available channels, or by increasing channel re-use through cell-splitting or

through the deployment of multi-tier architectures in areas of high user concentration (i.e.,

hot-spots). The drawback of such approaches is the under-utilization of resources as the

scheme is not dynamic, since, unlike wired networks, congestion is not only dependent on

time-of-day, but also on the dynamic changes in hot-spot locations due to special events,

weather, and traffic conditions.

Congestion-sensitive and mobility-sensitive pricing (similar to Dynamic Market or

Smart Market schemes) are effective pricing-based extensions to CAHC schemes to help

mitigate this problem. Using these schemes, the network can dynamically set prices that

reflect the current load on the network. Such pricing-based extensions to traditional CAHC

algorithms would include information from billing databases, triggers from the various CoS
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queues, as well as statistical user-profile and service-profile databases when making decisions

on how many new or handoff calls to admit into the network.

5.3 Pricing-Based Resource Provisioning

Resource planning and cellular architecture and layout design are some of the

most important issues that can be addressed using pricing-based tools [87]. Recent research

on pricing-based resource provisioning has largely focused on efficient power control for

uplink transmission in cellular networks. Most studies model the power-control problem in

a game-theoretic framework.

The network model analyzed in [96] is a multicellular environment where each user

attempts to maximize its utility, which is defined in terms of both the transmit power and

the base-station assignment, which is the mapping between a terminal and its corresponding

base station. The study defines utility functions as dependent on the transmit power —

the ratio of the expected number of bits received correctly to the energy consumed in the

transmission. The utility function utb for terminal t connected to base station b is given by:

utb = R × L × Ps/M × ptb (5.1)

where R is the transmission rate of packets of size B bits. Each packet contains L informa-

tion (non-control) bits. The transmit power between this terminal t and base station b is

denoted by ptb, and Ps is the probability of successful reception. Each user is assigned to

a base station based either on maximum Received Signal Strength (RSS) or on maximum

Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR). The authors prove that there exists a Nash Equilibrium,

and it is possible to increase the utility of some of the users without hurting the rest of the

users by levying a usage-based pricing scheme on the transmit power used by the terminal

(user).

The main control variable in [97] is the allocation of transmit powers to the users

in the network, and the objective function is to maximize the total utility function for the

network, which is the sum of the utilities over all users. The study initially solves the

maximization problem for a centralized power-allocation scheme, which would imply that
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all users should transmit at the same optimal transmit power. Subsequently, the study is

extended to a more general, distributed, power-control game, by choosing a profit function

for each user. The author in [97] observes that the Pareto-optimal price for the modeled

network is a congestion-sensitive price which is linearly proportional to the number of users.

The work presented in [98] examines two strategies that users can employ to op-

timize their power levels, given their utility function. The utility function is defined as the

SIR weighted by the user’s desire for that SIR. The convergence of both these strategies to

the unique Nash Equilibrium is analyzed. The study examines the impact of a centralized

and a decentralized market-based pricing scheme on the Nash Equilibrium. In the central-

ized scheme, the base station partitions all users currently connected to it into multiple

groups such that all users in a group have the same utility function and the same SIR

functionality. This is a classification step that can be a part of the a priori static planning

issues described in Section 5.4. In the decentralized scheme, the base station sets a base

price for all users. After a particular price point has been chosen by a user, he can optimize

his utility function by dynamically updating the transmit-power level.

Whereas a lot of effort has been focused on power control for voice applications,

power control for wireless data networks has been studied in [96, 99]. In [99], a game-

theoretic treatment for uplink power control for data services is discussed, and a distributed

power-control algorithm is presented.

Most of the radio-resource planning studies described so far tried to model the users

and the network into a distributed multi-player game. The authors in [100] introduce an

adaptive pricing-based transmit-power-control procedure for Direct Sequence Code-Division

Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) networks. The resources desired by the users are transmit

powers and the orthogonal codes. The base station announces a price per unit of transmit

power and a price per code. Each user then responds by requesting service in a way that

maximizes his surplus, which is defined as the difference between the user utility and cost.

The objective for the network operator is to set the prices such that he can either (a)

maximize total user utility or (b) maximize the total revenue. Subsequently, the study

calculates the prices that the base station can set for the transmitted power and the code

to achieve the maximum total utility. The utility for each user t connected to base station
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b is a step function defined as:

utb = 0 if S ≤ S∗,

= 1 otherwise. (5.2)

where S is the SIR received by the user, and S∗ is the desired SIR for acceptable voice

quality (stated as 3-7 dB in the study). The study tries to use transmit-power control

to address some of the real-time resource-management issues in wireless networks, such

as congestion and higher load due to mobility. Even so, this work primarily deals with

resource provisioning and calculates pre-defined prices that the base station can set to

achieve maximum total utility. It would be useful to conduct further research which can

give insights into the use of this strategy as a means for adaptive congestion control or

mobility management.

5.4 Pricing-Based Static Planning

Once the radio resources for the network have been provisioned, the next logical

step in the design process is to formulate the static planning aspects of the differentiated-

services wireless network. This includes design goals such as defining manageable CoS’s,

deciding upon practical pricing models that can be utilized in the network together with

the goals that they can achieve, and determining the resource-management and channel-

assignment models that will be effective for this network.

There are various elements of an existing, currently-operating wireless network

that can be used to empirically provide guidance on designing the future network.

• For defining classes of service, service profiles over existing users, along with market

trends, can be used to extrapolate usage for next-generation networks.

• Static hot-spot locations (e.g., downtown areas, shopping malls), user profiles (e.g.,

path trajectories taken to work), and statistical GPS data can be used to create novel

pricing schemes such as hot-spot based pricing or time-of-day pricing, which would
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provide greater operating revenue while simultaneously ensuring that the desired QoS

is guaranteed to requesting users.

• Static cell and frequency planning can be influenced by predicted traffic models, and

static call-admission and handoff-control policies, and radio-reservation policies can

be based on pre-defined CoS’s.

A number of recent studies have utilized the concept of user classification [101, 102,

103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 80] for differentiated services in wireless networks.

However, these studies approach the problem largely as an engineering design problem with

a technical focus. Pricing-based classification has also been a sub-theme of many studies

which tackle various aspects of network performance such as bandwidth scheduling, resource

management, and call-admission control.

Typically, studies dealing with classification tend to define two to four CoS’s, based

on factors such as dropping probability (lower dropping probability for better QoS) and

traffic elasticity. Traditional network traffic, such as file transfer, is not sensitive to delay,

and is known as elastic traffic, because it can stretch to work under any delay conditions.

Real-time traffic, such as those generated by multimedia applications, are very sensitive to

delay, and are known as inelastic traffic. Inelastic traffic requires the best QoS while elastic

services can be “best-effort”.

Bandwidth scheduling for CDMA radio interfaces based on three service classes –

Premium, Gold, and Silver – has been studied in [111]. Each class offers a particular QoS

to its users. Premium offers the negotiated bandwidth at all times, regardless of congestion,

interference, or degradation in channel quality. Both Gold and Silver classes have a certain

leeway with regards to bandwidth, with Silver users compromising more than Gold users.

Users can associate the services they use to one of the three classes. For example, a user

may associate voice calls with Premium class, while web-browsing “calls” can be associated

with Silver class.

Over a CDMA link, resource allocation to users is controlled via SIR control and

the allocation of CDMA spreading codes to users (spreading control). This study uses

adaptive power control based on a fixed target SIR, in conjunction with variable spreading
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control, both in the downlink (base station to user) and the uplink (user to base station),

to adjust the bandwidth received by users in each of the three classes. The bandwidth-

scheduling algorithm guarantees QoS to users in the different classes by selectively reducing

the transmission rates of users during congestion. The amount of reduction depends on

the class the user is currently in. Since a user far away from the base station or behind

an object requires a greater fraction of the transmission power, the path-loss factor is also

accommodated in the scheduling algorithm for downlink transmission.

Price-differentiation-based QoS for wireless cellular data traffic has been investi-

gated in [112]. Instead of implementing one First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue to handle

incoming calls, the authors propose two different class-based queues – a premium-service

queue and an assured-service queue. For premium service, each base station has two pri-

ority queues: a best-effort queue for data packets (email, File Transfer Protocol (FTP))

and a differentiated-service queue for voice traffic. Mixed multimedia traffic is handled in

the premium-service queue by using a policy which tends to maximize the usage of the

differentiated-service queue. In the assured-service queue, all packets are placed into one

queue. There are two occupancy thresholds for each traffic type: data and voice. If the

number of packets exceeds each of these thresholds, they are dropped.

The packet blocking (or loss) probability, defined as the probability of a blocked

queue, is used as the QoS performance metric. The study shows that the blocking proba-

bility of voice packets decreases in both service schemes. In the premium-service scheme,

this improvement comes at the cost of higher blocking of data calls, while in the assured-

service scheme, both voice and data calls have a lower blocking probability, compared to a

best-effort scheme.

Pricing and service-class-based frequency planning has also been a powerful net-

work design tool. For example, the authors in [108] describe a guard-channel scheme that

reserves a certain number of channels in each cell for handoff calls. Such guard-channel

schemes can also be used to pre-allocate bandwidth for users requesting better QoS or for

higher-paying “premium” users.

Classification has also been a sub-problem of other studies which utilize pricing to

address issues such as call-admission control and congestion management. Utility functions
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have been used to logically classify users in fuzzy service classes in studies dealing with

resource planning [96, 97, 98, 100], while static service definitions [113, 114, 115, 116] and

statistical user profiles [117] have been used to classify users in studies dealing with call-

admission control and congestion management. These studies are discussed in greater detail

below.

5.5 Pricing-Based Adaptive Network Management

After the radio coverage has been provisioned, and the service classes and pric-

ing models have been defined, pricing-based call-admission and handoff-control (CAHC)

algorithms have to be designed to adaptively manage the load in the network to provide

fine-grained (real-time and per-user) QoS control. Network databases can work in con-

junction with external information sources such as velocity estimators and embedded GPS

devices to make this effective. Network management at this level of granularity ensures

that statistically-expected conditions do not overshadow current network conditions, and

the network is agile enough to function efficiently even if unplanned resource crunches occur.

Dynamic changes in network conditions can occur due to sudden changes in hot-

spot load, variations in mobility, dynamic shifting of hot-spot centers, spike in traffic due

to news-worthy events, and a host of other circumstances which can affect human reaction.

In recent years, considerable effort has been focused on developing novel CAHC

schemes to limit the number of users admitted into a wireless network, and furthermore, to

guarantee the desired QoS to admitted important users. Handoff-call blocking probability,

or dropping probability, is commonly considered as a measure of QoS. A limitation of all

such CAHC schemes is that, with an increase in offered load to the wireless network, both

new-call and handoff-call blocking probabilities increase, and such mechanisms are unable

to provide the desired QoS under congestion. Since users act “selfishly” without regard to

current network conditions, the only way to avoid overload and congestion is to introduce

pricing-based mechanisms into the CAHC algorithms. Through pricing, the network can

provide signals about current network conditions to the users, and hence discourage or

encourage certain users from sharing the limited resources.
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Due to the variability in available QoS in resource-strapped wireless networks, the

study in [118] identifies the need for a middleware solution that performs accounting and

billing depending on the actual QoS received by the mobile user. The accounting process can

also provide insights into which services are popular. This insight can be useful in setting

the pricing policy for different classes of users. For example, a low-paying user might be

frequently using email as his main application, as he relies on best-effort service from the

network, while a high-paying user might frequently access video-conferencing services.

A dynamic-pricing-based congestion-avoidance algorithm has been proposed in

[119], in which a guard-channel scheme is used for basic call-admission control. Assuming

that the user utility is a function of the new-call arrival rate, the authors show that there

exists an optimal new-call arrival rate that maximizes the total system utility. The authors

propose that, as long as a pricing function can keep the total incoming traffic rate below this

optimal, the cell will never get congested; and, therefore, the QoS of calls is guaranteed. The

proposed pricing-based congestion-avoidance scheme is compared against a guard-channel

scheme; and this work shows that, if the algorithm is activated during peak hours, it helps

to alleviate congestion while providing the desired QoS.

User utility as a straight function of the dropping probability has been studied

in [120]. The study assumes a linearly-increasing price vector which gradually discourages

users from starting new calls as the network load increases. Hence, the user’s desire to

make new calls drops as the price per call increases and the QoS per call decreases. This

“demand” D for the generation of new calls can be modeled as:

D = e−C1r+C2(1−Pb) (5.3)

where r is the price per time unit for a call, Pb is the total call blocking probability, while

C1 and C2 are constants to fine tune the model to various user populations. This work

compares the above-mentioned pricing model to a flat-rate pricing policy, and shows that,

by adjusting the linear pricing vector to the network load, bandwidth can be better utilized,

a larger system revenue can be obtained, and better QoS (lower dropping probability) can

be guaranteed, as compared to a network which employs flat pricing.
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Pricing-based adaptive resource management can also be efficiently used in the

Wireless Local Loop (WLL) scenario, as shown by the Wireless Adaptive Scheduling Al-

gorithm (WASA) [113]. This paper first describes a basic static-planning heuristic where

incoming packets are divided into two categories based on traffic elasticity – voice and video

packets have firm delivery deadlines, while data packets have soft delivery deadlines. WASA

schedules packets arriving from the backbone for transmission on the downlink based on

the applications’ QoS requirements and channel characteristics.

The study compares WASA to a naive FIFO and the classical Earliest Deadline

First (EDF) scheduling approaches. Even under ideal operating conditions, the inability

of FIFO scheduling to handle packet deadlines results in its poor performance, as it drops

more packets compared to classical EDF scheduling and WASA. Both EDF and WASA

produce optimal results till the channel (SIR) degradation reaches around 25%, after which

EDF performs poorly, because it doesn’t account for state of the channel or the importance

of the packets being queued.

A pricing-based admission-control mechanism for wireless local-area network (WLAN)

hot-spots has been proposed in [114], where, at any given time instant, the access cost de-

pends on the current load in the hot-spot. When congestion increases, the WLAN operator

increases the access cost until some users give up transmitting. The objective of the scheme

is to maintain the QoS, and to maximize the revenue. A per-packet cost model has been

assumed where the user will be charged for the number of successfully transmitted and

received packets. By increasing or decreasing the per-packet cost, the WLAN operator can

control the number of active users and hence the congestion in the hot-spot.

All pricing-based adaptive resource-management proposals examined so far have

studied classical models of pricing, where a certain user utility has been defined and a central

or distributed authority advertises a price, given these utilities and the resources available.

Users can then choose to accept or ignore the advertised price, and effectively distribute the

load on the network. The Auction-based THird gEneration Network resource reservAtion

(ATHENA) approach [115] utilizes the concept of a Generalized Vickrey Auction (GVA)

where the base station advertises a minimum price for the resource (a time slot), and users

can bid for the resource, which eventually goes to the highest bidder. Static planning
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concepts have been used to first define a set of user-utility functions that model bandwidth

usage, and have been based on the pre-defined UMTS service classes described in [121].

Software agents running on a user’s terminal can aid in automatically bidding for

the resources, as it is not feasible for users to bid at such a fine granularity.

Although a CAHC scheme is a critical piece of the adaptive management strategy,

it does not address all the issues such as:

• dynamically moving resources towards real-time hot-spot centers (e.g., cars stuck in

snow storms or ball-game parks) based on user profiles and the deviations from that

profile;

• velocity-estimation-based and GPS-assisted resource reservation, where intelligent de-

cisions could be made on advance resource reservation to predicted target cells; and

• sophisticated call-queue manipulation that may move active calls from one queue to

another, e.g., moving calls between different tiers of a multitier cellular network, based

on current network conditions.

5.6 Taxonomy

Pricing has been proposed in the wireless network as a means to implement a

differentiated-services framework in the network while optimizing the revenue generated

for the network operator. Through pricing-based concepts, coupled with accounting and

billing databases, network engineers should be able to address various issues relating to

resource provisioning, user and service classification and a priori static network planning,

and adaptive call-admission and handoff control. A summary of the literature is given in

Table 5.1.

We have classified the body of literature into three main categories — Resource

Provisioning, Static Planning, and Adaptive Control — as described in Section 5.2. Stud-

ies on pricing-based resource provisioning primarily investigate models and algorithms to

improve SIR for users, generally expressed in terms of transmit and receive power allo-

cations and base station assignments. A large percentage of authors employ game the-
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oretic treatments to their models for optimizing user utility functions [96, 99, 97, 98].

The pioneering studies on pricing-based static planning primarily explored different user

classes and their impact on network performance and revenue [108, 112, 111]. More re-

cent studies on pricing based resource provision, bandwidth scheduling and call admis-

sion management utilize static planning as a precursor to the main problem being inves-

tigated [96, 97, 98, 100, 113, 114, 115, 122]. Pricing-based adaptive management studies

employ algorithms and heuristics to manage the resources and users in the system to op-

timize network performance and revenue. These studies either employ dynamic pricing

schemes [119, 120, 122, 113] or software agents running on user terminals which com-

municate with the network elements to set appropriate pricing based on network condi-

tions [114, 115, 118].

As discussed in this chapter, there is a significant body of work that studies all the

three sub-problems of wireless network design and operation. There are a large number of

studies that do study the problem of static planning along with either resource provisioning

or adaptive control. However, to the best of our knowledge, there was no unified pricing

framework, as the literature concentrated on solving the individual issues well. With the

current advances in wireless resource management, the field is set for such unified studies

that can explore the interactions between these three sub-problems and propose effective

schemes that are easy to implement.

Taxonomy Approach Study Notes

Resource

Provisioning

Game
Theoretic

Saraydar, Mandyam
and Goodman [96]

Usage-based pricing increases power
allocation efficiency.

Yin, Xie and Lv [99] Synchronous distributed algorithm
for data.

Heikkinen [97] Centralized & distributed solution
via congestion-based pricing.

Alpcan, Basar,
Srikant and Altman
[98]

Algorithms for users to react to util-
ity changes.

Other
Approaches

Peijuan, Honig, and
Jordan [100]

Maximize total revenue or total user
utility.
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Static Plan-

ning

Pure
Static
Planning

Guo and Chaskar
[111]

Users per class specify bandwidth
requirements.

Song and Cho [112] Queues per packet type with heuris-
tic.

Rudrapatna and Gi-
ardina [108]

Guard channels for handoff calls.

Static
Planning
as a
Subproblem

Saraydar, Mandyam
and Goodman [96]

See resource provisioning.

Heikkinen [97] See resource provisioning.

Alpcan, Basar,
Srikant and Altman
[98]

See resource provisioning.

Peijuan, Honig, and
Jordan [100]

See resource provisioning.

Richardson, Sieh,
and Ganz [113]

See adaptive control.

Battiti, Conti, Gre-
gori and Sabel [114]

See adaptive control.

Dramitinos, Sta-
moulis, and Cour-
coubetis [115]

See adaptive control.

Pandey, Ghosal and
Mukherjee [122]

See adaptive control.

Adaptive

Manage-

ment

Pricing
Models

Hou, Yang and Pa-
pavassiliou [119]

To restrict new-call rate & maximize
utility.

Viterbo and Chi-
asserini [120]

Calculate price to maximize rev-
enue; minimize total blocking prob-
ability.

Pandey, Ghosal and
Mukherjee [122]

User profile based static planning,
GPS & velocity estimator based
adaptive control, hybrid pricing for
minimizing dropping probability.

Richardson, Sieh,
and Ganz [113]

WASA uses mix of utility and recep-
tion deadline.

Software
Agents

Battiti, Conti, Gre-
gori and Sabel [114]

Increase access cost to control num-
ber of users.

Dramitinos, Sta-
moulis, and Cour-
coubetis [115]

ATHENA performs mini-auctions
for access to time slots.

Bellavista, Corradi
and Vecchi [118]

Accounting and billing depending
upon QoS received.

Table 5.1: Taxonomy of pricing-based design of next-generation wireless networks.
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5.7 Conclusion

The usage of pricing tools for the design and management of wireless networks

and services is a maturing area of research. Most studies today analyze the influence of

pricing tools on one or two of the individual issues outlined in this chapter – such as resource

provisioning, static planning, or call-admission and handoff control. There is a need for a

unified pricing scheme which can solve a multi-dimensional problem encompassing all the is-

sues such as classification, resource planning, call-admission control, mobility management,

real-time network load conditions, geographical and temporal changes in the network, and

above all, guarantee maximal revenue generation to the service provider. Additionally, this

scheme should be straightforward to manage and implement. We proposed such a unified

scheme, PPARMA, and provided details on which pricing models to use, what network

databases to construct, and how to integrate them with real-time information sources, to

provide better QoS to wireless users.
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Chapter 6

An Adaptive Unified Pricing

Framework for a

Differentiated-Services Wireless

Network Architecture

6.1 Introduction

Supporting differentiated services in a wireless network is a complex problem du

e to the varying resource requirements of a mobile, as well as due to the mobili ty. The

traditional approach employed by network providers to tackle similar pro blems has been

to increase capacity, either by increasing the number of availabl e channels, or by increas-

ing channel re-use through cell-splitting or the deploy ment of microcells in areas of high

user concentration known as hot-spots. The drawback of such an approach is the under-

utilization of resources during off-pe ak usage. Off-peak usage for wireless networks is not

only dependent on the time -of-day, as in fixed networks, but also on the dynamic changes

in hot-spot locat ions due to special events, weather, and traffic conditions.

The complexity in implementing differentiated services in a wireless network arises

because of user mobility, limited bandwidth, and terrain-related radio issues. As discussed
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in the previous chapter, pricing schemes can assist in the design and operation of such a

network. We have broadly identified three areas of wireless network design at which pricing

can be used, namely, (1) resource provisioning, (2) a priori static planning, and (3) adaptive

resource management.

There is a substantial body of work which employs pricing techniques towards

one or more of these design areas, as discussed in the previous chapter. However, there

is no comprehensive pricing strategy which attempts to address all the design issues in an

integrated manner. We propose a unified pricing strategy which attempts to encompass

most of the design issues outlined in Section 5.1, namely, (1) mechanisms to utilize user and

service patterns in a profiling database, in order to plan and provision the radio coverage,

(2) static policy and service-profile-based traffic classification, and (3) adaptive mechanisms

to manage real-time traffic, including position-assisted and velocity-assisted call-admission

control and mobility management.

As a preliminary static planning step, we classify all users into two service classes,

each with a different QoS requirement. Profiled users subscribe to a higher-cost profiled

service which guarantees higher QoS in terms of lower dropping probability, and regular

non-profiled users who receive a best-effort service from the network.

In the next-generation wireless network, the location, the velocity (both speed and

direction), and the resource requirements of the mobile can be very accurately determined

and/or estimated by the network [37, 80]. The real-time values of these attributes as well

as the statistical aggregate data (aggregated over time) on a per-user basis are referred

to as the user profile; and they are maintained in a User Profile Register (UPR) [117],

which is a network information database similar to the HLR and the VLR. Specifically,

the UPR would contain per-user profiles of mobility and resource-requirement patterns

tabulated against the time of day and the day of the week. The UPR would also contain

pointers to components which provide real-time values of the user’s location and velocity, as

well as interfaces to network information databases (for hot-spot definitions), and external

information systems such as GPS. The user-profile information in the UPR can be queried

by the wireless network to provide differentiated services to the user. Over time, the UPR

can be used to provision for radio coverage when upgrading the current network, and can
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provide statistical input for designing new networks.

To develop our pricing-based call admission and handoff control framework, we

studied three representative pricing schemes, namely, Flat Pricing (FP), QoS-based Pricing

(QP), and Congestion-sensitive Pricing (CP), as described in the previous chapter. In FP,

which is currently employed by most service providers, the network advertises a fixed price

for a minute bundle. QP attempts to charge users more when better QoS is requested, and

CP charges users more as the offered load to the network increases. We have investigated

the optimal operating region for each of the pricing schemes, and hence propose a heuristic

which best utilizes these schemes. In addition to studying the impact of these schemes on

QoS, we have also examined their effect on revenue for the network operator.

We observe that employing a dynamic pricing-based call admission and handoff

control framework does indeed provide better QoS to profiled users. The framework provides

best-effort service to non-profiled users, by delivering better QoS to these users when the

network is under-utilized, and providing preferential service to profiled users at heavier

loads, thus better utilizing the network resources. Our results show that the FP scheme

performs the best at low network loads. At moderate to high loads, both the CP scheme and

the QP scheme provide better QoS as compared to the FP scheme, in addition to providing

larger revenue for the network operator. Furthermore, since the QP scheme discourages

mobility, it performs better in high-mobility regions such as highways and expressways.

Finally, the CP scheme out-performs the other two schemes at high loads.

In conclusion, we suggest that network operators employ a hybrid CAHC frame-

work consisting of all three schemes which are dynamically enabled depending upon the

network load. We suggest that FP be used at very low loads. As the load increases,

the network should switch to CP or QP depending on the mobility of the users in that

geographical region. City downtown hot-spots should employ CP while highway and ex-

pressway hot-spots should employ QP. Under high loads, however, the CP scheme should

be used as the improvement in QoS and revenue is greatest.

In Section 6.2 we discuss the relevant network architecture and the traffic classifica-

tion and resource reservation framework. Section 6.3 describes the simulation architecture,

while Section 6.4 discusses the results and offers our insights. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes
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the chapter.

6.2 Network Architecture

We have studied user-profile-based call admission and handoff control and resource

management (Chapter 4) for the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) network

architecture [1]. We have introduced a new network element called the UPR as described

earlier, which is a network information database similar to the Home Location Register

(HLR) or the Visitor Location Register (VLR) and contains user profile information to be

queried by the wireless network to provide differentiated services to the customer.

Given such a basic network infrastructure, we propose a pricing-based adaptive re-

source management algorithm called Pricing-based Profile-Assisted Resource Management

Algorithm, or PPARMA, which is an extension to the Profile-Assisted Resource Manage-

ment Algorithm (PARMA) described in Chapter 4. Let us refresh how PARMA operates, as

outlined below. Subsequently, we shall discuss the pricing-based extensions for PPARMA.

PARMA can be implemented as follows. Consider a part of the trajectory of a

mobile user commuting to work in the greater Sacramento metropolitan area, as shown in

Fig. 6.1.

1. If the user is non-profiled and receives “best-effort service” from the network, the user

travels to Point A and attempts a handoff. If the handoff fails, the call is dropped

from the network.

2. If the user is profiled, the network consults the UPR and estimates the resource re-

quirements and the future trajectory of the user, at a distance rd (reservation distance)

from the cell boundary. Based on this estimation, the network reserves resources in

the predicted target cell for this user.

3. If the reservation succeeds, the handoff at Point A is successful. On reservation failure,

reservation attempts can be made every rg (reservation granularity) distance apart

till the reservation succeeds or there is a handoff.
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Point A

Old Cell (1)

New Cell (2)

Reservation  Attempts

Profiled user trajectory

reservation
granularity reservation distance

Figure 6.1: Illustration of PARMA.

6.3 Quantitative Analysis

We have used dropping probability as a measure of QoS to users; therefore, we

study the improvement in dropping probability, γ, which is defined as the reduction in

dropping probability of a profiled user as compared to a non-profiled user. If Pdp is the

dropping probability for profiled users and Pdn is the dropping probability for non-profiled

users, then γ is defined as

γ =
Pdn − Pdp

Pdn

∗ 100% (6.1)

We have analyzed our pricing strategy using a simulation model. There are a total

of C channels in the network which are assigned to each cell using fixed channel allocation

with a reuse distance ratio (the ratio of the cell radius to the distance from the center of

the cell to the next co-channel cell) of R. Each cell is assumed to be hexagonal with a

circumradius of c km. The total user population is U at any given time, out of which the

fraction p is profiled. To model the density of users within hot-spots, we use the following
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algorithm, assuming a circular hot-spot with radius h:

1. Choose (or define) the hot-spot radius, h.

2. Choose an angle (δ) as an uniform random number between 0 and 2π.

3. Once δ is fixed, choose an uniform random number ρ between 0 and h. Place a user

at an angle δ and at a distance of ρ from the center.

4. Repeat Steps 2-3 for each user in a hot-spot.

There are H hot-spots in the region covered by the network. The size and location

of these hot-spots can be defined using a graphical interface (which we have developed) to

the simulation. For our investigation, we assume that each user has a different direction

of movement (D) and speed (V ). For the purpose of this study, we assume that we can

accurately predict a user’s trajectory at every given point in time. Even though inaccurate

prediction would diminish the advantages of profiling on γ, our research is targeted at the

relative performance of pricing schemes on improving γ at different network conditions, and

hence, our recommendations will remain valid at various prediction accuracies.

The default parameter values are shown in Table 6.1. Assuming hexagonal cell

approximations, fixed channel allocation, and R = 2 leads to a 3-cell cluster, i.e., the

frequency-assignment pattern repeats every 3 cells. Given that C = 150 or 200 channels

over A = 20× 20 cells, we have approximately 50 to 67 channels per cell. The total number

of user streams in the network is fixed at 5000, out of which 2000 streams are profiled,

on average. This implies that each cell inherits an average of 12.5 user streams. Each

user stream generates calls as a Poisson process with mean in the range of [0.005 − 0.05]

calls/second. This leads to a cumulative arrival rate in the range [0.0625−0.625] calls/second

for each cell.

Both profiled and non-profiled users have a budget B per call that they are willing

to pay. If the cost of the call goes beyond this budget, the network would drop the call. For

our study, we have defined and compared three pricing schemes, namely, Flat Pricing (FP),

QoS-based Pricing (QP), and Congestion-sensitive Pricing (CP), which are are modified

versions of the three Internet pricing schemes described in Section 5.2. For FP, we assume
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Table 6.1: Default values of network parameters.

Parameter Description Value

H Number of hot-spots 3

h Hot-spot radius 3 km

A Number of cells in region 20×20

c Cell circumradius 0.5 km

C Total number of channels in the network 200

R Reuse distance ratio 2

V User speed (range) 40-65 kmph

U Total number of user streams in the network 5000

p Fraction of profiled user streams 0.4

rd Reservation distance 0.2 km

rg Reservation granularity 0.01 km

1/µ Mean call-holding time 120 sec

λ New-call arrival rate per user stream 0.02 - 0.2 calls/sec

that users have a static choice of a minute bundle of 100 minutes at $20 per month. This

translates to a per-minute rate of r = 20 cents1. Since, on average, a voice call is 2 minutes

long, we get a budget B of 40 cents. Hence, for our simulations, the budget is set at B = 40

cents per call for all users and all pricing schemes. To define QoS-based pricing (QP), we

consider a reservation attempt to be identical to a handoff in terms of network resources

used, as the network has to go through a resource allocation step in both cases. Hence, the

non-profiled users generate r cents per new-call as well as per handoff, while the profiled

users generate r cents per new-call, handoff, and reservation attempt. Hence, users who

cause more handoffs or reservation attempts are either penalized or have to pay more, since

they potentially contribute to a larger dropping probability. To define Congestion-sensitive

Pricing (CP), we explore how pricing can be set based on the network load. Given the cell

utilization, we calculate the price rate for non-profiled users from a price curve, which we

have assumed to be linearly proportional to the cell congestion [123]. Since the profiled

users hold on to resources (channels) for a longer time, as they make a reservation in the

target cell earlier, the network can calculate a percentage increase in holding time for this

channel from the user’s profile, and increment the rate proportionately.

1The absolute values of price per minute used in this chapter are not pertinent, and have been chosen for
illustrative purposes only, since our results are relative comparisons. The results hold true even if the costs
are different in practice.
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An important aspect of this scheme is the manner in which the congestion is

measured. A typical approach is the exponential averaging method [124]. If Ti is the

measurement interval and k is the current number of channels busy, then the average number

of channels in use, K, is given by K = αK + (1 − α)k, where α is an averaging constant

between 0 and 12.

6.4 Results and Discussion
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of γ for all pricing schemes at different new-call arrival rates.

• From Fig. 6.2, we observe that, for all three pricing schemes (FP, QP, and CP), γ

is small when the new-call arrival rate (λ) is high. Since the network load is high

when λ is large, a significant number of reservation requests for profiled users get

2Note: The pricing will vary from cell to cell depending on its congestion.
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Figure 6.3: γ versus averaging parameter for Congestion-sensitive pricing.

blocked, thereby resulting in a smaller improvement. Network load is low when λ is

small, and hence very few handoff attempts of both profiled and non-profiled users

get blocked, again resulting in smaller γ. We observe the maximum improvement in

dropping probability (of 65%) occurs when network load is moderate.

• At low loads, the profiled users are able to make many more reservation attempts in

the FP scheme since the scheme doesn’t penalize them for such attempts. Hence, the

FP scheme provides better QoS (higher γ) at low loads as compared to the QP and

CP schemes.

• As load increases, the QP and CP schemes outperform the FP scheme. At moderate

to high loads, the QP scheme starts discouraging handoff attempts for non-profiled

users and reservation plus handoff attempts for profiled users. This results in higher
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dropping probability for non-profiled users while, for profiled users, this only implies

fewer reservation attempts before a handoff, whereas most handoffs would still be

honored, hence resulting in higher γ.

• At higher loads, the CP scheme is much more sensitive to cell load, since it takes

into account the handoffs as well as the new-call arrivals while deciding the price

rate, as compared to the QP scheme which examines only the handoff and reservation

attempts. Hence, we observe higher γ for the CP scheme at higher loads.

• We do not show results for various other values of p, the percentage of users that

are profiled, for brevity, as the results obtained were intuitive [122]. At the extreme

conditions of (a) p close to zero and (b) p close to 1, γ was insignificant, as no profiles

were utilized for (a), and there was a resource limitation when everyone was a profiled

user in (b). Maximal benefits were obtained when there was a good mix of profiled

and non-profiled users, especially in the region 0.3 ≤ p ≤ 0.6. We assume that network

service providers will set price values in such a way as to operate the network in this

region.

• Figure 6.3 shows γ versus new-call arrival rate when the averaging parameter, α, is

varied from 0 to 1. The peak in γ shifts towards the right of the figure as α increases.

Moreover, γ drops as α is increased. When the offered load is low, there are enough

channels in the cell to accommodate bursty traffic, leading to periods of high cell

utilization followed by periods of very low utilization. Therefore, when α = 0, the

network responds with price rates which can mirror the traffic pattern more closely,

hence providing better γ. At higher offered loads, there is a lack of available channels

in the cell, due to which the cell is not able to accommodate bursty traffic, and hence

γ drops towards the right side of the figure.

Pricing-based Profile-Assisted Resource Management Algorithm (PPARMA)

Based on our results, we define PPARMA, a pricing-based extension to PARMA,

as a hybrid pricing-based adaptive resource-management scheme consisting of the optimal

operating regions of all the three individual pricing schemes, and dynamically adapt the
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scheme in use, depending on the network load. We suggest that FP be used at very low loads.

As the load increases, the network should switch to CP or QP, depending on the mobility

of the users in that hot-spot. These load thresholds could be calculated heuristically based

on the number of resource requests (new-calls, handoffs and reservation attempts) that

each cell received per minute. City downtown hot-spots should employ CP since mobility

is lower, while the load to the network is very high. Highway and expressway hot-spots

should employ QP, where load to the network is moderate, but the number of handoffs is

significant, since QP discourages handoffs. Under high loads, however, CP should solely be

used as the improvement in QoS and revenue is greatest.

Our results show that PPARMA is a unified pricing framework does indeed provide

better QoS to profiled users. PPARMA classifies users into two classes — profiled and

non-profiled users. The framework provides best-effort service to non-profiled users, and

provides preferential service and, hence, better QoS, to profiled users. These user classes

are not based on queue scheduling methodologies, but on a well defined implementation of

user profiles and UPR databases in the network. Service usage, statistical path profiles,

and temporal usage patterns can be combined together to form accurate user profiles which

can be accessed via these UPR databases for provisioning network resources.

Once static planning and user classification is performed in this way, we use this

profiling data in conjunction with real-time information sources such as GPS and veloc-

ity estimators to provide adaptive call admission and handoff control in the network, as

described by the PARMA algorithm.

What the PARMA scheme does not capture is the adaptive control on the available

resources as the network becomes congested due to an increase in new users being admitted

into the network, or due to higher mobility, and hence greater handoff traffic, from existing

users. With PPARMA, we have attempted to provide a unified pricing-based scheme which

adaptively manages resources in the wireless network.
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6.5 Conclusion

The usage of pricing tools for the design and management of wireless networks

and services is a maturing area of research. Most studies today analyze the influence of

pricing tools on one or two of the individual issues outlined in this chapter – such as resource

provisioning, static planning, or call-admission and handoff control. There is a need for a

unified pricing scheme which can solve a multi-dimensional problem encompassing all the is-

sues such as classification, resource planning, call-admission control, mobility management,

real-time network load conditions, geographical and temporal changes in the network, and

above all, guarantee maximal revenue generation to the service provider. Additionally, this

scheme should be straightforward to manage and implement.

To develop this framework, we studied the effect on call admission and handoff

control due to three representative pricing schemes, namely, Flat Pricing, QoS-based Pric-

ing, and Congestion-sensitive Pricing, for a user-profile-based differentiated-services wireless

network.

We have shown that the FP scheme performs better than the other alternatives

at the lowest loads. Both the QP and CP schemes outperform the FP scheme at moderate

to high loads. Moreover, since the profiled users are charged according to the number of

reservation attempts (in QP) or the current cell utilization (in CP), these schemes provide

higher revenue for the network operator. In geographical regions involving fast-moving

mobile users, the QP scheme produced the best γ. At the highest loads, however, the CP

scheme provides better γ compared to all other schemes.

In conclusion, we suggest that the network employ PPARMA, a hybrid pricing-

based CAHC framework, where, at low loads, the network utilizes the FP scheme, and

switches over to the CP scheme at moderate loads to high loads. In regions of high user

mobility, QP should be preferred over CP for moderate loads.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The next-generation cellular and wireless networks will provide seamless and inte-

grated multimedia services over various types of networks, using various types of devices.

This problem is difficult because of the limited resources (radio spectrum bandwidth) in a

wireless network, as well as the mobility of the users of the network. This resource needs to

be effectively shared and reused by a number of users who may be simultaneously accessing

a variety of mobile services. User mobility has to be managed efficiently in order to not

burden the network infrastructure, while simultaneously minimizing the number of dropped

calls.

In this body of research, we have proposed architectures and algorithms to im-

plement differentiated services in cellular and wireless networks to support next-generation

multimedia services. We have concentrated on four distinct places in the network where

improvements can be made to support such a differentiated-services architecture. We have

studied (1) resource provisioning for multi-tier cellular networks, (2) statistical planning

and profiling for users and services, and their use in improving network performance, (3) a

pricing-based framework for adaptive resource management, and, (4) load sharing for high

availability of network databases and servers. The primary results obtained in this research

are summarized below.

• Resource Provisioning for Multi-tier Cellular Networks

In a multi-tier cellular network, macrocells with a larger coverage area are overlayed
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over microcells with smaller coverage area. Due to this overlayed architecture, they

provide better QoS in terms of lower dropping probability, while supporting multiple

types of user mobility. We studied the channel allocation problem for a two-tier cellu-

lar network, for two different call types – voice (with short call-holding time) and data

(with long call-holding time) – with and without overheads associated with handoff

requests. Given a limited number of channels, we examined different channel assign-

ments between the two tiers such that the blocking and the dropping probabilities are

minimized. We compared the impact of two call admission algorithms on the network

performance. The first algorithm treated all calls identically and attempted to first

assign them to the microcell layer. The second algorithm attempted to first assign

calls with long call-holding time to the macrocell layer. We showed that assigning all

calls to the microcell layer on call admission, and not distinguishing them based on

their call-holding times lead to better performance, in terms of lower new-call blocking

and dropping probabilities.

• Statistical Classification and Profiling

We investigated the design of a wireless network architecture which exploits user pro-

files to maximize the network efficiency and provide better QoS to different classes

of users. We proposed a Profile-Assisted Resource Management Algorithm (PARMA),

and provided implementation guidelines of such an architecture for the Third-Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP) network. PARMA uses statistical user profiles and real-

time per-user information, such as position and velocity, to perform advance resource

reservation in the handoff target cells. Through simulations we studied the impact of

various resource reservation parameters on the QoS that profiled users receive. The

simulated network consisted of two service classes: a high-cost, profiled service with

higher QoS; and a lower-cost, non-profiled service with best-effort QoS. Results showed

that high QoS can be guaranteed to users who subscribe to the profiled service.

• Adaptive Resource Management in Wireless Networks

Pricing policies can be used in the network to dynamically adapt to real-time changes

in network conditions on a per-user granularity. Network management at this level of
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detail (finest granularity) ensures that statistically-expected conditions do not dom-

inate real-time network conditions, and that the network is agile enough to function

efficiently even if unplanned resource crunches occur.

We first explored the current state of the art in pricing-based algorithms to improve

the performance of wireless networks. We discussed how pricing models and heuristics

can be used to provide better resource provisioning, statistical planning, and call

admission and handoff control in wireless networks, and we listed the drawbacks of

not having a comprehensive and adaptive pricing scheme.

Next, we proposed Pricing-based Profile-Assisted Resource Management Algorithm

(PPARMA), a comprehensive pricing-based framework which combined all the three

aspects of network planning and resource management to provide better QoS to wire-

less users. PPARMA is a hybrid pricing-based adaptive resource-management scheme

consisting of the optimal operating regions of three individual pricing schemes — Fixed

Pricing (FP), QoS-sensitive pricing (QP), and Congestion-sensitive pricing (CP) —

and dynamically adapts the scheme in use, depending on the network load. PPARMA

recommends that FP be used at very low loads, CP or QP at moderate loads, with

QP being used for high-mobility regions and CP for low-mobility regions, and that

CP be used exclusively at high operating loads.

• High Availability of Network Databases and Servers

To design, develop and deploy multimedia services on an intelligent network architec-

ture, researchers have to rely on the information provided by network databases and

servers, such as User Profile Registers (UPR), Mobile Switching Centers (MSC) and

Gateway GPRS Support Nodes (GGSN). With the rise of data and multimedia traffic

in cellular and wireless networks, we study, in Appendix A, the load sharing problem

for bursty stream sources. Our results show that simple load sharing techniques pro-

duce substantial gains even for bursty stream sources. Moreover, the gains are higher

for higher burstiness.
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Appendix A

Load Sharing for Network Servers

A.1 Introduction

To implement differentiated services in wireless networks requires the design of

architectures, algorithms, protocols, and tools for resource provisioning, statistical user and

service profiling, and adaptive call admission and handoff control algorithms. For supporting

next-generation multimedia services, researchers have to rely on the information provided

by various network databases and servers, such as the User Profile Registers (UPR), Mobile

Switching Centers (MSC), Home and Visitor Location Registers (HLR and VLR), and

Gateway GPRS1 Support Nodes (GGSN). As we have discussed in the previous chapters,

the statistical and real-time information stored in these databases is used by sophisticated

classification, profiling, and call admission and handoff control algorithms to provide better

QoS to users.

Therefore, it is imperative that these databases are replicated, fully redundant, and

completely synchronized, thus providing a highly available system on which sophisticated

services could be built. For any queueing system, one way to achieve a lower latency and

higher throughput is to build a faster server. This may not always be feasible due to

constraints of technology and/or costs. The other alternative is to increase the number of

servers in the system, while keeping the service time of each server to a practical value.

In such an architecture, to achieve the minimum latency and the maximum throughput, it

1General Packet Radio Service
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is necessary to have a single queue of jobs2. However, in distributed systems, a common

queue is often difficult to implement without incurring significant overhead. Thus, the most

common alternative is to have independent server-queue entities.

In a distributed system with multiple servers, each with its own queue, a common

problem is that of load sharing. The goal of the load sharing algorithms is to even out the

load at the individual servers and achieve performance as close as possible to the common

queue architecture. Load sharing policies can be static or dynamic. Static policies utilize

the average behaviour of the system to perform sharing. Livny and Melman [125] showed

that in a distributed system, there is a large probability that at least one server is idle while

some other server is congested. This is the key idea behind dynamic (or adaptive) load

sharing policies. They use the instantaneous system state information to transfer load from

congested servers to uncongested servers, thereby achieving better load sharing. However,

since they collect system state information, they tend to be more complex.

Dynamic load sharing has been studied extensively for distributed computing sys-

tems [126, 127]. It consists of two key components: (1) a method to estimate the system

state, and (2) to determine how to share the load. Depending on how these aspects are

implemented, dynamic load sharing algorithms can be classified along a number of different

dimensions.

System state estimation can be done in a centralized [128, 129] or a distributed

manner [130, 131]. This information can be disseminated voluntary by each node, or it

can send its state information only when requested by other nodes [132]. A further clas-

sification looks at periodic or aperiodic information dissemination. Decision making can

also be classified into different categories. First, a decision can be taken by a centralized

agent [133, 129], or it can be taken locally in a distributed manner [130, 131]. Second,

the sharing algorithm has to be either sender-initiated or receiver-initiated. In the sender-

initiated scheme [134], a congested node searches for a lightly loaded node to transfer tasks.

In the receiver-initiated scheme [135, 136], a lightly loaded server actively searches for

congested nodes to borrow tasks from. Finally, decision making may involve performing

transformations on the collected state information. This transformation can be simple, like

2In queueing terminology, this would correspond to a G/G/k system, where k is the number of servers.
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scaling (for state information such as current load, queue size, etc.), or it can be a complex

transformation involving some mathematical models. There are two main components of

the decision making process in dynamic load sharing — a transfer policy and a location pol-

icy [130]. The transfer policy determines whether to service the task locally, or transfer it to

another server. The location policy helps in choosing the server to which the task has to be

transferred. In [130], the authors examine a simple threshold-based transfer policy coupled

with three location policies of varying complexity, namely, a random policy, a probe-based

policy, and the shortest queue policy. At each node, the transfer of tasks is given preemptive

priority over the processing of tasks. They show that simple dynamic load sharing policies,

which collect very small amounts of state information and use this information in simple

ways, yield considerable performance improvements. The more complex policies offer only

a marginal improvement over the simple schemes.

In our research, we consider the load sharing problem in existing and next-generation

network databases and servers. Prior work on load sharing in distributed computing typi-

cally considered job arrival processes characterized by a simple Poisson process. With the

emergence of multimedia and data services in the cellular and wireless network, this as-

sumption no longer models the traffic pattern accurately, and it has been shown that this

type of traffic can be better modeled as a bursty stream source [137]. We have used this

model to study the problem of load sharing of network servers.

Our work corroborates the results presented in [130], namely, it shows that simple

load sharing techniques produce substantial gains even for bursty stream sources. Moreover,

the gains are higher for higher burstiness. The reason is that, since tasks from a single source

arrive in bursts, the probability of a server being idle while another node is congested is

higher. Also, for a given traffic characteristic, there is an optimum number of servers that

produces the maximum sharing gain. We then investigate load sharing in a cluster of

replicated web servers. We identify different load sharing granularities and describe the

software architecture required for implementing our load sharing scheme. Since bursty

source traffic captures are available readily for HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), we

have studied load sharing at the HTTP request level, though our results hold for any kind of

bursty stream source. We further identify some key tradeoffs between the long call-holding
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times of a persistent connection in HTTP/1.1 and the gains obtained from load sharing.

We observe that we get high gains even when the overhead costs for transfers are relatively

high.

In this Appendix, we first develop a general model of a replicated server architec-

ture within a wireless network and consider a simple threshold based scheme [130] as the

transfer policy. An analytical model is developed, and simulations are carried out to study

the effect of different parameters on the load sharing gain. We then study two applications

of our load sharing scheme. We adapt our scheme to a cluster of replicated web servers,

and this scheme is applicable to any cluster of servers handling TCP traffic, which is the

de-facto transport layer protocol for data traffic in wired or wireless networks. Finally, we

present our conclusions and discuss some ideas for future research.

A.2 Generalized Model of a Replicated Server Architecture

A generalized model of a replicated server architecture for wireless networks is

shown in Figure A.1. It consists of a collection of sources and a set of replicated servers that

can communicate over a high-bandwidth network. We consider the following characteristics

of the sources and the servers.

Sources

S1

S2

Q
thresh

Task Queue

Q
thresh

Task Queue

Servers

ServerK

Server1

Stream sources
can be transferred

Servers can

communicate 

with each other

Transfer Queue (higher)

Transfer Queue (higher)

...
S N-1

S N

Figure A.1: Network model used for load sharing.
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• Each source is modeled as a two-state Markov-Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP),

with an arrival rate of λ in the ON state, and no arrivals in the OFF state. The state

transition rates are σ1 and σ2 as shown in Figure A.2.

• Each server is modeled as an infinite-length single-server priority queue, with two

priority levels. The task of servicing a new source transfer has a high priority, while

tasks arriving from a source are assumed to have a lower priority. The service time of

jobs is assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter µ. The service time

for processing a new transfer is also assumed to be exponentially distributed with a

mean of C ×µ. By varying the cost parameter C, we can study the effects of transfer

cost on the load sharing gain.

• The burstiness β, of a source is defined as:

β = λ/λmean (A.1)

where λmean is the mean task arrival rate at a server, and is defined as:

λmean =
Sλ
(

σ1

σ1+σ2

)

N
(A.2)

• The time to transfer a source from one server to another is given by Ttrans. The source

is finally transferred after the new server has processed the transfer request. Till the

time this processing is complete, tasks from this source keep arriving at the previous

server.

In our study, we consider a threshold-based scheme as the transfer policy. In this

scheme, a threshold, Qthresh, is assigned to each server’s queue. Whenever the number of

tasks in the queue exceeds Qthresh, the source that caused this overflow is transferred to

another server. We use a random location policy to pick the destination server.

Though our location and transfer policies are simple, they are completely dis-

tributed, and impose very little overhead, and as we shall observe later, they give us a

substantial improvement over the no-load-sharing case. The main performance measure for

our study will be the average delay experienced at each server. We define the load shar-

ing gain, G, as the reduction in delay experienced due to load sharing at each server as
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compared to no load sharing:

G =
(Delaynosharing − Delaysharing) × 100

Delaynosharing

(A.3)

A.3 Queueing Theoretic Analysis

We tag a single server and model it using a three-dimensional Markov chain. Each

state of this chain is represented by a 3-tuple (i,j,k), where i denotes the number of sources

currently “attached” to this server, j denotes the number of packets in the server queue,

and k denotes the number of sources that are in the ON state. We can immediately observe

that states with k > i are not possible. χ denotes the rate at which a server transfers

sources to other nodes. In steady state, this is equal to the rate at which transfers arrive

at this server.

OFF ON
σ

σ

1

2
0 λ

Figure A.2: Model of a bursty stream source.

i

k
a

b

d

c

j

j = Qthresh

Figure A.3: Block diagram for the Markov model.

For the general case of N sources and Qthresh = T , the Markov model can be shown

as a block diagram as in Figure A.3. The j axis runs to infinite lengths because the server

queue is infinity. We shall form the balance equations for our model in two steps. First, we

will enumerate the boundary conditions in our Markov chain. Then, we will develop two
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general cases - one case for queue lengths less than or equal to Qthresh, and one for queue

lengths greater than Qthresh.

A.3.1 Boundary Conditions

The state diagrams for each of the edges shown in Figure A.4, and the balance

equations are given below:

Edge a-b:

P (0, 0, k) = 0 ∀k ≥ 1 (A.4)

since there are no sources attached to this server.

Edge a-d:

(χ + iσ1)P (i, 0, 0) = χP (i − 1, 0, 0) + σ2P (i, 0, 1) + µP (i, 1, 0) (A.5)

Edge b-c:

P (i, j, k) = 0 ∀(i − k) < 0,∀j ≥ 0 (A.6)

Edge d-c:

((N − k)σ1 + kλ + kσ2)P (N, 0, k) = (N + 1 − k)σ1P (N, 0, k − 1) + χP (N − 1, 0, k) +

(k + 1)σ2P (N, 0, k + 1) + µP (N, 1, k) (A.7)

The state diagrams for all the end points are shown in Figure A.5. Since i = 0

and k = N at point b, this boundary condition doesn’t appear in our formulation due to

Equation A.6. The other balance equations are given below.

Point a:

χP (0, 0, 0) = µP (0, 1, 0) (A.8)

Point c:

(Nσ2 + Nλ) = χP (N − 1, 0,N) + σ1P (N, 0,N − 1) + µP (N, 1,N) (A.9)
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Figure A.4: Edges in our Markov model.

Point d:

Nσ1P (N, 0, 0) = χP (N − 1, 0, 0) + σ2P (N, 0, 1) + µP (N, 1, 0) (A.10)

A.3.2 General Cases

For the general case, we can write down the balance equations for two conditions:

(1) when the server queue length is less than or equal to the Qthresh, and (2) when the

queue length is greater than Qthresh. The state diagrams for these two cases are shown in

Figure A.6 and Figure A.7 respectively.

Queue length ≤ Qthresh:

(µ + kσ2 + χ + kλ + (i − k)σ1) = (k + 1)σ2P (i, j, k + 1) +

kλP (i, j − 1, k) + χP (i − 1, j, k) +

(i + 1 − k)σ1P (i, j, k − 1) + µP (i, j + 1, k)(A.11)

Queue length > Qthresh:

(µ + kσ2 + (i − k)σ1 + χ + kλ) = (k + 1)λP (i + 1, j − 1, k + 1) + χP (i − 1, j, k) +
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Figure A.5: Points in our Markov model.
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Figure A.6: General case for queue length less than or equal to the threshold.

(k + 1)σ2P (i, j, k + 1) + µP (i, j + 1, k) +

(i − k + 1)σ1P (i, j, k − 1) (A.12)

It is very difficult to obtain a closed-form solution to this Markov chain, and hence a

numerical approach is considered. We can represent the balance equations in the form of a

6-D generator matrix Q. Let π represent the stationary probability matrix. Then, π can

be obtained by solving the following set of equations.

πQ = 0 and | π |= 1 (A.13)

In this study, we do not present the analytical results.
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Figure A.7: General case for queue length greater than threshold.

A.4 Preliminary Results and Discussion

In order to verify our analysis, we have developed a detailed simulation algorithm

of our generalized model. Figure A.8 shows the load sharing gains obtained for the set of

parameter values indicated in the figure.
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Figure A.8: Load sharing gains for the base case (parameters: ON = 90 secs, OFF = 10
secs, λ = 1.0/sec, µ = 0.4secs, C = 0.1, 8 sources and 4 servers).

As shown in the figure, the load sharing gain first increases to a maximum, after

which it slowly decreases. Ideally, if the transfer cost and transfer time were negligible, the

gain would have monotonically decreased. In this case, when the threshold is too small,
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there are a lot of transfers. The overheads due to these transfers mitigates the gain due

to sharing. As we increase the threshold, the number of transfers decreases, decreasing the

overheads and resulting in a larger gain. When the threshold is increased further, sharing

becomes less effective, and it slowly approaches the no-load-sharing case.
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Figure A.9: Effect of burstiness on the gain (parameters: β = 1, 5, 10, µ = 0.4secs, C = 0.1,
8 sources and 4 servers).

One of the key characteristics of multimedia and data traffic is the burstiness of

the traffic stream. Figure A.9 shows the effect of burstiness (Equation A.1) on the sharing

gain. Different levels of burstiness were obtained by modifying the parameters λ, σ1, σ2.

For a burstiness of 1, we used the same parameters as in Figure A.8. For a burstiness of

5, the peak arrival rate was 5 tasks/sec, ON period was 50 secs, and the OFF period was

also 50 secs. For a burstiness of 10, we considered sources with ON periods of 90 secs,

OFF periods of 10 secs, and an arrival rate of 10 tasks/sec. From the figure, we observe

that the sharing gain increases as the burstiness of the source increases. When sources

become increasingly bursty, the likelihood that multiple bursts arrive at a server increases.

Moreover, the probability that another server receives no bursts at that instant also becomes

higher. Hence, the no-sharing case suffers more as the burstiness increases. This results in

higher sharing gains.

Figure A.10 shows the effect of changing the number of servers on the load sharing
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Figure A.10: Effect of changing the number of servers on the gain (parameters: ON = 90
secs, OFF = 10 secs, λ = 1.0/sec, µ = 0.4secs, C = 0.1, 8 sources).

gain. We observe that the load sharing gain for a particular threshold value first increases

with the number of servers, and then starts decreasing. The reason for this behaviour is

simple. When we have 4 servers, the utilization of each server is quite high. Therefore, the

load sharing gain is restricted by the processing capacity. When the number of servers is

increased to 6, the utilization of each server drops, and so the gain is not capacity limited.

Moreover, with more servers, there is a higher probability of one server being congested

while another one lies idle. These factors increase the load sharing gains for the case of 6

servers. When we increase the number of servers to 8, the utilization of each server is so

low that even the no-sharing case performs very well. Hence the sharing gains are not that

high, and will keep on decreasing as we add more servers in the system.

The generalized queueing model of the replicated server architecture and our pre-

liminary results are very general in nature. In the next section, we discuss one specific

application in which the above results can be applied. Though we focus only on HTTP

servers in the next section, this idea can easily be extended to share load amongst a cluster

of TCP-enabled servers, such as Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) [138] gateways or

Home and Foreign Agents in a Mobile IP environment.
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A.5 ATLAS: A TCP-level Load-shared Active Server

HTTP is a simple application-level protocol that uses TCP [139] connections to

enable simple request-response-based communication between clients (web browsers) and

servers (web servers). In HTTP version 1.0 (HTTP/1.0) [140], each HTTP request (hence-

forth, simply referred to as request) from a client to a server is sent over a new TCP

connection. After the request is serviced, the TCP connection is closed. Typically, one

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is broadcast to the world as the address of the web site.

Tables maintained by the Domain Name Service (DNS) [53] map this URL to the corre-

sponding IP address, which along with the well-known port number at the server, forms the

server-side transport layer address for the TCP connection. For performing load sharing

between a cluster of replicated web servers, there should be a mechanism to map this URL

to a particular server in the cluster. This can be done either at the client side or at the

server side. A discussion of related work on server-side load sharing schemes for web servers

can be found in Section A.11.

In this Appendix, we propose a new distributed dynamic server-side load sharing

scheme for a replicated web server architecture such as the one shown in Figure A.11.

Adopting the One-IP scheme [141], we use the Unix ifconfig option to attach a secondary IP

address (IPS) to the server cluster. Incoming requests are first assigned to a server based on

a static scheme such as a simple round-robin scheme or a simple hashing scheme based on the

client’s address3. The load sharing algorithm is performed by a Load Sharing Agent (LSA)

that resides on each server and the router R. Each LSA maintains a count of the number

of requests currently being handled by the local server, and based on a pre-determined

threshold value, transfers new incoming requests to other servers in the cluster. Once a

transfer is completed, the new server-client connection information is relayed to the router

which can route all subsequent incoming packets on that connection to the appropriate

server. As described later, this scheme can be easily implemented for HTTP/1.0.

HTTP/1.1 [142] differs from HTTP/1.0 in two distinct ways. First, after an initial

request has been successfully handled by a server, subsequent requests from the client are

3The client address will consist of the client’s IP address and the client’s port number.
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transmitted on the same TCP connection to the same server4. This feature, known as per-

sistent connections, was added in HTTP/1.1 to mitigate the overheads of TCP performing

the 3-way handshake and eliminate the time TCP requires to go through the slow start

phase every time a new request is made by the client. Second, HTTP/1.1 uses request

pipelining, whereby a batch of requests can be sent to the server in a single TCP segment.

This avoids multiple round-trip delays and thus improves the response time at the client.

With these modifications, HTTP/1.1 performs better than HTTP/1.0 and results in a lower

response time at the client [143, 144].

Employing our proposed distributed load balancing algorithm with HTTP/1.1 per-

sistent connections presents an interesting tradeoff. On the one hand, persistent connections

help in reducing TCP overheads due to slow start and three-way handshakes, and thus de-

crease download times; on the other hand, having the client connected to one particular

server throughout the lifetime of the session, diminishes potential benefits of load sharing.

The standard itself is silent on how and when a persistent HTTP/1.1 connection should

be closed from the server side, though it does mention that a server can terminate this

persistent connection at any time by sending a TCP FIN packet to the client5. We have

used this feature to break up long connections in HTTP/1.1 to study the tradeoffs between

the duration of the persistent connection and dynamic load sharing gains.

The main contributions of this study are the following. First, we show that a simple

dynamic load sharing scheme with a threshold-based transfer policy and a random location

policy performs significantly better than a static sharing scheme such as the hashing-based

scheme. Moreover, the dynamic scheme is a simple extension to the static scheme and can

be easily implemented. Second, we show that the dynamic load sharing gains increase as

more servers are added to the cluster, or when the request arrival process from the clients

is more bursty. Finally, we study the tradeoffs between the gains due to long persistent

connections in HTTP/1.1 (and thus saving on TCP overheads) versus the gains due to

dynamic load sharing. We show that breaking the persistent connection after a certain

number of requests have been processed can result in better response time for the client.

4This feature was already present in some implementations of HTTP/1.0 through the TCP keep-alive

option.
5This termination can potentially cause a lot of problems which are discussed in [145].
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The next section describes the dynamic load sharing scheme in detail for HTTP/1.0.

In Section A.8, we present the modeling assumptions and describe the trace files we have

used to conduct the simulation experiments. In Section A.9, we discuss the results ob-

tained for HTTP/1.0. Section A.10 describes the scheme for HTTP/1.1, and presents the

results on the tradeoffs discussed above. Section A.11 examines some of the related work in

the area. Finally, in Section A.12, we present our conclusions and discuss ideas for future

research.

A.6 Dynamic Load Sharing in Replicated Web Servers

Static load sharing policies such as the One-IP [141], Magicrouter, Cisco Local

Director [146], and the various IBM schemes [147] (Section A.11) are simple to implement

and provide substantial load sharing gains. These are mostly static policies and they utilize

the average behaviour of the system to perform the sharing, and therefore, perform best in

scenarios which have little variance in the service time of a request. However, the request

service time depends on a number of parameters that cannot be accurately characterized

by just their mean values. These include: (1) the network latency, (2) the size of the file

requested, and (3) the current number of requests being served by the server. All three

of these parameters are dynamic in nature. The network latency is difficult to predict

beforehand, and hence it is difficult to know how long the connection will be kept open.

The file size used to be a static quantity, but with an increasing number of “intelligent” sites,

such as http://sidewalk.sanfransisco.com, the document is created on the fly, and is

tailored towards a particular user, making it a dynamic quantity. Finally, the number of

requests being served is also a real-time quantity. To capture these aspects of web traffic,

we propose a new dynamic load sharing scheme for a cluster of replicated web servers.

There are two main components of the decision making process in dynamic load

sharing — a transfer policy and a location policy [130]. The transfer policy determines

whether to service the task locally, or transfer it to another server while the location policy

determines which server the task should be transfered to. In our scheme, we use a threshold-

based transfer policy. Each server maintains a count of the number of requests being served,
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and if this count equals the fixed threshold, subsequent requests are transferred to other

servers. The threshold “summarises” the real-time effects due to server processor speed,

network-based delays, and variations in file sizes into a single number. For the location

policy, we use a simple random scheme, where the request is transferred to a server chosen

at random from the cluster.

A.6.1 Load Sharing Granularity

There are three potential levels at which load sharing can be performed, namely,

the packet level, the request level, and the page level. The packet level refers to the TCP

segment level and corresponds to a potential scheme which allows a server to transfer an

active TCP connection in mid-stream to a different server, to even out any load imbalances

among the servers. While this scheme can provide very fine grained load sharing, it may

not be very easy to implement. Furthermore, even if it can be implemented, it will incur

very high overheads as it will require complex TCP connection states to be maintained by

all the servers in a consistent manner. This overhead will likely nullify any potential load

sharing gains and hence make packet level load sharing infeasible.

A very coarse grain level would consist of performing load sharing at the page

level. In this scheme, the initial request and all the subsequent requests for a specfic page

will be serviced by the same server. The client may be transfered to another server when

a new page is requested. Since the download time of pages can vary, this scheme would

provide gains over the no-load-sharing case when the client is bound to a specific server for

the entire session.

In our proposed scheme, we perform load sharing at the HTTP request level.

Recall that, in the basic HTTP/1.0 protocol, each HTTP request which typically contains

the HTTP GET command is made over a new TCP connection. Thus, for HTTP/1.0, by

allowing the server to transfer incoming TCP connection requests to other servers based on

the instantaneous load, it may possible to even out server load imbalances. For HTTP/1.1,

however, multiple requests can be sent over the same TCP connection (and possibly in the

same segment). The proposed scheme can applied to HTTP/1.1 by allowing the server to

terminate the connection at an appropriate time. This feature is included in HTTP/1.1 and
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Figure A.11: A cluster of replicated web servers and its connectivity to the Internet.

it provides an interesting method of performing request level load sharing for HTTP/1.1

and allows us to compare and contrast the tradeoffs between load sharing and persistent

connections. Furthermore, since each web page can potentially generate a large number of

requests, this level of sharing is finer than the page level described above.

A.7 Implementation under HTTP/1.0 and Tradeoffs

Our model of the replicated web server is shown in Figure A.11. The load sharing

alorithm is implemented by a LSA (Load Sharing Agent). A component of this agent which

resides in each server will be referred to as (LSAS) while the component that resides at

the router R will be referred to as (LSAR).

• We use the aliasing option available in the ifconfig command on Unix machines to

attach the IP address of the web site (IPS) as a secondary address on all servers in

the cluster.

• When a client sends a request to this IP address, it is intercepted by the router which

performs a static load sharing scheme (e.g., round robin assignment, hashing-based

scheme, random assignment) and assigns this client to a server (Si) in the cluster.

The component of the LSA on the router (LSAR) stores this mapping in a table.
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• The server component of the LSA (LSAS) is implemented as an adjunct to the TCP

layer in each server as shown in Figure A.12. The LSAS on each server keeps track

of the number of requests (Ri) being handled by this server by keeping count of the

concurrency of the server as well as the number of entries in the TCP complete and

incomplete queues [148]. In other words:

Ri = Concurrency + EntriesTCP Complete + EntriesTCP Incomplete (A.14)

Each LSAR maintains a threshold (Ti) on the number of requests that can be handled

by this server6.

• All TCP SYN packets addressed to port 80 are intercepted by the LSAS. If the

number of requests (Ri) being served by Si is less than Ti, the SYN segement is

accepted and Ri in icremented. On the other hand, if the number of requests (Ri)

being served by Si is equal to Ti, LSAS transfers the current request to a randomly

chosen server Sk. Since each request begins with a TCP SYN packet, this transfer

involves changing the destination IP address of the SYN packet to the IP address of

a randomly chosen server from the cluster (Sk).
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Figure A.12: Load Sharing Agent (LSA) in the protocol stack of a web server.

• Once Sk receives a transfer, depending on its threshold, it might service the request

or transfer it. If it decides to service it, Sk sends an update message to the LSAR on

6This threshold can be different for different servers depending upon their processing capacity.
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the router. This message causes the router to update its table so that future packets

from the corresponding client arrive at Sk instead of Si. The LSAS on Sk (which

looks at the SYN packet before it gets into the incomplete queue, as stated earlier)

also changes the destination IP address in the SYN packet back to IPS , so that future

packets on this connection are sent out with this secondary address.

• If Sk cannot service the request, it transfers the SYN packet again. The number of

such transfers is limited by the transfer limit parameter, Lt, to prevent the system

from becoming unstable, and the client from timing out. If the request has reached its

transfer limit, then the current server will have to service it, irrespective of its load.

This can be done by keeping a transfer count in the options field of the SYN packet.

Although this is a very simple dynamic distributed load sharing scheme, there are

overheads. Potentially, the most critical overhead will be due to the functions performed by

the LSA at the server which involves intercepting the TCP SYN segement and determining

if it should be transfered, and in that case, make changes in the “option” and “address”

fields, recompute the checksum, and then forward the packet to a randomly chosen server.

These functions will be performed in the kernel and will incur processing overhead as well

as incorporate delay in setting up the connection. The key processing overhead will be

in recomputing the checksum. Fortunately, since the SYN segment does not contain any

data this will be small. Furthermore, since all the servers will be in the same LAN, the

transfer delay will be much smaller in comparison to the request service time. Note that

only the TCP SYN segment is transfered; all subsequent incoming TCP segments for that

connection will be sent directly to the server that accepts the connection request.

The packet level classification and forwarding functions performed by the router are

same as those performed for any static load sharing scheme. The LSA fucntions performed at

the router involve exchanging messages with the LSA functions at the server. We anticipate

that this should not incur much overheads.
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A.8 Simulation Model and Assumptions

To study the dynamic load sharing gains obtained through our scheme, we modeled

the client and server processes as well as the file sizes referenced. For HTTP/1.0, we could

use available web traffic traces to analyze our scheme. In the next section, we describe our

modeling assumptions, and Section A.8.2 discusses the traffic traces used specifically for

HTTP/1.0 experiments.

A.8.1 Model and Assumptions

For our study, we make the following modeling assumptions.

• Arrival Process: In a typical web surfing session, a client visits a web page gen-

erating a collection of requests, stays on it for some time, and then clicks to some

other web page. Hence, at the request level, a user operates in two states — an OFF

state and an ON state. During the OFF state, the user is perusing a page. Once he

clicks on a URL link, he make a transition into the ON state, generating a number of

requests, after which he returns back to the OFF state. The time the user spends on

a particular page, as well as the time to send the requests are memoryless processes.

Hence, the request arrival process from a client can be modeled as a two-state Markov

Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP). In the OFF state, the arrival rate is zero, while

in the ON state it is a Poisson process with a mean arrival rate of λ calls/sec. The

state transition rates are σ1 (OFF to ON)and σ2 (ON to OFF).

• The burstiness, β, of a client is defined in Equation A.1.

• Server Characterization: Figure A.12 shows a typical web server. When a SYN

packet from a new TCP connection arrives at the Network Interface, an entry is

created in the incomplete connection queue maintained by TCP. Once a connection

has been established (after the 3-way handshake is complete), the entry is moved into

the completed connection queue. The total number of entries in these two queues

cannot exceed the backlog parameter supplied to the server [148]. The CPU can fork

S simultaneous processes which can serve separate connection requests. S is known
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as the concurrency of the server. Taking all of this information into account, we have

modeled each web server as a finite-buffer, multiple-server queue. The service rate of

the web server is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean of µ/S bits/sec,

i.e., the service rate decreases linearly with an increase in the number of requests

being handled by the web server.

• Server File Size Distribution: In [149], the authors study the distribution of

file sizes transferred by various web sites. They report that most requested files are

100 to 100,000 bytes in length, and very few requests are for files which are greater

than 100,000 bytes in length. More rigorous studies in [137, 150] show that this file

size distribution matches the Pareto distribution with a = 0.63 and β = 0.9. We use

the Pareto distribution with these parameter values to generate file sizes whenever a

request arrives at a server in the cluster.

• The fixed threshold at each server is denoted as Qthresh. This is implemented as

the total number of entries in the completed queue (Figure A.12) plus the current

concurrency of the server.

• The main performance measure for our study will be the reduction in the average

response time, over all GET requests, experienced by each client. The response time

for a GET request is defined to be the time elapsed since the first SYN packet was

sent out by the client, till the time the last response packet from the server is received.

We define the dynamic load sharing gain as the reduction in response time (ResRed)

experienced due to dynamic load sharing at each client as compared to static load

sharing.

ResRed =
(ResponseT imestaticsharing − ResponseT imedynamicsharing) × 100

ResponseT imestaticsharing

(A.15)

A.8.2 Trace Files

C. Cunha et. al. [151] studied web client behaviour using a modified version

of the NCSA Mosaic browser as their front end. They collected extensive client traces at

Boston University’s Computer Science Department. The trace collection and documentation
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methods are described in more detail in [151]. Traces were collected for two different rooms:

b19 and 272. For our experiments, we have used the traces from the larger of the two rooms,

Room b19.

The traces provide information on the client id making the request, the URL

to which the request was made, the time the request was made, and the size of the file

downloaded from the URL (which was zero, if the file had been cached locally), amongst

other more detailed information. These traces have been used in our experiments with one

minor modification — each unique URL on the trace is assumed to correspond to a unique

file on the replicated server cluster.

By using these traces, we were able to capture the client behaviour and the file

sizes being requested much more realistically. Moreover, we could incorporate the effects

of client-side caching, which wasn’t possible with the statistical model. The service rate of

the server was still assumed to be µ/S bits/sec., where S is the concurrency of the server.

A.9 Results for HTTP/1.0

We conducted simulation experiments to study the dynamic load sharing scheme

using version 2.1 of the UCB/LBNL/VINT Network Simulator (ns-2) [152]. Two sets of

experiments were performed — one using the trace files, and the other using the statis-

tical models described in the provious section. The network architecture modeled in the

simulation is same as that shown in Figure A.11. Since we are interested in studying load

sharing schemes to mitigate server bottlenecks, we allocated sufficient bandwidth to the

Internet cloud, the LAN, and the link connecting the cluster to the Internet so that they

were not bottlenecks. In particular, we allocated a bandwidth of 10 Mbps to each link in

the Internet cloud, and 100 Mbps to the link between the router and the Internet. Our

client pool typically consisted of 60-120 browsers.

For the set of experiments using the trace files, the request pattern per client and

the file size requested were extracted from the traces as described earlier. In the results,

the trace files are identified by the month and year that they were taken.

For the experiments using the statistical models, we made the following assump-
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tions. We assumed that each client has a mean ON period of 30 seconds, during which

the GET requests for a web page are sent out to the server. During this ON state, the

client generates an average of 6 requests per second, but it can have a maximum of only 4

connections to the server cluster at any given instant of time (since a typical browser like

Netscape behaves in this manner). Once a web page has been accessed, the browser makes

a transition into the OFF state for a mean of 120 seconds, during which the user actually

reads the page and doesn’t generate any requests. With these parameters, the burstiness β

turns out to be 21. On the server side, the accessed file size is assumed to follow a Pareto

distribution with a = 0.63 and β = 0.9. In the results, this set of experiments is identified

by the keyword model.

The transfer threshold was assumed to be 1 request at each server. Furthermore,

as this is a feasibility study and we wanted to explore the maximum gain that is attainable

with dynamic load sharing, we assumed transfer costs and transfer delays to be zero. The

transfer limit was set at 3. This implies that a SYN packet can be transferred at most 3

times before it is accepted by a server. For the static load sharing policy, we have used a

hashing function based on each client’s IP address to assign clients to a server in the cluster.

Each simulation was conducted for a duration of 100 requests per browser.

First, we compare the performance of the dynamic load sharing scheme with the

static scheme for different server loads. The cluster has 8 servers with data service rates

(µ) varied from 100 kbps to 20 kbps to reflect the load at each of these servers. Table A.1

shows the percentage gains obtained for these different service rates.

Processing 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20
Speed (Kbps)

ResRed (Model) 36.27 38.84 43.89 41.29 51.43 49.98 40.42 29.14 18.07

ResRed (Feb95) 38.35 44.50 46.26 52.24 55.36 51.38 41.49 21.14 11.83

ResRed (Mar95) 35.53 42.71 46.49 48.73 49.46 44.00 42.21 30.59 17.82

ResRed (Apr95) 35.45 32.17 42.15 45.44 44.36 37.24 34.06 19.85 2.16

ResRed (May95) 32.15 32.03 32.40 33.55 39.15 29.08 26.18 14.78 12.09

Table A.1: Effect of server load on the dynamic load sharing gain.

• For the experiments using the statistical models, we observed a maximum reduction
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of 51.43% in the average response time of each client using the dynamic load sharing

scheme as compared to the hashing-based static scheme. For the experiments using

the client traces, we observe a maximum reduction of 55.36% (Feb95). Although, the

net gain changes over the entire utilization spectrum, the dynamic sharing scheme

always outperforms the static scheme.

• The table also shows that the dynamic sharing gain for Feb95 (say) increases from

38.35% to 55.36% and then decreases to 11.18% at 12 servers as the processing speed

is increased (and hence load is decreased) from 10 kbps to 100 kbps. When the load

at each server is very high (e.g, at 10 kbps), no amount of load sharing can benefit

the system, and hence the dynamic sharing gain is low. On the other extreme at 100

kbps, the static load sharing scheme performs as well as the dynamic sharing scheme,

since now there isn’t any significant amount of load to be balanced, and therefore, the

dynamic sharing gain is again relatively low.

Num of servers 2 4 6 8 10 12

ResRed (Model) 7.62 15.07 27.83 49.82 42.99 40.11

ResRed (Feb95) 3.26 32.47 34.21 41.50 35.82 41.47

ResRed (Mar95) 10.17 26.81 34.79 42.21 46.19 39.75

ResRed (Apr95) 4.38 11.33 24.86 34.06 36.51 28.01

ResRed (May95) 4.31 12.77 22.75 26.18 20.48 28.24

Table A.2: Effect of number of servers on the dynamic load sharing gain.

Table A.2 shows the dynamic load sharing gains when the number of servers in

the cluster is varied from 2 to 12 while keeping the total processing capacity of the cluster

to be fixed. This is achieved by reducing the service rate of each server as the number of

servers increased. From the table we observe that, as we increase the number of servers

in the cluster, the dynamic load sharing gain increases. Even though the total processing

capacity is the same, when there are more servers in the cluster, the probability of a server

being lightly loaded when another server is heavily loaded is high. A dynamic load sharing

scheme transfers jobs to the lightly loaded server resulting in higher gains [125].

The static scheme studied here assigns requests to servers using a simple hashing
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scheme on the client’s address. As a result, a specific client is bound to a specific server for

the entire session. The variability in the number of request made during a typical session

can further highlight the benefits of our proposed dynamic load sharing scheme. We studied

this aspect using the statistical model and changing the burtiness of the client’s requests.

Table A.3 shows the reduction in response time when burstiness is increased from β = 21

to β = 28 as the number of servers is changed from 2 to 12.

Num of servers 2 4 6 8 10 12

ResRed (β = 21) 7.62 15.07 27.83 49.82 42.99 40.11

ResRed (β = 28) 8.45 25.39 32.28 56.15 54.11 51.47

Table A.3: Effect of request burstiness on the dynamic load sharing gain.

We observe that the dynamic load sharing scheme performs much better when the

request arrival rate from each client is more bursty. Due to this burstiness, the probability

that a server is idle while another is heavily loaded becomes larger. As discussed in the

previous section, the gain also increases with the number of servers.

A.10 Results for HTTP/1.1

In HTTP/1.1, each client typically opens one connection7 and multiple requests

are pipelined over that connection. Moreover, the client and the server can even keep the

connection open for future requests [153]. Therefore, the load sharing granularity becomes

slightly coarser as we can perform transfers only after a batch of requests has been served.

Moreover, the HTTP/1.1 specification doesn’t specify exactly how and when a persistent

connection should be closed. The specification does mention that a FIN segment can be

sent out from the server side at any time, and the client should be able to close the con-

nection gracefully. For lack of a better method, we use this option to terminate persistent

connections and study the tradeoffs between gains due to persistent connections versus load

sharing.

The implementation of our scheme for HTTP/1.1 is similar to the one for HTTP/1.0.

7In case of a proxy client, it can open up to 2N connections if serving N users.
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The LSAS in each server keeps track of the number of batches being served currently, as

a TCP segment can contain a batch of pipelined requests. Now consider the case that the

server is operating at or above its allowed threshold. If a new request arrives on a new

connection, the SYN packet is transferred to another server in the manner described for

HTTP/1.0. On the other hand, if a new request (or a batch of requests) arrives on an

existing connection, the server just closes its end of the connection. The client will detect

this operation, close its own end of the connection gracefully, and retry the request through

a new connection setup. From then on, the same procedure as in HTTP/1.0 is followed to

share the load.

A.10.1 Tradeoff between Persistent Connections and Load Sharing

In this section, we present results concerning the above-mentioned tradeoffs be-

tween gains due to persistent connections versus those due to dynamic load sharing. In

the following experiments, we assume that the pipelined request batch size is uniformly dis-

tributed between 0 to 30 requests. A total of 50 such batches are generated per client over the

simulation duration. We first calculate the average client response time (Responseinfpers)

for HTTP/1.1 when all the requests from a client are sent over just one persistent con-

nection. We compare this time to the response times obtained when the connection is

terminated after 25, 20, 15, 10 and 5 batches. There were 8 servers in the cluster, and each

client had a burstiness (β) of 21.

For this section, all experiments have been conducted using the statistical models

for client and server behaviour, since traces for HTTP/1.1 traffic are not available. To study

the tradeoffs, we define the following metric8:

ResRedD =
(ResponseT imeinfpers − ResponseT imeshortpers) × 100

ResponseT imeinfpers

(A.16)

where ResponseT imeshortpers is the average response time at each client for connection

lengths of 25, 20, 15, 10 and 5 batches, as mentioned above.

8It should be noted that all results in this section have been presented for the dynamic load sharing
scheme only.
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Connection Size (in batches) 25 20 15 10 5

ResRedD (model) 10.76 15.82 18.56 28.40 -6.97

Table A.4: Tradeoff between duration of persistent connections and dynamic load sharing
gain.

• Table A.4 shows the percentage improvement in response time as the connection

length is made shorter by the server side. When the connection lengths are large,

the improvements are small since the LSA is not able to perform sharing at a reason-

ably fine granularity. As the connection length is made smaller, we see a substantial

increase (of up to 28.40%) in response time over the case of the totally persistent

connection. When the lengths are very small (at 5 batches per connection), the 3-way

handshake and slow start overheads of a new TCP connection per request start to

gain prominence and mitigate the effects of load sharing.

• When connections are terminated after 5 requests, the average client response time

is worse than the response time for an infinitely-persistent connection, and hence we

observe an “improvement” of −6.97%. This confirms the design decision of adding

persistent connections in HTTP/1.1 as opposed to the one-request-per-connection

approach of HTTP/1.0.

• Due to the above observations, we claim that breaking a persistent connection after a

few requests will result in higher load sharing gains while still keeping the overheads

of a new TCP connection to a minimum. Since this can be accomplished by keeping a

counter in the LSA at each server and sending a FIN packet after every few requests,

this policy is relatively simple to implement. For a cluster of replicated web servers

which perform some sort of load sharing, we suggest that this could be a good method

of determining when to terminate a persistent connection.

A.11 Related Work

Load sharing has been studied extensively for distributed systems. The goal of

the load sharing algorithms is to even out the load at the individual servers and achieve
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performance as close as possible to a common-queue-multiple-server architecture. These

policies can be static or dynamic. Static policies utilize the average behaviour of the system

to perform sharing. Livny and Melman [125] showed that, in a distributed system, there

is a large probability that at least one server is idle while some other server is congested.

This is the key idea behind dynamic load sharing policies. They use the instantaneous

system state information to transfer load from congested servers to uncongested servers,

thereby achieving better load sharing. However, these schemes collect more system state

information, and hence they tend to be more complex.

With the growth of the web, load sharing policies for a cluster of web servers have

gained popularity at heavily loaded web sites. Such load sharing can be done either at the

client side or the server side. Client side schemes require the client to acquire knowledge

about the server cluster so that they can choose a particular server to service the request.

Server side approaches are more popular, and have been proposed in [141, 147,

146, 154]. All these approaches have been static, while being very simple to implement. In

a typical web server cluster architecture, a number of replicated web servers are connected

to each other via a LAN, and communicate with the outside world through a router R

(Figure A.11). There is a logical “Load Sharing Agent” (LSA) which assigns requests to

different servers, statically. In the IBM, Cisco and Magicrouter approaches [147, 146], the

IP address of the router is broadcast to the world as the address of the web site. All clients

send requests to the router. For each client, the router picks a server from the cluster based

on a static scheme such as round-robin or hashing. The router then changes the destination

IP address of each packet arriving from a client to the IP address of the statically chosen

web server. In the IBM scheme, when the server replies back to the client, it changes the

source IP address of each packet to the IP address of the router, so that the connection is

not reset. In the Cisco Local Director and the Magicrouter, the router performs the job

of changing the IP source addresses from the server to its own IP address. In the One-IP

scheme [141], the Unix ifconfig aliasing option is used to assign a secondary IP address to

all the servers in the cluster. This secondary IP address (IPS) is broadcast to the world

as the address of the web site. All clients send packets addressed to IPS , and are assigned

to a server based on a static scheme either centrally (by the router), or in a distributed
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manner. This scheme does not require any modification of the server kernels, nor does it

modify packets arriving at the cluster. The Scalable Web Server (SWEB) [155] architecture

implements a dynamic sharing scheme on a distributed memory machine and a network of

workstations. The scheduler in the SWEB architecture monitors a number of performance

parameters of the server cluster, such as CPU load, disk I/O, LAN congestion, and the

Internet delays. Their transfer policy takes into account all of these parameters combined

with the overheads incurred in transferring the jobs, in making transfer decisions.

A.12 Conclusion

With the increase in web traffic, the server side is fast becoming a bottleneck.

To provide a better response time to requesting clients, a typical web server architecture

utilizes a number of replicated web servers acting as a single web site to the outside world.

An important aspect of such a web server architecture is the design of a simple but efficient

load sharing scheme. In this work, we have presented a dynamic load sharing scheme

which can be implemented easily over such a cluster of replicated web servers. Using the

UCB/LBL/VINT Network Simulator, we have conducted a feasibility study to explore how

this dynamic scheme compares to a hashing-based static scheme.

Our results show that, under the absence of transfer costs, (1) our scheme (ATLAS)

performs significantly better than the static load sharing scheme; (2) the dynamic load

sharing gains increase as more servers are added to the cluster (while keeping the total

processing capacity the same), and/or when the client request arrival process becomes more

bursty; and (3) if the session termination time is chosen carefully, this scheme produces

significant gains even for HTTP/1.1.
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